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                                        Unit-1 : Karma (Poem)                                    - Geetanjali 
-  

  

 

  SIMILAR WORDS 

 

  

 

  

 

                                                  

                                                SIMILAR WORDS 

 

 

       

                                                                            

OPPOSITE WORDS 

 

 

 

 

 

       

Verb Noun Adjective 

Corrupt Corruption Corrupt 

Deside Decision Decisive 

Deny Denial Denying 

Desire Desire Desirable 

Differ Difference Different 

Examine Examination Examined 

Except Expectation Expected 

Ignore Ignorance Ignorant 

Perform Performance Performing 

  adequate  - acceptable 

  aware       - conscious 

  behave     - act 

  belief       - superstition 

  capable    - having a lot of skills 

  conduct   - behavior 

  correct       - right 

    corruption - immoral activities 

    honour - respect 

    just - fair / reasonable 

    practice - action 

    destiny - fate 

     deny - refuse 

     unjust - unfair 

 honour x dishonour 

 just x unjust 

 legal x illegal 

 manage x mismanage 

 practice x malpractice 

 reliable x unreliable 

 sensitive x insensitive 

 unity x disunity 

 worthy x unworthy 

 deny x accept            

unjust x fair / just 

 adequate x inadequate 

 aware x unaware 

 behave x misbehave 

 belief x unbelief 

 capable x incapable 

 conduct x misconduct 

 correct x incorrect 

 corruption x incorruption 

 curable x incurable 

 fortune x misfortune 

friendly x unfriendly 
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IDIOMS & PHRASES 

1. Find out - (ip¡^u L$pY$hy¬) - to discover 

2. make one's destiny - (_kub OX$hy¬) - to make one's fate 

3. no matter what - (_u `fhp L$ep® hNf) - not to bother; regardless of; irrespective of. 

4. overtake - (_p¡ `uR>p¡ L$fu `L$X$u `pX$hy¬, Ap¡tQ[y Aphu `X$hy¬, O¡fu hmhy¬) -to catch up with, to come upon 

suddenly 
5. Soft footed - (^ud¡\u, lmh¡ `Ng¡) - very slowly; silently; moving or walking quietly 

6. take part - (cpN g¡hp¡) - to partcipate 

Read the following stanza & answer the questions given below them. 

   (1) God is not unjust 

    Nor is He unkind 

    It's the 'karma' 

    That Follows 

    Soft footed behind 

    And whether it is right or wrong 

    He does not wait 

    For the time, 

 (1) How is God according to the poetess ? 

 (2) Who follows us ? How ? 

 (3) Find out similar word for 'go after' 

 (4) Does the 'Karma' wait for the time ? 

 (5) Which word is used for our 'past deeds ? 

 (6) For whom is pronoun 'He' used ? 

 (7) Find out the opposite to 'hard, true and kind.' 

   (2) No prayers will help 

    No love shall hold  

    And no one can deny  

    That ... 

    The past deeds 

    Do overtake a man  
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    No matter where  

    And what time ? 

 (1) What will not help us ? 

 (2) What can't we deny ? 

         (3) Find out the similar word for 'catch up with.' 

 (4) What overtakes a man ? 

 (5) Find out the opposite to 'deny.' 

 (6) Does the 'Karma' wait for the time and place ? 

           (7) What do you mean by 'No love shall hold' ?  
 

                       (3)  Hence 

    Do all good 

    Say all good 

    And be kind  

    It's our deeds 

    That make our destiny 

    No, Oh no, God is never unkind. 

 (1) What advice does the poetess give us ? 

 (2) Who makes our destiny ? 

 (3) Find out the similar word for 'fate.' 

 (4) God is always kind. True or False. 

 (5) Why does the poetess say 'God is always kind and just? 

 

                             Unit-2 : Playing the Game 
 - Arthur Mead 

 

Verbs Nouns Adjectives 

accompany company accompanied 

achieve achievement achievable 

appreciate appreciation appreciating 

arrange arrangement arranged 

comfort comfort comfortable 

excite excitement excited 

practise practice practising 

promise crack cracking 

explain explaination explainable 
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                                                    SIMILAR WORDS 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 OPPOSITE WORDS 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                            IDIOMS & PHRASES 

1. a long way off - (`lp¢Qhp dpV¡$ OZp¬ ]|$f lp¡hy¬) - far away from an intention. 

2. at last - (R>¡hV¡$) - in the end; finally 

3. be obliged to - (_p F>Zu lp¡hy¬ L¡$ fl¡hy¬) - be grateful (to) 

4.   bite one's lip - (lp¡W$ L$fX$hp, d__u d|¬ThZ ]$ip®h[u rhrióV$ Q¡óV$p, np¡c \hp¡, R>p¡cugp `X$u S>hy¬) - to 

express annoyance; to express ambarrassment; to show confusion of mind through a peculier 

action. 
5. do one's best (kp¥\u î¡óW$ ]¡$Mph L$fhp¡, î¡óW$ is¼[\u L$pe® L$fhy¬) - to perform to one's 

6. fond of - (_p¡ ip¡M lp¡hp¡) - having a liking for 

7. get into - (âh¡ihy¬) - to come to be in 

8. give three loud cheers (ÓZ [pmu_y¬ dp_ Ap`hy¬) - to express admiration; to express joy by 

clapping three times loudly. 

9. instead of - (_¡ b]$g¡) - in place of 

10. keep on - (Qpgy fpMhy¬) - to go on 

11. make one's way - (_u [fa Qpghp gpNhy¬, dp¬\u dpN® L$pY$u Qpghy¬) - to go in the direction of; to pass 

through. 

love love loving 

interrupt interruption interrupting 

use usage useful 

admit  -    accept 

brief  -    in short 

gain  -    benefit 

farewell -     see off 

pitiful           - kind 

sturdy           - strong 

meadow  - grassland 

generous      - kind 

brief  x  detailed 

fortunately x  unfortunately 

fruitful x  fruitless 

pitiful  x  pitiless 

enter  x   exit 

admit       x   refuse 

encourage x    discourage 

like       x   unlike 

gain       x   loss 

sturdy        x   soft 
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12. make up (`lp¢Qu hmhy¬) - to recover the time 

13. of course - (AgbÑ, õhpcprhL$, fp¡Æ¬]y$) - customary; natural 

14. on one's way - (dykpafu L$f[p L$f[p) - travelling, going 

15. proud of (_y Np¥fh lp¡hy¬, _p¡ Nh® lp¡hp¡) - taking pride in something 

16. ran off (_pku S>hy¬) - to run away 

17. round the corner (_S>]$uL$) - near 

18. search of - (ip¡^hy¬) - to look for 

19. see someone off - (L$p¡BL$_¡ rh]$pe Ap`hu, "AphÅ¡' L$l¡hy¬) - to bid farewell to someone; to say 

goodbye to someone; to start on a journey. 

20. shape well - (Apipõ`]$ rQŒp¡ ]$ip®hhp, âNr[ |̀Z® OX$[f \hy¬) - to give promising signs; to build 

career with progress. 

21. stumble over - (gNcN `X$[p¬ `X$[p¬ flu S>hy¬) - almost fell on. 

22. turn away - (âh¡i_u _p `pX$hu, L$pY$u d|L$hy¬) - to refuse admittance to 

23. up and down (QX$[u `X$[u, MpX$pV¡$L$fp, Aph_-Åh_ L$fhy¬) - both the sides. 

Read the following extracts & answer the questions given below them. 

(1) Alan's mother came to the gate to see him of.."Goodbye, Alan, do your best," she called out. 

 "I"ll try, Mummy," answered Alan, and, waving his hand, he ran out of the gate and up the 

road. 

 Do his best ! Of course he would. For Alan was paying in the school cricket match and was 

mightily proud of being chosen to play. He had practised bowling with his fater for weeks now, and 

Daddy said he was shaping well. Daddy was nearly as excited as Alan over the match, and he 

promised that if Alan's side won, he would buy him a bicycle. 

 No wonder, Alan was excited ! 

 (1) Why did Alan's mother come ? 

 (2) How did Alan reach up to the road ? 

 (3) Find out the similar word for 'to farewell.' 

 (4) Why was Alan feeling proud ? 

 (5) How can you say that Alan was shaping well ? 

 (6) Why was Alan's Father excited over the match ? 

 (7) What would Alan get if his side won ? 

 (8) Find out the similar words for 'to show good performance' and 'eager'. 
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 (9) Find out the similar word for 'very much' 

 (10) Here the words 'Alan's side' means............ 

(2) On his way to the sports-ground Alan had to pass the little three-cornered meadow, and as he 

reached it, he saw a very old man leaning heavily on his stick. As Alan passed, the old man called 

out to him.  

 "Can I help you ?" asked Alan kindly, going up to him.  

 The old man, in a thin, cracked voice requested Alan to let him take his arm. He said, "This 

road is so hilly, and the wind is almost too much for me." 

 "I would love to help you, sir, "said Alan, for he knew he could easily make up what time he 

had lost by running when he left the old man.  

 (1) What fell on Alan's way to the sports ground ? 

 (2) How was the meadow ? 

 (3) Whom did Alan see ? 

 (4) Why did the old man call out to Alan ? 

 (5) Was the old man passing through the meadow ? 

 (6) Find out the similar words for 'came across, a field filled with grass 

  and bending.' 

 (7) How did the old man request Alan ? For what ? 

 (8) Describe the road. 

 (9) Find out the similar word for 'compensate.' 

 (10) Was Alan ready to help the old man ? 

 (11) What was Alan's planning in helping the old man ? 

(3) But the poor old gentleman leaned heavily on Alan's sturdy little arm and tottered along like a 

baby. So slowly did he walk that five minutes had gone before they were half-way up the road. 

 Alan explained to the old man that he was on his way to a cricket-match and that he must not 

be late, but he seemed not to hear him. 

 "Where do you live, sir?" called Alan at last in the old man's ear.  

 "Up the road and some way round the corner." he answered in his thin, weak voice. "I should 

 be so much obliged if you could see me home. You look a very kind little boy." 
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(1) What was the condition of the poor old man when Alan took his hand ? 

 (2) How much time did it take to reach the half way ? 

 (3) Find out the similar for 'walk with unsteady steps' 'strong' and 'passed.' 

 (4) Find out the opposite to 'weak'.... 

 (5) What did Alan explain to the old man ? 

 (6) Was the old man hearing to Alan ? 

 (7) Where did the old man live ? 

 (8) What was the old man's request to Alan ? 

 (9) Find out the sentence which shows Alan's praise. 

 (10) Find out the similar for 'grateful', 'looked' and 'generous.' 

(4) See him home ? And they were still a long way off ! If only he could walk a little faster. 

Why, the teams would be already on the field, and the captain would be wondering why he did not 

come. 

 Suddenly the old man stumbled over a loose paving stone, and fell heavily on the ground. 

 "Don't leave me, little boy," murmured the old man. 

 "No, I will stay here," said Alan, and he sat down beside him, for he felt sure that someone 

would come that way soon. 

 Alan stared anxiously up and down the road during the minutes that followed. The minutes 

almost seemed like hours. Then, at last, turning the corner came a jolly-looking policeman. Alan 

conuld have shouted for joy. 

  "I'll see this gentleman home, little boy," the policeman said, after Alan explained what had 

happened. 

 (1) Why was Alan worried ? 

 (2) Why would the captain be wondering ? 

 (3) Find out the similar words for 'leave somebody at', 'very far' and 'worrying.' 

 (4) What happened to the old man ? 

 (5) What did the old man murmur ? 

 (6) What did Alan promise to the old man ? 

          (7) Why did Alan and the old man sit by the road ? 
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 (8) How did Alan pass the time that followed ? 

 (9) How did minutes seem to Alan ? 

 (10) Who came to Alan ? 

 (11) Did Alan shout out of joy when he saw the policeman ? 

 (12) Find out the similar words for 'gaze' and 'cheerful.' 

 (13) Find out the opposite to 'sorrow' and 'unlike.' 

 (14) Why did the policeman promise Alan to see the old man home ? 

(5) Then Alan ran off and flew as fast as his legs would carry him to the sports ground. But the 

game has started when he arrived.  

  "Why, it's Alan," said the teacher, who was standing just inside the entrance. "you're not 

much good if you can't come up to time. We have put in young Harold Banks in your place. 

Fortunately, he's putting some good balls over."  

  Alan bit his lip. How could he explain ? He turned away and made his way slowly home.  

  His father opened the door.  

  "Bravo, Alan," he said, patting his little son on the back.  

  "But, Daddy....." began Alan. But his father interrupted him.  

 (1) How did Alan reach the sports ground ? 

 (2) What happened when he reached the sports ground ? 

 (3) Where was the teacher standing ? What did he say to Alan ? 

 (4) Who was taken in place of Alan ? 

 (5) How was Harold Bank's performance ? 

 (6) How did Alan react at the teacher's remark ? 

 (7) What did Alan do ? 

 (8) How did Alan's father welcome him ? 

 (9) Find out the similar words for 'begin', 'luckily' 'in place of' and 'disturbed.' 

 (10) Find out the opposite word to 'exit.' 

 (11) Give the meaning of 'make one's way' and use in your own sentence. 

(6) It's all right. It was the old man," he said, "You see, I came up behind that 

policeman and he told me what had happened. So I knew you were playing the game 
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although it wasn't on the cricket-pitch. So I went back to the market-place and ought the 

bicycle I promised you. It's a beauty. And, Alan, we're proud of you, your Mother 

and I." 

 And in the classroom next morning, the boys gave Alan three loud cheers, as only schoolboys 

can, for in some mysterious fashion they too had learned all about his kind act. 

 (1) Who told everything about Alan's kind act to his father ? 

 (2) How was Alan rewarded at home and school ? 

 (3) Why were Alan's parents proud of him ? 

 (4) How did the school boys learn all about his kind act ? 

 (5) Find out the similar words for 'occur', 'bazaar' and 'suspicious.' 

 (6) Find out the opposite to 'cruel.' 

                                  

                                Unit-3 : A Secret for Two 

 
Verbs Nouns Adjectives 

deliver delivery deliverable 

notise notice noticeable 

inspect inspection inspectionable 

complain complaint complaining 

strengthen strength strong 

grieve grief grieved 

mirror mirror mirrored 

protest protest protesting 

employ employment employed 

retire retirement retired 

 
SIMILAR WORDS 

 
   admire     -   praise 

  erect        -   construct 

  wear out  -   tire 

  guess        -  think, assume 

 stroked     -  patted 

  really        - indeed 

combine      -  join 

stalk down   -  walk down 

bear          -  endure, tolerate 

way             -   road, rout 

clever          -  smart 
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                                                 IDIOMS & PHRASES 

1. boast of - (bX$pi lp¬L$hu, X¬$apk dpfhu) - to speak in excessively proud terms; to brag; to tell 

something about oneself excessively. 

2. get down - (N¬cuf[p |̀h®L$ L$pe® L$fhy¬) - to attend seriously 

3. go on - (Qpgy fpMhy¬) - to continue 

4. go out of control - (L$pb| blpf S>hy¬) - having no hold of, not restraint. 

5. hitch to - (]$p¡fu bp¬^hu, O|¬kfu bp¬^hu, Å¡[fhy¬) - to fasten with a rope. 

6. to limp down - (Mp¡X¬$Np[p Qpghy¬, g¬NX$p[p Qpghy¬) - to walk with difficulty 

7. to point out - (rhrióV$ fu[¡ ]$ip®hhy¬, Qv^hy¬) - to indicate; to specify. 

8. to set up - (õ\p`hy¬) - to establish 

9. to stalk down - (^udp X$Ngp cfhp) - to walk down 

10. to suffer from - (_p \u `uX$phy¬) - to be in pain 

11. to turn around - (ApSy>bpSy> O|dhy¬) - to move towards 

12. to wear out - (h^pf¡ `X$[p h`fpi\u OkpB S>hy¬, _L$pdy¬ \B S>hy¬, \pL$u S>hy¬) - to become useless by 

overuse; to be tired; to get exhausted. 

Read the following extracts & answer the questions given below them. 

(1) Montreal is a very large city of Canada, and it has some very wide and big streets like Prince 

Edward Street. No one knew this street as well as did Pierre Dupin. Pierre had delivered milk to the 

families on this street for thirty years. He was one of the many milk-wagon drivers that worked for a 

milk company.  

 During the past fifteen years the horse which drew the milk-wagon used by Pierre 

 was a large, white horse named Joseph. When the big, white horse first came to the milk company,  

he didn't have a name. They told Pierre that he could use the white horse. Pierre stroked the horse's  

neck and looked into his eyes. "This is a nice horse, a kind and gentle one," said Pierre, "I'll name 

him after Saint Joseph, who was also very kind and gentle." 

 (1) Narrate Montreal in three sentences. 

 (2) Who knew the streets of Montreal very well ? 

 (3) What was Pierre ? 

 (4) For how many years did Pierre deliver milk in the streets ? 
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 (5) What was the name of the horse ? 

 (6) Why did Pierre name the horse as Joseph ? 

 (7) How did Pierre meet Joseph ? 

 (8) Which two adjectives are used for Joseph ? 

 (9) Find out the opposite to 'narrow' 

 (10) Find out the similar words for 'patted.' 

(2) Within a year Joseph knew the milk route as well as Pierre did. Pierre used to say that he 

didn't need reins - he never touched them. Each morning Pierre arrived at the stables of the milk 

company at five o' clock. The wagon would be loaded and Joseph hitched to it. 

 Pierre would call softly to Joseph, "Go on, my friend," and this splendid combination would 

stalk proudly down the street. 

 The wagon, without any direction from Pierre, would arrive in Prince Edward Street. The 

horse would stop at the first house, allow Pierre perhaps thirty seconds to get down from his seat 

and put a bottle of milk at the front door. Again the horse would go on, skipping two houses and 

stopping at the third.  

 (1) How long did it take for Joseph to know the route ? 

 (2) What did Pierre say about his horse ? 

 (3) When did Pierre arrive at the stable ? 

 (4) How would the splendid combination go for its work ? 

 (5) Did Pierre have to direct Joseph on his route ? 

 (6) Name the street described in the paragraph. 

 (7) How can you say that Joseph was a well-trained horse ? 

         (8) Find out the similar for 'way', 'accustomed to', 'majestic', 'walk down', 

  and 'leave.' 

 (9) Find out the opposite to 'harshly' and 'rear.' 

(3) So down the length of the street the two would go. Then, Joseph would turn around and come 

back along the other side of the street. Yes, Joseph was really a smart horse.  

 At the stables Pierre would boast of Joseph's skill; "I never touch the reins. He knows just 

where to stop. Why, a blind man could do my job with Joseph pulling the wagon." 
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 So it went on for years. Pierre and Joseph grew old together, but gradually not suddenly. 

Pierre's huge walrus moustache was pure white now, and Joseph didn't lift his knees so high. 

Jacques, the foreman of the stables, never noticed that they were getting old until Pierre appeared 

one day carrying a big walking stick.  

  "Hey Pierre," Jacques laughed. "Maybe you've got the gout, hey?" 

  "Yes, Jacques," replied Pierre uncertainly. "But as one grows old, legs 

get tired." 

  "You should teach the horse to place the milk bottles at the front door of your customers," 

Jacques said to him. "He does everything else for you." 

 (1) Name the place where the horses are kept. 

 (2) Which sentence shows the skill of Joseph ? 

 (3) Did Pierre refer his blindness while boasting about Joseph ? 

 (4) How did Joseph and Pierre grow old ? 

 (5) How can you say that Pierre was growing old ? 

 (6) What changes did we find in Joseph ? 

 (7) How did Jacques come to know about Pierrer's growing age ? 

 (8) Do you think Pierre was suffering from gout ? 

 (9) What did Jacques suggest to Pierre ? 

 (10) Find out similar words for 'clever', 'work' 'slowly' 'thick' 'look' 'to put' 

  'return' and 'a man working in the stable.'   

          (11) Find out a name of disease from the passage. 

(4) One morning, the manager of the milk company came to inspect the early morning deliveries. 

Pointing out to Pierre, Jacques said to him, "Watch how he talks to that horse whom he calls Joseph. 

See the look in the horse's eyes. I think these two share a secret. Sometimes they seem to chuckle at 

us, as they go off on their route in the morning. Pierre is a good man, but he's getting old. Don't you 

think he should be retired and given a small pension ?' 

  "Of course," said the manager. "He has been on this route now for thirty years and not even 

once has there been a complaint against him. Tell him it is time he should rest. His salary will go on 

just the same." 
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  But Pierre refused to retire. He could not bear the thought of not driving his Joseph everyday. 

He said to Jacques, "We are two old men - I and Joseph. Let us wear out together. When Joseph is 

ready to retire - then I, too, will leave." 

 (1) Why did the manager come to the milk company ? 

 (2) What did Jacques tell the manager about Pierre and Joseph ? 

 (3) What was Jacques suggestion about Pierre ? 

 (4) Did the manager agree to Jacques suggestion ? 

 (5) What was the manager's remark about Pierre ? 

 (6) Why did Pierre refuse to retire ? 

 (7) Find out the similar for 'examine', 'supressed laugh; 'amount getting after 

  retirement', 'deny' 'tire', 'tolerate.' 

 (8) Find out the opposite to 'accept.' 

 

(5) Jacques, who was a kind man understood. There was something about Pierre and 

 

 Joseph which made a man smile tenderly. It was as though each drew some hidden strength 

  

from the other. When Pierre was sitting in his seat, and when Joseph was hitched to the  

 

wagon, neither seemed old. But when they finished their work, Pierre would limp down the 

 

           street, seeming very old indeed. The horse's head would also drop and he would walk very  

 wearily to his stall. Then one morning, Jacques had dreadful news for Pierre. He said,                      

"Pierre, Joseph did not wake this morning, He was very old; Pierre, you know he was 

twenty-five, and that is like seventy-five for man." 

  "Yes," Pierre said slowly. "I am seventy-five. Now I shall never see him again. My poor 

Joseph !" 

 (1) Jacques agreed to Pierre's explanation for retirement. True or False. 

 (2) How did Pierre and Joseph work though they were growing old ? 

 (3) What was the condition of both Joseph and Pierre after finishing their work? 

 (4) What dreadful news did Jacques bring ? 

 (5) How old were Joseph and Pierre ? 
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 (6) Find out the similar for 'to get', 'walk with difficulty,' 'appear,' 'really' 

  and 'covered.' 

(6) Jacques patted Pierre on the shoulder: "We'll find another horse just as good as Joseph. Why, 

in a month's time you'll teach him your route." 

  "We'll....." 

 But he stopped when he looked into Pierre's eyes. 

 For years Pierre had worn a heavy cap, the peak of which came low over his eyes. Now when 

Jacques looked into Pierre's eyes, he saw something which startled him. He saw a dead, lifeless look 

in them. The eyes were mirroring the grief that was in Pierre's heart and in his soul. It was as though 

his heart and soul had died.  

 "Take today off, Pierre," Jacques said. But before Jacques could complete his sentence, Pierre 

was already limping down the street. Tears were streaming down his cheeks and he was sobbing. 

There was a warning yell from the driver of a huge truck that was coming fast and there was the 

scream of brakes. But it appeared that Pierre had heard neither. 

 (1) How did Jacques console Pierre ? 

 (2) What startled Pierre ? 

          (3) What were the eyes of Pierre mirroring ? 

 (4) Why could nobody notice about Pierre's blindness ? 

 (5) What did Jacques ask Pierre to do ? 

 (6) How did Pierre react when Joseph died ? 

 (7) What happened to Pierre on the road ? 

 (8) Find out the similar for 'take leave', 'surprised', 'reflect', 'sorrow', 'cry hard', 

  'roll down', 'shout', and 'a shout.' 

(7) Five minutes later an ambulance doctor said, "He's dead." 

 Jacques and several of the milk-wagon-drivers had arrived by then. They looked down at the 

still figure.  
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 "I couldn't help it," the driver of the truck protested. "He walked right into my truck. He never 

saw it, I guess. He walked into it as though he were blind." 

 The ambulance doctor bent down. "Blind !" he said, looking into Pierre's eyes. "Of course, 

the man was blind. See those cataracts ! This man has been blind for five years." Then he turned to 

Jacques and said, "You say he worked for you ! Didn't you know he was blind ?" 

 "No.....no.....," Jacques said softly. "None of us knew. There was only one who knew - a 

friend of his, named Joseph.... It was a secret, I think, just between those two." 

 (1) When did the ambulance come ? 

 (2) What did the doctor declare ? 

 (3) What do you mean by the sentence. "I couldn't help it" ? 

 (4) How did Pierre walk into the direction of the truck ? 

 (5) How did the doctor conclude that Pierre was blind ? 

 (6) For how long has Pierre been blind ? 

 (7) Who knew about Pierre's blindness ? 

 (8) Find out the similar for 'defended', and 'assume'. 

           (9)      Find out the name of disease of eye mentioned in the text. 

 
 

 Unit-4 : Confessions of a Born Spectator (Poem) 

                                                                                                                              - Ogdan Nash 

 

IDIOMS & PHRASES 

 

1. limp and bashful spirit - (_bmp¡ A_¡ ifdpm õhcphhpmp¡) - weak and shy spirit. 

2. to reassure oneself - (`p¡[p_pdp¬ rhðpk_y¬ `y_: õ\p`_ L$fhy¬) - to restore confidence in oneself. 

Read the following stanza & answer the questions given below them. 

   (1) One infant grows up and becomes a jockey,  

    Another plays basket ball or hockey, 

    This is one the prize ring hates to enter 
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                                  That one becomes a tackle or centre,  

              I am just as glad as glad can be  

    That I'm not them, that they're not me.  

   (1) Make a list of occupations described in the stanza. 

   (2) Give two rhyming words. 

   (3) What is the poet glad for ? 

   (4) Find out the similar for 'a baby', 'a defeated person', and 'pleased.' 

   (5) Find out the opposite to 'love', 'exit' and 'sad.' 

   (2) With all my heart do I admire 

    Athletes who sweat for fun or hire,  

    Who take the field in gaudy pomp.  

    And maim each other as they romp.  

    My limp and bashful spirit feeds 

    On other people's heroic deeds. 

 (1) For what do the athletes strive ? 

 (2) How do the athletes appear on the ground ? 

 (3) For whom does the poet feel proud ? 

 (4) Give two rhyming words. 

 (5) Find out the similar for 'praise', 'showy dress', 'perspire', 'cause an injury' and 'shy.' 

 (6) Find out the opposite to 'criticize.' 

   (3) Now A runs ninety yards to score,  

    B knocks the champion to the floor. 

             C risking vertebrae and spine,  

    Lashes his steed across the line.  

    You'd think my ego it would please 

    To swap positions with one of these. 

 (1) What does A do to score ? 

 (2) How would the poet's ego please ? 

 (3) Give two rhyming words. 

           (4)      Find out the similar for 'exchange', 'backbone', 'whip', and 'a strong horse.' 

   (4) Well, ego might be please enough, 
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    But zealous athletes play so rough,  

    They do not ever, in their dealings 

    Consider one another's feelings. 

    I'm glad that when my struggle begins 

    Twixt prudence and ego, prudence wins.  

 (1) How do the athletes treat one another ? 

 (2) Who wins between prudence and ego ? 

 (3) Do the athletes consider one another's feelings ? 

 (4) Which adjective is used for athletes ? 

 (5) Give two rhyming words. 

 (6) Find out the similar for 'enthusiastic', 'behaviour', 'wisdom' and 'between.' 

   (5) When swollen eye meets gnarled fist 

    When snaps the knee, and cracks the wrist,  

    When calm officialdom demands 

    Is there a doctor in the stands ?  

    My soul in true thanksgiving speaks 

    For this most modest physiques. 

 (1) Make a list of the words for physical injury. 

 (2) What does officialdom demand ? 

 (3) Find two adjectives from the stanza. 

 (4) Give two rhyming words. 

 (5) Find out the similar for 'break', 'bulged', 'skip' and 'structure of body.' 

   (6) Athletes, I'll drink to you  

    Or eat with you.  

    Or anything except compete with you.  

    Buy tickets worth their weight in radium.  

    To watch you gambol in a stadium  

    And reassure my self anew 

    That you're not me and I'm not you. 
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 (1) What is the poet ready to do with the athletes ? 

 (2) Why does the poet call himself 'a born spectator.' ? 

 (3) Give two rhyming words. 

 (4) Find out the similar for 'but' and 'once again.' 

 

 

Unit-5 : Uncle Ken on the Job 

 
 

IDIOMS & PHRASES 

 

1. at large - (kpdpÞe fu[¡ b^p_¡ gpNy `X¡$ [¡ fu[¡, dy¼[) - as a whole; in general 

2. every now and then - (âk¬Np¡̀ p[, ¼epf¡L$ ¼epf¡L$) - occasionally; from time to time. 

3. get through - (`|ê$ L$fhy¬, k¬ |̀Z® fu[¡ [`pkhy¬) - to complete; to check thoroughly 

4. in any case - (L$p¡B`Z k¬Å¡Np¡dp¬, S>¡ lp¡e [¡) - no matter what; under any circumstances 

5. in lieu of - (_¡ b]$g¡) - in place of; instead of 

6. last long - (gp¬bp kde ky^u Qpghy¬) - to continue for a long time 

7. make a living - (Æh_ S>ê$qfep[ dpV¡$ L$dphy¬) - to earn a living 

8. never mind - (tQ[p L$fhp_u S>ê$f _\u) - not to be concerned; not to be distressed; not to be upset 

9. ponder on/over - (_p `f N¬cuf[p\u rhQpf L$fhp¡) - to think deeply on/over; to think over seriously. 

10. to put one up - (L$p¡BL$_¡ \p¡X$p¡ kde fl¡hp ]¡$hy¬, Apifp¡ Ap`hp¡) - to accommodate someone for a short 

time 

11. to put up with - (_¡ kl_ L$fhy¬, _¡ r_cphu g¡hy¬) - to tolerate 

12. to squeeze in - (kde L$pY$u g¡hp¡) - to manage to find time; to spare time 

13. stormed off - (Nyõkpdp¬ R>p¡X$u Nep) - left in anger 

14. stroll off - (b¡qaL$fpB\u Qpg[p \hy¬) - to go away walking leisurely 

15. to mind - (hp¬^p¡ L¡$ rhfp¡^ lp¡hp¡) - to have objection 

16. well off - ( ¥̀kp]$pf, kpfu Apr\®L$ sõ\r[dp¬) - wealthy; in a favourable situation; 

 prosperous. 
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Read the following extracts & answer the questions given below them. 

(1) "We'll have to do something about Uncle Ken," said Granny to the world 

at large. 

 I was in the kitchen with her, shelling peas and popping a few hint now and then. Suzie, the 

Saimese cat sat on the sideboard, patiently watching Granny prepare an Irish stew. Suzie liked Irish 

stew.  

 "It's not that I mind him staying," said Granny, "and I don't want any money from him, either. 

But it isn't healthy for a young man to remain idle for so long."  

 "Is Uncle Ken a young man, Gran ?" 

 "He's forty. Everyone says he'll improve as he grows up." 

 "He could go and live with Aunt. Mabel." 

 "He does go and live with Aunt Mabel. He also lives with Aunt Emily and Aunt Beryl. That's 

his trouble - he has too many doting sisters ready to put him up and put up with him... their 

husbands are all quite well off and can afford to have him now and then. So our Ken spends three 

months with Emily, and three months with me. That way he gets through the year as everyone's 

guest and doesn't have to worry about making a living." 

 (1) What was the writer doing in the kitchen ? 

 (2) What was being prepared in the kitchen ? Who was eager to eat it ? 

 (3) Why was Granny worried about Uncle Ken ? 

 (4) How old was Uncle Ken ? 

 (5) How did Uncle Ken get through year ? 

 (6) Who were Uncle Ken's sisters ? 

 (7) Why didn't Uncle Ken have to worry about earning ? 

 (8) Give the meaning of 'making a living' and use it in your own sentence. 

  (9) Find out similar words for 'lazy', 'prosperous', 'tolerate', 'to accommodate', 'showing  

foolish love', 'in general', 'occasionally' and 'put something one after another.' 

        (10)     Give synonyms for - 'sick' and 'hurriedly.' 

(2) "He's lucky in a way," I said.  

 

 "His luck won't last forever. Already Mabel is talking of going to New 
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Zealand. And once India is free - in just a year or two from now - Emily and Beryl will probably go 

 

 to  England, because their husbands are in the Army and all British officers will be leaving. "o my  

mouth "Can't Uncle Ken follow them to England ?  

 "He knows he'll have to start working if he goes there." 

 When your aunts find they have to manage without servants, they won't be so ready to keep 

Uncle Ken for long periods. In any case, who's going to pay his fare to England or New Zealand ?" 

 (1) Why won't Uncle Ken's luck last longer ? 

 (2) What was the problem for Uncle Ken to live in England ? 

 (3) Who would find difficulties to put Uncle Ken up at England ? 

 (4) Find out similar words for 'amount paid for travelling, to handle. 

 (5) Is Granny thinking about Uncle Ken's future here ? 

(3) "If he can't go, he'll stay here with you, Granny. You'll be here, won't you ?" 

 "Not forever. Only while I live." 

 "You won't go to England ?" 

 "No, I've grown up here I'm like the trees. I've taken root. I won't be going away - not until, 

like an old tree, I'm without any more leaves... You'll go, though, when you are bigger. You'll 

probably finish your schooling in England."  

 "I'd rather finish it here. I want to spend all my holidays with you. If I go to England, who'll 

look after you when you grow old ?" 

 "I'm old already. Over sixty." 

 "Is that very old ? It's only a little older than Uncle Ken. And how will you look after him 

when you're really old ?" 

 (1) What did the author say about Uncle Ken ? 

 (2) Is Granny ready to go to England ? Why ? 

 (3) What was the writer's preference for his schooling ? 

 (4) What was the author's concern regarding Granny ? 

 (5) How old was Granny ? 

 (6) With whom did Granny compare herself ? 

 (7) Find out the similar words for 'take care', 'live.' 

           (8)      Find out the opposite to 'younger.' 
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(4) "He can look after himself if he tries. And it's time he started. It's time he 

took a job." 

 I pondered on the problem. I could think of nothing that would suit Uncle Ken - or rather, I 

could think of no one who would find him suitable. It was Ayah who made a suggestion. 

 "Maharani of Gulshan needing tutor for children," she said. "Just one boy, 

one girl." 

 "How do you know ?" asked Granny.  

 "I hear from children" said Ayah. "Pay two hundred rupees for not much work - only two 

hour every morning."  

 "That should suit Uncle Ken," I said.  

 "Yes, it's a good idea," said Granny, "We'll have to talk him into applying. He ought to go 

over and see them. The maharani is a good person to work for." 

 (1) How is Uncle Ken according to Granny ? 

 (2) Why should Uncle Ken take a job ? 

 (3) Who suggested a job for Uncle Ken ? 

 (4) How did Ayah come to know about needing a tutor for children ? 

 (5) What is the remuneration for teaching the children ? 

 (6) Why did the writer say that the job would suit Uncle Ken ? 

 (7) How is the Maharani's nature ? 

 (8) Find out the similar words for 'thought deeply', 'proper', 'requiring', 'meet.' 

(5) Uncle Ken agreed to go over and enquire about the job. The Maharani was out when he 

called, but he was interviewed by the Maharaja. 

 "Do you play tennis ? asked the Maharaja.  

 "Yes," said Uncle Ken, who remembered having played a bit of tennis when he was a 

schoolboy.  

 "In that case, the job's yours. I've been looking for a fourth player for doubles match.... By the 

way, were you at Cambridge ?  

 "No, I was at Oxford," said Uncle Ken.  
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The Maharaja was impressed. An Oxford man who could play tennis was just the sort of tutor he 

wanted for his children.  

 (1) Who interviewed Uncle Ken ? 

 (2) How many questions did the Maharaja ask Uncle Ken ? 

 (3) Was Uncle Ken able to play tennis well ? Why ? 

 (4) Why did the Maharaja offer a job to Uncle Ken ? 

 (5) Why was the Maharaja impressed by Uncle Ken ? 

 (6) Find out the similar for, 'a little', 'type.' 

 (7) Give the meaning for 'search for' and using this phrase in your own sentence. 

(6) When Uncle Ken told Granny about the interview, she said, "But you haven't been to oxford, 

Ken. How could you say that !" 

 "Of course I've been to Oxford. Don't you remember, I spent two years there with your 

brother Jim ?" 

 "Yes, but you were helping him in his pub in the town. You weren't at the University." 

 "Well, the Maharaja never asked me if I'd been to the University. He asked me if I was at 

Cambridge, and I said no, I was at Oxford, which was perfectly true. He didn't ask me waht I was 

doing at Oxford. What difference does it make ? And he strolled off, whistling. 

 To our surprise, Uncle Ken was a great success in his job. In the beginning, anyway. 

 (1) What did Uncle Ken do at Oxford ? 

 (2) How did Uncle Ken prove his answer true ? 

 (3) Which sentence shows that Uncle Ken was a carefree person ? 

 (4) What surprised Granny and the writer ? 

 (5) Find out the opposite to 'forget', 'false', 'failure.' 

 (6) Find out the similar for 'to go away walking leisurely', 'amaze.' 

(7) The Maharaja was such a poor tennis player that he was delighted to discover that  

there was someone who was even worse. So instead of becoming a doubles partner for the 

Maharaja, Uncle Ken became his favourite singles opponent. As long as he could keep losing to the 

Maharaja, Uncle Ken's job was safe.  

 In between tennis matches and accompanying his employer on duck shoots, Uncle Ken 

squeezed in a few lessons for the children, teaching them reading, writing and arithmetic. 
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Sometimes he took me along so that I could tell him when he got his sums wrong. Uncle Ken wasn't 

very good at subtraction.  

 The Maharaja's children were smaller than I. Uncle Ken would leave me with them, saying, 

"Just see that they do their sums properly, Rusty," and he would stroll off to the tennis courts, hands 

in his pockets, whistling tunelessly.  

 (1) Why was the Maharaja delighted ? 

 (2) How long was Uncle Ken's job safe ? 

 (3) Who played better the Maharaja or Uncle Ken ? 

 (4) What did Uncle Ken teach two children ? 

 (5) From where did Uncle Ken squeeze out time to teach the children ? 

 (6) Why did Uncle Ken take the writer with him ? 

 (7) Uncle Ken was weak in Mathematics. True or false ? 

 (8) Find out the similar for 'please', 'rival', 'in secure', 'incorrect', 'to go 

  with someone.' 

 (9) Give the meaning for 'to spare time' and using this phrase in your 

  own sentences. 

 (10) What was the name of the writer ? 

(8) Even if his pupils had different answers to the same sum, he would give both of them an 

encouraging pat, saying, " Excellent, excellent. I'm glad to see both of you trying so hard. One of 

you is right, and one of you is wrong, but as I don't want to discourage either of you, I won't say 

who's right and who's wrong !" 

 But afterwards, on the way home, he'd ask me, "Which was the right answer, Rusty ?" 

 "They were both wrong, Uncle Ken." 

 Uncle Ken always maintained that he would never have lost his job if he hadn't beaten the 

Maharaja at tennis. 

          Not that Uncle Ken had any intention of winning. But by playing occasional games with the 

Maharaja's secretaries and guests, his tennis had improved; and so, try as hard as he might to lose, 

he couldn't help winning a match against his employer.  

 (1) How did Uncle Ken encourage the pupils ? 

 (2) Why did not Uncle Ken want to say who was right or wrong ? 
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 (3) What did Rusty tell Uncle Ken ? 

 (4) How had Uncle Ken's tennis improved ? 

 (5) Did Uncle Ken have any intentions of winning ? 

 (6) Find out the similar for 'keep', 'to get victory over', 'make better.' 

 (7) Find out the opposite to 'gained', 'courage', 'win.' 

(9) The Maharaja was furious.  

 "Mr Bond," he said sternly, "I don't think you realize the importance of losing. We can't all 

win, you know. Where would the world be without losers ?" 

 "I'm terribly sorry," said Uncle Ken. "It was just a fluke, your Highness."  

 The Maharaja accepted Uncle Ken's apologies; about a week later it happened again. Uncle 

Ken won, and the Maharaja stormed off the court without saying a word.  

 The following day he turned up at lesson-time. As usual, Uncle Ken and the children were 

engaged in a game of noughts and crosses.  

 (1) What did the Maharaja say to Uncle Ken angrily ? 

 (2) How did Uncle Ken apologize when he won ? 

 (3) What were Uncle Ken and the children doing when the Maharaja came ? 

 (4) Why did the Maharaja storm off the court ? 

 (5) Find out the similar for, 'to come to know', 'a chance', 'to ask for sorry,' 

  'to leave angrily', 'busy', 'in strong words', 'occur'.' 

 (6) Find out the opposite to 'reject', 'with.' 

(10) "We won't be requiring your services from tomorrow, Mr. Bond. I've asked my secretary to 

give you a month's salary in lieu of notice." 

 Uncle Ken came home with his hands in his pockets, whistling cheerfully.  

 "You're early," said Granny. 

         "They don't need me anymore," said Uncle Ken.  

 "Oh well, never mind. Come in and have your tea." 

 Granny must have known the job wouldn't last very long. And she wasn't one to nag. As she 

said later, "At least he tried. And it lasted longer than most of his jobs - two months !" 

 (1) What did the Maharaja inform Uncle Ken ? 

 (2) How did Uncle Ken react though he lost the job ? 
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 (3) What did Granny offer to Uncle Ken ? 

 (4) How long Uncle Ken's job last ? 

 (5) Which sentence shows that Granny was not angry with Uncle Ken ? 

 (6) Find out the similar for 'need', 'in place of', 'joyfully', 'to say continuously.' 

 

Unit-6 : Honesty Comes from the Heart 

                                                                                                                - Sudha Murthy 

 

IDIOMS & PHRASES 

 

1. as usual - (fpb¡[p dyS>b) - as per routine; according to routine; happening or 

 done often 

2. at once - ([f[ S>) - immediately 

3. be denied of - (\u h¬rQ[ fpMhy¬/lp¡hy¬) - to prevent from having, to be deprived of 

4. be taken aback - (M|b S> ApïQe® \hy¬, Qp¢L$u DW$hy¬) - to be greatly surprised; 

 to be astonished. 

5. get back to - (afu k¬`L®$ L$fhp¡) - to contact again 

6. go at the speed of bits and bytes - (Ar[ie TX$`\u bp¡ghy¬ L¡$ ApNm h^hy¬) - to go extremely fast; to 

go very speedily 

7. keep expenses down - (MQ®dp¬ L$p` d|L$hp¡) - to cut down expenditure; to decrease expenditure 

8. know one's mind - (`p¡[p_u Å[_¡, My]$_¡ kdS>hy¬) - to understand oneself 

Read the following extracts & answer the questions given below them. 

(1) One bright June morning three years ago, I was reading my Kannada newspaper as usual. It 

was the day the SSLC results had been published. While columns of roll numbers filled the inside 

pages, the list of rank holders with their photographs took up almost the entire front page. 

 

           I have a great fascination for rank holders. Rank is not merely an index of one's intelligence, 

it also indicates the hard work and perseverance that students have put in to reach their goal. My 

background - I was brought up in a professor's family - and my own experience as a teacher have 

led me to believe this. 
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           (1) What was Sudha Murthy reading ? 

 (2) Of which examination result mentioned here ? 

 (3) What is the opinion of the writer about the rank holder ? 

 (4) Why has the writer fascination for the rank holder ? 

 (5) What is, according to the author, required to be a rank holder ? 

 (6) What was Sudha's father ? 

 (7) The first page had ......... and the inside page..... (complete the sentence) 

 (8) Find out the similar words for :- aim, only, mere, toppers, whole, attraction,  

  show, hard work, reared. 

 (9) Give opposite words to :- rear, outside. 

(2) Of all the photographs in that morning's newspaper, one boy's photo caught my attention. I 

could not take my eyes off him. He was frail and pale, but there was an endearing sparkle in his 

eyes. I wanted to know more about him. I read that his name was Hanumanthappa and that he had 

secured the 8th rank. That was all the information I could gather. 

 The next day, to my surprise, his photograph was published again, this time with an 

interview. With growing interest I learned that he was a coolie's son. He was unable to study further, 

he said in the interview, because he lived in a village and his father earned only Rs.40 a day. 

Hanumanthappa was the oldest of five children. His father was the only breadwinner. They 

belonged to a tribal group. 

 (1) What do you know about Hanumanthapa from the passage ? 

 (2) What special thing did the writer find in Hanumanthepa's photograph ? 

 (3) At what rank did Hanumanthapa stand in the result ? 

 (4) Why was the writer surprised ? 

 (5) What was the problem for Hanumanthapa for studying further ? 

 (6) Which caste did the boy belong to ? 

            (7) Find the similar words for :- couldn't stop looking, tender, without glow, 

  amazed, earning member. 

 (8) Give opposite words to :- bright, sturdy. 

 (9) What was Hanumanthapa's father's daily income ? 
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(3) I felt sorry for this bright boy. Most of us send our children to tuitions, to coaching classes, 

buy them reference books and guides, and provide the best possible facilities for them without 

considering the cost. But it was different for Hannumanthappa of Rampura. He had excelled in spite 

of being denied some of the basic necessities of life. While I was thinking about him with the 

newspaper still in my hands, I gazed at a mango tree in my neighbour's compound. It looked its best 

with its fresh bark, tender green leaves glistening with dewdrops and mangoes that were about to 

ripen in a few days. Beyond the tree was a small potted plant which, I noticed, had remained almost 

the same ever since it was potted. 

 It was a calm morning. The air was cool and fresh. My thoughts were running free. The 

continuous whistle of our pressure cooker broke the silence, reminding me that half an hour had 

passed. 

 (1) How was Hanumanthapa's case different from other boys ? 

 (2) What do parents provide their children for study ? 

 (3) What did the writer gaze at ? 

 (4) Describe the mango tree. 

 (5) How was the potted plant ? 

 (6) What broke Sudha's silence ? 

 (7) How was the atmosphere ? 

 (8) Give similar words for :- deprived of, stared, the outerside of a tree trunk, 

  glowing, to show best performance. 

 

(4) Hanumanthappa's postal address was provided in the interview. Without wasting much time, 

 I took a postcard and wrote a letter to him. I wrote only two lines saying that I was interested in 

 meeting him and asking whether he could come to Bangalore. Just then my father, ever a practical  

man, returned from his morning walk. He read the letter and said, "Where will he have the money 

for his bus fare plus a little extra to buy himself a decent set of clothes." 

 So I added a third line to say that I would pay for his travel and clothes. Within four days I 

received a similar postcard in reply. Two sentences. In the first he thanked me for the letter. In the 

second he expressed his willingness to come to Bangalore and meet me. 
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           (1) How did Sudha Murthy come to know about Hanumanthapa's address ? 

 (2) What did the writer write in the letter ? 

 (3) What did the writer's father suggest her ? 

 (4) Why did the writer call him as 'practical man' ? 

 (5) What did the boy reply ? 

 (6) What did the author write in the third line ? 

 (7) Was the boy ready to go to Banglore ? 

 (8) Similar words for :- travelling charge, readiness, proper. 

(5) Immediately, I sent him some money and details of my office address. When he finally 

arrived in our office, he looked like a frightened calf that had lost its way. Probably, it was his first 

trip to Bangalore. He was humble. He wore a clean shirt and trousers. His hair was neatly parted and 

combed. The sparkle was still there in his eyes. 

 I got straight to the point. "We are happy about your academic performance. Do you want to 

study further ? We would like to sponsor you. This means we will pay your fees for any course of 

study you wish to take up - wherever it may be." 

 He did not answer. 

 My senior colleague, who was present with me, interrupted with a smile,  "Don't go at the 

speed of bits and bytes. Let the boy understand what you are suggesting and give us his answer at 

the end of the day." 

 (1) How did the boy look ? 

 (2) Write two sentences about Hanumanthapa. 

 (3) What did the writer offer to the boy ? 

 (4) Who interrupted while the writer was talking with the boy ? 

         (5) What was the writer's colleague's suggestion ? 

 (6) Similar words for :- afraid, a young one of cow, divided, educational, 

  go at very fast speed, to support economically. 

(6) When Hanumanthappa was ready to return home, he said in a low and  steady tone, "Madam, 

I want to pursue my studies at the Teachers' Training College in Bellary. That is the one nearest to 

my village." 
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 I agreed instantly but spoke to him a little more to find out whether there was any other 

course he preferred. I was trying to make it clear to him that we would pay the fees for any course 

he chose. The boy, however, seemed to know his own mind and knew exactly what he wanted. 

 "How much money should I send you per month ? Does the college have a hostel facility ?" I 

asked. 

 He said he would get back to me after collecting the correct details. 

 Two days later, he wrote to us in his beautiful handwriting that he would require 

approximately Rs.300 per month. He had planned to take a room on rent and share it with his friend. 

The two boys planned to cook for themselves in order to keep their expenses down. 

 (1) Where did Hanumanthapa decide to study ? 

 (2) What did the writer make clear ? 

 (3) What do you mean by 'The boy, however, seemed to know his mind.' ? 

 (4) How much money did Hanumanthapa require to study at Ballary ? 

 (5) What was the boy's planning to keep expenses down ? 

 (6) Why was the boy grateful to the writer ? 

 (7) Similar words for :- thankfulness, cost, continue, look, contact again and 

  reported the receipt of. 

 (8) How much money did the writer send to Hanumanthapa ? 

(7) This too was duly acknowledged but I was surprised to find some currency notes in the 

 envelope along with his letter. "Madam", he had written, "it is kind of you to have sent me money  

for the next six months. But I was not in Bellary for the last two months. One month, our college 

 was on holiday and during the next month, there was a strike. So I stayed at home for those two  

months. My expenditure during these months was less than Rs.300 per month. Therefore, I am 

sending you the Rs.300 that I have not used for the last two months. Kindly accept this amount." 

 I was taken aback. Such poverty and yet such honesty ! 

 (1) Why was the writer surprised ? 

 (2) What were the resons for Hanumanthapa to return Rs.300 to the writer ? 

 (3) Why was the writer taken aback ? 

 (4) What was the expenditure of the boy for a month ? 

 (5) Find the similar words for :- greatly surprised, expense. 

 (6) Do you think that boy was right in returning the money ? 
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(8) Hanumanthappa knew I expected no account of the money sent to him for his monthly 

expenditure. Yet he made it a point to return the balance money. Unbelievable but true ! 

 Experience has taught me that honestly is not the mark of any particular class not is it related 

to education or wealth. It cannot be taught at any university. In most people, it springs naturally 

from the heart. 

 I did not know how to react to this simple village boy's honesty. I just prayed that God would 

continue to bestow the best on Hanumanthappa and his family. 

 (1) What was unbelievable but true ? 

 (2) Does the write believe that honesty has to do with wealth or education ? 

 (3) How does honesty spring ? 

 (4) What did the writer pray to God ? 

 (5) Which line shows that the writer seems confused ? 

 (6) Similar words for :- wish, special, come out, grant. 

 

            Unit-7 : Hate (Poem)     - James Stephen 

 IDIOMS & PHRASES  

1. keep looking - ([pL$u fl¡hy¬) - to stare 

2. look quickly - (AR>X$[u _S>f L$fhu) - to glance 

3. move away/off - (Qpëep S>hy¬, ]|$f _pku S>hy¬) - to go away 

4. speak very softly - (^ud¡\u NZNZhy¬) - to whisper 

5. turn away - (_S>f a¡fhu g¡hu) - to take eyes off 

6. walk casually - (Apd[¡d O|dhy¬) - to loiter 

Read the following stanza & answer the questions given below them. 

(1) My enemy came nigh; 

And I 

Stared fiercely in his face : 

My lips went writhing back in a grimace, 

And stern I watched him with a narrowed eye, 

Then, as I turned away, 

My enemy, 
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 (1) With whom did the poet come across ? 

 (2) How did the poet react with his enemy ? 

 (3) Here the writer seems.......... (confused, sorry, angry) 

 (4) Find similar words for :- angrily, twisting, disgust, gazed. 

 (5) Give two rhyming words. 

 

 (2)  That bitter heart, and savage, said to me : 

- Some day, when this is past; 

When all the arrows that we have are cast; 

We may ask one another why we hate ? 

And fail to find a story to relate : 

It may seem to us, then, a mystery 

That we could hate each other - 

 (1) Which adjectives are used for the poet's enemy ? 

 (2) Which question will they ask to each other ? 

 (3) Will they find any reason for their hatred ? 

 (4) Find similar words for :- very unhappy, wild, thrown, puzzle. 

 (5) Opposite words to :- Love, lose, succeed. 

(3)   Thus said he; and did not turn away; 

Waiting to hear what I might have to say ! 

But I fled quickly : fearing, if I stayed, 

I might have kissed him, as I would a maid. 

 (1) Why did the writer's enemy not turn ? 

 (2) Why did the writer run away quickly ? 

 (3) Do you think that the writer had realised his misunderstanding ? 

 (4) Give one pair of rhyming words. 

 (5) Similar words for :- ran away, a lover. 
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Unit-8 : I was not Alone in my Cell 
                                                                                                                      - Jawaharlal Nehru 

 

IDIOMS & PHRASES 

 

1. as a rule - (kpdpÞe fu[¡ r_edp_ykpf) - generally; as it happens in its normal course; as usual 

2. break through - (dp¬ a¡fapf gphhp¡, dp¬ Ry>V$L$pfp¡ d¡mhhp¡) - to bring about a change; to get rid of; to 

eliminate 

3. come across- (A¡L$pA¡L$ dmu S>hy¬ A\hp S>X$hy¬) - to meet/find accidently; to meet/ 

 find suddenly 

4. come one's way - (_p dpN®dp¬ Aphhy¬, kfm[p\u dmhy¬) - to become available to someone; to meet; 

to meet easily 

5. Grant one's favours - (BsÃR>[ hõ[y, gpNZu, â¡d hN¡f¡ Ap`hp - to give someone something. 

desirable; to give the things which are liked 

6. grow tame - (`pg[y¬ b_phhy¬) - to make domesticated 

7. hunt for - ([`pk L$fhu) - to search for 

8. put up - (S>dp L$fphhy¬, fS|> L$fhy¬, õ\p`hy¬, d|L$hy¬, Ap`hy¬) - to submit; to offer; to present 

9. scamper away - (`gpe_ \B S>hy¬, TX$`\u _pku S>hy¬) - to run away quickly 10. teeming with - 

(_p \u cf`|f, \u ^bL$[y¬) - to be full of; palpitating with 

11. to some extent- (AdyL$ l]$ ky^u) - to some amount/degree/area up to a limit 

Read the following extracts & answer the questions given below them. 

(1) For fourteen and a half months I lived in my little cell or room in Dehra Dun gaol, and I 

began to feel as if I was almost a part of it. I was not alone in my cell, for several colonies of wasps 

and hornets lived there, and many lizards found a home behind the rafters, emerging in the evenings 

in search of prey. 

 Prevented from indulging in normal activities we became more observant of nature's ways. 

We watched also the various animals and insects that came our way. As I grew more observant I 

noticed all manner of insects living in my cell or in the little yard outside. 

 (1) What was Nehru's feeling for the little cell ? 

 (2) Why did the writer say he was not alone in the cell ? 
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 (3) Why did the lizard come out in the evening ? 

 (4) How did Nehru become more observant ? 

 (5) Who lived around Nehru ? 

 (6) Give similar words for :- jail, beams, a room, large wasps, find, detached, 

  many types of, open space before a house. 

(2) I realized while I complained of loneliness that yard, which seemed empty and deserted, was 

teeming with life. All these creeping or crawling or flying insects lived their life without 

interfering with me in any way, and I saw no reason why I should interfere with them. But 

there was continuous war between me and bed-bugs, mosquitoes, and, to some extent, files. 

Wasps and hornets I tolerated, and there were hundreds of them in my cell. There had been a 

little tiff between us when, inadvertently I think, a wasp had stung me. In my anger I tried to 

exterminate the lot, but they put up a brave fight in defence of their temporary home, which 

probably contained their eggs, and I desisted and decided to leave them in peace if they did not 

interfere with me anymore. For over a year after that I lived in the cell surrounded by these 

wasps and hornets, and they never attacked me, and we respected each other. 

(1) What did the writer realize ? 

 (2) How did the insects live in the yard ? 

 (3) With whom did the writer have war ? 

 (4) Find out names of insects from the passage ? 

 (5) Did the wasps sting intentionally ? 

 (6) What did the writer do with the wasp ? 

 (7) How did the wasp defend themselves ? 

 (8) The writer decided to ............. (complete the sentence) 

 (9) Who respected each other ? 

 (10) Give similar words for :- full of, came to know, interrupt, endure, destroy  

  completely, not permanent, stopped doing, honoured, intentionally. 

(3) Bats I did not like but I had to endure them. They flew soundlessly in the evening dusk, and 

one could just see them against the darkening sky. Eerie things; I had a horror of them. They 

seemed to pass within an inch of one's face, and I was always afraid that they might hit me. Higher 

up in the air passed the big bats, the flying-foxes. 
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 I used to watch the ants and the white ants and other insects by the hour-and the lizards as 

they crept about in the evenings and stalked their prey and chased each other, wagging their tails in 

a most comic fashion. Ordinarily they avoided wasps, but twice I saw them stalk them with 

enormous care and seize them from the front. I do not know if this avoidance of the sting was 

intentional or accidental. 

 (1) What was the writer's fear about bats ? 

 (2) Where did the bats fly ? 

 (3) How did the lizard get their prey ? 

 (4) What did the writer use to watch by the hour ? 

 (5) Which insect do the lizard generally not catch for its prey ? 

 (6) Similar words for :- strange and frightening, evening, hunt, extremely, 

  capture, bite. 

(4) Then there were squirrels, crowds of them if trees were about. They would become very 

 venturesome and come right nearer. In Lucknow Gaol I used to sit reading almost without moving  

for considerable periods, and a squirrel would look into my eyes and realize that I was not a tree or 

whatever it had taken me for. Fear would disable it for a moment, and then it would scamper away. 

Little baby squirrels would sometimes fall down from the trees. The mother would come after them, 

roll them up into a little ball, and carry them off to safety. Occasionally the baby got lost. One of my 

companions picked up three of these lost baby squirrels and looked after them. The problem of 

feeding them was, however, solved rather ingeniously. A fountain pen filler, with a little cotton 

wool attached to it, made an efficient feeding bottle. 

 (1) How did the squirrel come to know that Nehru was not a tree ? 

 (2) What was the habit of Nehru in Lucknow Gaol ? 

 (3) What was the reaction of squirrels after realizing their mistake ? 

 (4) How did the mother squirrel take its lost babies ? 

 (5) What was the problem in keeping lost squirrel babies ? 

 (6) How did they solve the problem of feeding babies ? 

 (7) Give similar words for :- adventurous, not capable, run away, cleverly, 

  jail mates. 

(5) Pigeons abounded in all the gaols I went to, except in the mountain prison of Almora. There 

are thousands of them. Sometimes the gaol officials would shoot them down and feed on them. 
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There were mainas, of course; they are to be found everywhere. A pair of them nested over my cell 

door in Dehra Dun, and I used to feed them. They grew tame, and if there was any delay in their 

morning or evening meal they would sit quite near me and loudly demand their food. It was 

amusing to watch their signs and listen to their impatient cries. 

 In Naini there were thousands of parrots, and large numbers of them lived in the crevices of 

my barrack walls. Their courtship and love-making was always a fascinating sight, and sometimes 

there were fierce quarrels between two male parrots over a lady parrot, who sat calmly by waiting 

for the result of the encounter and ready to grant her favours to the winner. 

 (1) Where did Nehru not find pigeons ? 

 (2) What did the gaol official do with pigeons ? 

 (3) What happened if the mainas didn't get food in time ?      

 (4) Where did the main as build their nest ? 

 (5) What were found in Naini ? 

 (6) Where do the parrots live ? 

 (7) What was a fascinating sight ? 

 (8) The two parrots had a quarrel for a................. (complete the sentence) 

 (9) How did the female parrot react at the time of quarrel ? 

 (10) Give similar words for :- in large numbers, cracks, give, accustomed to, 

  pleasing, attracting, a fight between two. 

 (11) Give opposite words to :- boring, patient. 

(6) Dehra Dun had a variety of birds, and there was a regular jumble of singing and lively 

chattering and twittering and high above it all came the koel's plaintive call. During the monsoon 

and just before it the Brain-Fever bird visited us, and I realized soon why it was so named. It was 

amazing the persistence with which it went on repeating the same notes, in day-time and at night, in 

sunshine and in pouring rain. We could not see most of these birds, we could only hear them as a 

rule, as there were no trees in our little yard. But I used to watch the eagles and the kites gliding 

gracefully high up in the air, sometimes swooping down and then allowing themselves to be carried 
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up by a current of air. Often a large number of wild ducks would fly over 

our heads. 

 (1) What did Nehru enjoy in Dehradun jail ? 

 (2) Why was the bird named a fever bird ? 

 (3) What do Nehru say about kites and eagles ? 

 (4) Which birds would fly over their heads ? 

 (5) Similar words for :- surprising, sorrowful, the voice of birds. 

(7) We often had animal visitors that were not welcome. Scorpions were frequently found in our 

cells, especially after a thunderstorm. It was surprising that I was never stung by one, for I would 

come across them in the most unlikely places on my bed, or sitting on a book which I had just lifted 

up. I kept a particularly black and poisonous - looking brute in a bottle for sometime, feeding him 

with files, etc. and then when I tied him up on a wall with a string he managed to escape. I had no 

desire to meet him loose again, and so I cleaned my cell out and hunted for him everywhere, but he 

had vanished. 

 (1) Who were the unwelcomed guests in the cell ? 

 (2) Why was Nehru surprised ? 

 (3) With what did Nehru feed the scorpion ?  

 (4) Why did Nehru clean up his cell every now and then ?  

 (5) Give similar words for :- cruel, disappeared. 

(8) Three or four snakes were also found in my cells or near them. News of one of them got out, 

and there were headlines on the Press. As a matter of fact I welcomed the diversion. Prison life is 

dull enough, and everything that breaks through the monotony is appreciated. Not that I appreciate 

or welcome snakes, but they do not fill me with terror as they do some people. I am afraid of their 

bite of course, and would protect myself if I saw a snake. But there would be no feeling of repulsion 

or overwhelming fright. 

 I came in contact with animals far more in prison than I had done outside I had always been 

fond of dogs, and had kept some, but I could never look after them properly as other matters 

claimed my attention. In prison I was grateful for their company. 
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 (1) What did Nehru welcome ? Why ? 

 (2) What was Nehru afraid of ? 

 (3) Did Nehru have a great fear from snakes ? 

 (4) For what was Nehru grateful ? 

 (5) Why could Nehru not look after dogs ? 

 (6) Give similar words for :- over-powering, disgust, change, defend, 

  praise, fear. 

 (7) Find out opposite words to :- interesting, grateless. 

 

Unit-9 : The Baby is Finally Ours 
                                                                                                                   - Cedric Mount 
 

 IDIOMS & PHRASES 

 

1. as a matter of fact - (Mf¡Mfdp¬, lL$uL$[dp¬, hpõ[hdp¬) - actually; really; in reality 

2. to get on - (ApNm h^hy¬, âNr[ L$fhu) - to go ahead; to make progress 

3. get on well - (Apfpd]$peL$ fu[¡ fl¡hy¬) - to live in a comfortable way 

4. to turn one out - (L$p¡BL$_¡ bmS>bfu\u blpf L$pY$u L¡$ [N¡X$u d|L$hy¬) - to force one out; to make some 

one to go out 

 

Read the following extracts & answer the questions given below them. 

(1) Jill : And this is the lounge. 

Aunt Jane : Charming ! Charming ! Such a cosy little room ! And such pretty furniture. 

 Jack (modestly) : We like it, you know. Handy place to sit in and listen to the radiogram.  

Aunt Jane : Oh, have you got a radiogram as well as a car and a piano? 

Jack  : Why, of course, Aunt Jane. You simply must have a radio set nowadays. 

Jill  : And it's so nice for when Jack's away at business. I even make him move it into the 

kitchen, so that I can listen to it while I cook. 

Jack  : Sit down, Aunt Jane. You must be tired - and we've shown you  everything now. 
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 (1) Where are Jack, Jill and aunt Jane ? 

 (2) What things do Jack and Jill in their drawing room ? 

 (3) How does Jill make use of a radio set ? 

 (4) Why does Jill say that Aunt Jane must be tired ? 

 (5) Find out similar words for :- a living room, comfortable. 

 

(2) Jill : What do you think of our little nest, Aunt Jane ? 

Aunt Jane : I think it's wonderful, my dears. The furniture-and the car-and the piano-and the 

refrigerator and the radio-what's it-it's wonderful, really wonderful ! 

Jack  : And we owe it all to you. 

Aunt Jane : Yes, Jack that's what's worrying me. 

Jack  : Worrying you, Aunt Jane ? 

Aunt Jane : Yes, that cheque I gave you for you wedding present-it was only two hundred 

pounds, wasn't it ? I-didn't put two thousand by mistake ? 

Jill  : Why no, Aunt Jane. What on earth made you think that ? 

Aunt Jane (relieved) : Well, that's all right. But I still don't altogether understand.  This house - it's 

very lovely- but doesn't it cost a great deal for rent ? 

Jack  : Rent ? Oh, no we don't pay rent. 

 

 (1) Why does Jill call the house a little nest ? 

 (2) Why does Aunt Jane exclaim 'Wonderful, wonderful' ? 

 (3) What is the worry of Aunt Jane ? 

 (4) What does Aunt Jane make out ?        

 (5) Find out similar words for :- oblige, beautiful, charge to live in 

  somebody's house. 

(3) Aunt Jane : But, Jack, if you don't pay rent, you'll get turned out - into the street. And that 

would never do. You've Jill and the baby to think of now, you know. 
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Jack  : No, no, Aunt Jane. You misunderstood me. We don't pay rent because the house is 

ours. 

Aunt Jane : Yours ? 

Jill  : Why, Yes; You just pay ten pounds and it's yours. 

Jack  : You see, Aunt Jane, we realized how uneconomic it is to go on paying rent year 

after year, when you can buy and enjoy a home of you own for ten pounds - and a 

few quarterly payments, of course. Why be Mr.Tenant when you can be Mr.Owner 

? 

Aunt Jane : I see. Yes, there's something in that. Even so, you must be getting on very well to 

keep up a place like this. 

Jill  : Oh, he is, Aunt Jane. Why, only last year he had a five shilling rise - didn't you, 

Jack ? 

Jack (modestly):   Of course that was nothing, really, I'm expecting ten this Christmas. 

 

 (1) What will happen if Jack doesn't pay rent ? 

 (2) What does Jack mean when he says he doesn't pay rent ? 

 (3) How much do they have to pay for the house installment ? 

 (4) What, according to Jack, is uneconomic ? 

 (5) How can one become Mr.Owner instead of Mr.Tenants ? 

 (6) How many shillings did Jack get last year ? 

 (7) Find similar words for :- wish, happening every four months. 

 

(4) Aunt Jane : (Suddenly) : Jack ! I've just thought of something. That car-is it 

yours ? 

 Jill         :     Of course it's ours. 

 Aunt Jane :     All yours ? 

Jack  : Well, no, Not exactly all. 

Aunt Jane : How much of it ? 
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Jack  : Oh, I should say the steering wheel - and one of the tyres-and about two of the 

cylinders. But don't you see, that's the wonderful think about it. 

Aunt Jane : I don't see anything wonderful about it. 

Jill  : But there is, Aunt Jane. You see, although we could never buy a car outright, we 

can enjoy all the pleasures of motoring for a mere five pounds down. 

 

 (1) How much of the car belongs to Jack and Jill ? 

 (2) What can one enjoy having one's own car ? 

 (3) How many pounds does Jack have to pay for the car ? 

 (4) Why does Aunt Jane ask how much of the car is of them ? 

 

(5) Aunt Jane : I suppose all you own is this leg. (She points to one.) 

Jill  : Well, no, as a matter of fact, it's that one. (She points to another.) 

Aunt Jane : And the rest belongs to Mr.Sage, I suppose ? 

Jill  : Er - yes. 

Aunt Jane : Well, I'm not going to sit on - Mr.Sage's part for any one. (She stands up). Now, tell 

me, how much do all these instalments come to ? 

Jack  : Well, actually - (He takes out his pocket-book and consults it.) - actually to seven 

pounds eight and eight pence a week. 

Aunt Jane : Good heavens ! And how much do you earn ? 

Jack  : As a matter of fact - er - that is - six pounds. 

Aunt Jane : But that's absurd ! How can you pay seven pounds eight and eight pence out of six 

pounds ? 

Jack  : Oh, that's easy. You see, all you have to do is to borrow the rest of the money 

for the payments from the Thrift and Providence Trust Corporation.  

 

           (1) The furniture belongs to ................ (Jack, Mr.Sage) 

 (2) How much does Jack pay for the instalment for all things ? 

 (3) How much does Jack earn every week ? 

 (4) What does Jack do to pay the instalment ? 
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 (5) Why does Jack hesitate to say the total instalment ? 

 (6) Give similar for :- guess, indicate. 

 

(6) Jack : Oh, that's easy, too. You just pay it back in instalments. 

Aunt Jane : Instalments ! (She claps her hand to her forehead and sinks back weakly into the 

chair. Then realizes that she is sitting on Mr.Sage's piece and leaps to her feet again 

with a little Shriek.) 

Jack  : Aunt Jane ! Is anything the matter ? Would you like to lie down ? 

Aunt Jane : Lie down ? Do you suppose I'm going to trust myself in a bed that belongs to 

Mr.Sage, or Marks and Spencer, or somebody ? No, I am going home. 

Jill  : Oh, must you really go ? 

Aunt Jane : I think I'd better. 

Jack  : I'll drive you to the station. 

Aunt Jane : What ! Travel in a car that has only one tyre and two what-d'you call it ! No thank 

you - I'll take the bus. 

Jack  : Well, of course, if you feel like that about it... 

 

 (1) Why does Aunt Jane leap to her feet ? 

 (2) Aunt Jane refuses to lie down because..... (complete the sentences) 

 (3) What did Jack offer to Aunt Jane ? 

 (4) How would Aunt Jane go home ? 

 (5) Give similar words for :- scream. 

 

(7) Aunt Jane : (relenting a little) : Now I'm sorry if I sounded rude, but really I'm shocked to find 

the way you're living. I've never owed a penny in my life - cash down, that's my 

motto and I want you to do the same. (She opens her handbag.) Now look, here's a 

little cheque I was meaning to give you, anyway. (She hands it to Jill) Suppose you 

like it and pay off just one of your bills - so that you can say one thing at least really 

belongs to you. 
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Jill  : (awkwardly) : Er - thank you. Aunt Jane. It's very nice of you. 

Aunt Jane : (patting her arm) : There ! Now I must be going. 

Jack  : I'll see you to the bus, anyway. 

Jill  : Good-bye, Aunt Jane - and thanks so much for the present. 

Aunt Jane  (kissing her) : Good-bye, my dear. (She and Jack go out. Jill looks at the cheque 

and exclaims 'Ten pounds !' Then she hurries to the table, addresses an envelope, 

endorses the cheque and slips it inside with a bill which she takes from her bag, and 

seals the envelope. Then she rings the bell. In a moment the NURSE comes in with 

the baby in her arms.) 

Jill  : Oh, nurse. I want you to run and post this for me. I'll look after baby while you're 

gone. 

 (1) Why is Aunt Jane shocked ? 

 (2) What is Aunt Jane's Motto ? 

 (3) What is the parting gift of Aunt Jane to Jill ? 

 (4) What does she want Jack and Jill to do with it ? 

 (5) The cheque is for .......... (fill the gap with meaningful word) 

 (6) What does Jill do with the cheque ? 

 (7) Give similar words for :- ideal, agreeing. 

(8) Jack : Well, She's gone ! What a tartar ! Still, she did leave us a bit on account - how 

much was it ? 

Jill  : Ten pounds. 

Jack  : (With a whistle) : Phew ! That's great ! We can pay off the next two months on the 

car with that. 

Jill  : I - I'm afraid we can't - 

Jack  : Why ever not ? 

Jill  : You see, I - I've already sent it off for something else. Nurse has just gone to post it. 

Jack  : Well, that's all right. Who have you sent it to ? 

Jill  : Dr.Martin. 

Jack  : Dr.Martin ! What on earth possessed you to do that ? 
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Jill   (nearly in tears) : There ! Now You're going to be angry with  me. 

Jack  : I'm not angry ! But why waste good money on the doctor Doctors don't expect to 

get paid anyway. 

Jill   (sobbing a little) : Bu - but you don't understand - 

Jack  : Understand what ? 

Jill  : Why, Just one more instalment and the BABY's REALLY OURS ! 

 (1) Why does Jack call Aunt Jane 'tartar' ? 

 (2) Why does Jack whistle ? 

 (3) Whom has Jill sent money ? 

 (4) Jill pays off Dr.martin's bill because..... (complete the sentence) 

 (5) What do you mean by the 'Baby is REALLY OURS' ? 

            (6)   Give similar words for :- cry hardly, child, expression of dislike. 

 

Unit-10 : Woodman, Spare that Tree (Poem) 

- George Pope Morris 

Read the following stanza & answer the questions given below them. 

  (1) Woodman, spare that tree ! 

    Touch not a single bough ! 

   In youth it sheltered me, 

    And I'll protect it now. 

   'Twas my forefather's hand 

    That placed it near his cot; 

   There, woodman, let it stand, 

    Thy ax shall harm it not. 

  

           (1) What does the poet warn the woodman ? 

 (2) Who planted the tree ? 

 (3) What did the poet say about his child hood ? 
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 (4) Give a pair of rhyming words. 

 (5) Give similar words for :- save, branch, your. 

 

  (2) That old familiar tree; 

    Whose glory and renown 

   Are spread o'er land and sea - 

    And wouldst thou hew it down ? 

   Woodman, forbear thy stroke ! 

    Cut not its earth-bound ties; 

   Oh, spare that aged oak 

    Now towering to the skies ! 

 

 (1) Write two sentences about the tree. 

 (2) What does the poet ask the woodman to keep under control ? 

 (3) Which tree is mentioned here ? 

 (4) What does the poet request the woodman to do ? 

           (5)       Give similar words for :- control, cut, fame, very high.  

   (3) When but an idle boy, 

    I sought its grateful shade; 

   In all their gushing joy 

    Here, too, my sisters played. 

   My mother kissed me here; 

    My father pressed my hand - 

   Forgive this foolish tear, 

    But let that old oak stand. 

 

 (1) For what did the poet seek ? 

 (2) Narrate the childhood memories of the poet with the tree. 

 (3) Find out the request of the poet to the wood-cutter. 
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 (4) Give a pair of rhyming words. 

 (5) Find out the opposite words to :- 'active', 'sorrow', 'there' and 'young.' 

 

  (4) My heart-strings round thee cling, 

    Close as thy bark, old friend ! 

   Here shall the wild-bird sing, 

    And still thy branches bend, 

   Old tree ! the storm still brave ! 

    And woodman, leave the spot; 

   While I've a hand to save, 

    Thy ax shall harm it not. 

 

 (1) Narrate the tree in two sentences. 

 (2) What is the warning of the poet to the wood-cutter ? 

 (3) Narrate the reason why the poet is emotionally attached to the tree. 

 (4) Give a pair of rhyming words.                         

(5)     Give similar words for :- 'your', 'axe', 'bough' 'place', 'aged' and 'you'.     

                                         

Unit-11 : The Night of The Leopard 
                                                                                                                     - Shashikala Skeimo 

 IDIOMS & PHRASES 

   1. a great deal of - ( ỳóL$m, rh`yg âdpZdp¬) - a lot of 

   2. crawl through - (ifuf_¡ OkX$[p¬ ^ud¡\u ApNm h^hy¬) - to move ahead slowly by dragging the body 

along the ground; to move ahead slowly by 

   3. in fright - (buL$_p dpep®, cecu[ \B_¡, X$fdp¬) - in fear 

   4. insist on - (_p¡ ApN°l fpMhp¡) - to firm for making something done 
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   5. nod in agreement - (`fhp_Nu L¡$ d¬S|>fu Ap`hu, lL$pfdp¬ dp\y¬ ^yZphhy¬) - to give consent; to give 

permission 

   6. on behalf of - (L$p¡BL$_p h[u) - for the sake of somebody 

7.    quick as a flash - (huS>muh¡N¡, huS>mu_u TX$ ¡̀) - fast as a lightening     

8.    squeeze through - (kp¬L$X$u S>Áepdp¬\u ]$bpB_¡ L¡$ cvkpB_¡ blpf  _uL$mhy¬) - to push or force oneself  in            

a confined space to come out. 

 

Read the following extracts & answer the questions given below them. 

(1) "What was that ?" My sister asked tensely. 

 "What ?" I asked from the floor where I was sitting cleaning the inside of my house. We were 

in the living-room where my sister, Mandakini was studying for her Pre-Degree-Exams later that 

week and I was keeping her company. 

 "That scratching noise in the kitchen Did you remember to close the back 

door ?" She asked accusingly. "My dear, dear Mandakini !" This time I heard it too, a scratching 

followed by a coughing grunt. I paled (as much as a dark complexion could pale). My sister 

clutched my arm. "My ! it's wild animal," she whispered. 

 Since we were living near the edge of the jungle and it was quite possible.. Actually we were 

the sole inhabitants of the Kadampuzha Housing Colony. There were forty-eight other houses but 

we were the only on foolhardy enough to live so close to the wild. 

 (1) What was the writer doing when her sister asked her ? 

 (2) Why was Mandakini reading ? 

 (3) What did Mandakini ask to her sister about ? 

 (4) How did the writer and her sister react at the grunt ? 

 (5) How many houses were there in the Kadampuzha Housing Colony ? 

 (6) Why did the writer call themselves foolhardy ? 

 (7) Find out similar words for :- drawing room, blaming, noise made by 

  the leopard, only, foolishness, hold tightly, say very slowly, in fact, residents. 
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(2) "May be it's tiger or a lion," my sister said. This was no time to tell her that lions were not 

found in the Malabar region. There certainly was something out there in the kitchen and from the 

sounds it was making it was clearly something big. 

 "We have to hide," I told her. There were not many places to choose from. None of the 

bedrooms had been fitted with doors yet. Actually there was still a great deal of work remaining to 

be done on the house. "What about store-room ?" My sister nodded in agreement. The store-room 

had a door, a stout one. My mother had insisted on it. She didn't quite trust me with the more edible 

portion of the family rations. So they were mostly locked up. Occasionally she forgot and luckily 

for us tonight was one of the occasions. 

 (1) What was the guess of Mandakini about the animal ? 

 (2) How did they conclude that there was a big animal ? 

 (3) 'It was not time to argue.' Find the similar expression from the passage. 

 (4) Why did the writer say that there were not many choices to hide ? 

 (5) Why did they decide to hide themselves in the store room ? 

 (6) Why did the writer say that they were lucky that night ? 

 (7) Find similar words for : area, select, inclined the head quickly, strong, 

  demand strongly, now and then. 

(3) We got up as noiselessly as we could but I couldn't stop the little bones in my ankles from 

clicking. It sounded deafening in the stillness of the night. Just as we reached the store-room, there 

came a roar of pain from the kitchen followed by the crash of pots. (Later we found that the hot bath 

water which was simmering on the fire had been knocked over.) We flew as one into the store-room 

where I had the second big shock of the night. 

 The door could only be bolted from the outside. "Quick," I said urgently. "Get upon that 

ledge near the ventilator, hurry up." Using a high stool we both scrambled up onto the ledge. It was 

not very wide but was high enough from the ground for some degree of security. We had often 

wondered why the mason had made that one solitary shelf. But we both blessed him for it now. 

 (1) What couldn't the writer help herself ? 

 (2) What was the crash in the kitchen ? 

 (3) Why were they shocked when they reached in the store room ? 
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 (4) How did the writer and her sister climb up into the ledge ? 

   (5) Was the ledge safe place for them ? 

 (6) Both the sisters were thankful for the ledge then. True / False. 

 (7) Find out opposite words to :- bliss, earlier. 

 (8) Find out similar words for :- boiling with sound, turned over, climbed 

  hastily, surprised. 

(4) The grunts came closer and a great yellow and black head came round the door followed by 

the rest of the body. It was not a tiger or a lion but a leopard, supposedly the most vicious of the 

great cats. We nearly fell off the ledge in fright at the sheer size of it. My mouth went dry as the 

great beast lifted its head and looked at the small mortals perched on the ledge. It gave a roar and 

sniffed the air. Our store-room was not a very large place and the animal took up nearly all of it. Just 

as I was thinking that it had no hostile intentions towards us, it reared and leapt up at us. Had that 

ledge been just a foot lower, the leopard would have had us for dinner that night. My sister 

screamed and so did I. I'm not ashamed of admitting it. You can have no idea of what that roar 

sounded like in the store-room. 

 (1) Which animal was there in the store-room ? 

 (2) What happened to the writer and her sister on seeing the leopard ? 

 (3) What did the animal do ? 

 (4) What would have happened if the ledge had been a foot lower ? 

 (5) How did the writer console her mind ? 

 (6) Which sentences shows that the writer was frank ? 

 (7) Find similar words for :- allegedly, cruel, unfriendly animal, confess, shriek. 

(5) "Let's just stay here, Sree," my sister said, "We'll be safe till help arrives." 

Then we both looked at watch other as the same thought struck us simultaneously. What if the    

leopard was still around when our unsuspecting parents returned ! They had only gone into town for  

the funeral of a close friend and would be back as soon as the body was taken for cremation. My  

poor sister beggar to cry; great sobs shook her thin body. I wanted to cry too but I did not. I tried to  

think. I looked at the ventilator. It was not very large but we were both quite thin. We could squeeze  

through.  
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           "Listen, sis," I said. I'm going to crawl through the ventilator, get inside the house through 

the kitchen door and trap the leopard in this room. See, luckily the door opens outwards." It told her 

gently. "We don't know how long that beat is going to stay down there. If Mum and Dad return 

now.." I said. 

 (1) Which thought struck to both the sisters at the same time ? 

 (2) Where had their parents gone ? 

 (3) What happened to the younger sister ? 

 (4) Why didn't the writer cry ? 

 (5) What did the writer think looking at the ventilator ? 

 (6) What was the writer's plan ? 

 (7) Was the younger sister agree to her sister's plan ? 

 (8) How did the writer persuade her sister ? 

 (9) Find out similar words for :- secure, at the same time, burning of a 

  dead body, get through narrowly, a scream, cry very hardly. 

(6) "We can yell," my sister suggested. 

 "Yeah, but who's going to hear us ? The nearest house with people in it is over a mile away. 

Be realistic, sis. We have to help ourselves. I'll go through. You can help by distracting the animal 

so it doesn't hear me." 

 I crawled through the ventilator quite easily. (I was thinner that I thought.) It was quite a way 

down to the ground but I jumped anyway. Luckily the ground was soft after the rains. I could hear 

my sister yelling and stamping inside and the leopard roaring in reply. I hoped she wouldn't fall of 

the ledge. 

 I made it to the back door without incident. As quietly as I could, I crept up to the store-room. 

From the noise inside, the leopard wouldn't have heard an army of soldiers. Quick as a flash I 

slammed the door and shot the bolt just as a heavy body crashed into it. That door was very strong. 

My mother must have an exaggerated idea of my abilities, for that door could have stopped a herd 

of rhino. I ran outside again, fetched a ladder and leant it against the wall under the ventilator. I 

yelled at my sister to come out, and without waiting to see if she acted of my instructions, I went 

back into the house again. 

          (1) Why was it useless to yell ? 
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 (2) How can writer sister help to shut the leopard in ? 

 (3) What did the writer worry about ? 

 (4) How did the writer shut the leopard ? 

 (5) How was the door ? 

 (6) How did the writer help her sister to come out from the store-room ? 

 (7) Find out similar words for :- diverting attention, move slowly 

  on the belly, go and bring. 

 

 

 

 

Unit-12 : My Childhood 
                                                                                                        - A. P. J. Abdul Kalam 

 

IDIOMS & PHRASES 

 

1. be on par with - (_¡ kdp_ \hy¬, _p kfMp ^pfp^p¡fZ lp¡hp L¡$ L$fhp, _¡ kdp_ õ\p_ L¡$ lp¡]$p¡ lp¡hp¡) - to be in 

the state of; to have an equal position 

2. break out - (AQp_L$ iê$ \B S>hy¬, AQp_L$ apV$u _uL$mhy¬) - to begin or to start suddenly 

3. fill the slot - (S>ê$qfep[ `|fu L$fhu; Mpgu `X¡$gu S>Áep cfhu) - to fill the need or vacancy; to fill the 

place 

4. look for - (ip¡^hy¬, ip¡^hp âeÐ_ L$fhp¡) - to try to search / find; to be in search of 

5. take over - (L$p¡BL$ L$pd_u S>hpb]$pfu k¬cpmhu) - to assume the charge; to control of something to 

accept some responsibility. 

6. unprecendented - (A |̀h®) - as has never happened before. 

 

Read the following extracts & answer the questions given below them. 

(1)  I was born into a middle-class Tamil family in the island town of Rameswaram in the 

erstwhile Madras state. My father, Jainulabdeen, had neither much formal education nor 

much wealth; despite these disadvantages, he possessed great innate wisdom and a true 

generosity of spirit. He had an ideal helpmate in my mother, Ashiamma. I do not recall the 
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exact number of people she fed every day, but I am quite certain that far more outsiders 

ate with us than all the members of our own family put together. 

 I was one of many children - a short boy with rather undistinguished looks, born to tall  

      and handsome parents. We lived in our ancestral house, which was built in the middle of  

      the 19th century. It was a fairly large pucca house, made of limestone, and brick, on the 

Mosque Street In Rameswaram. My austere father used to avoid all inessential comforts   

and  luxuries. However, all necessities were provided for, in terms of food, medicine or 

clothes. In fact, I would say mine was a very secure childhood, both materially and 

emotionally. 

 (1) Where was Abdul Kalam born ? 

 (2) Name the parents of Abdul Kalam. 

 (3) Write three sentences about Abdul Kalam's father. 

 (4) How can we say that Abdul's family was generous ? 

 (5) Describe Abdul's appearance as a child. 

 (6) Where was Abdul's house ? 

 (7) Why did the writer call his father 'austere' ? 

 (8) In which way Abdul's childhood secure ? 

 (9) Find similar words for :- well known, inherited, not necessary, safe. 

(2) The second World War broke out in 1939, when I was eight years old. For reasons I have 

never been able to understand, a sudden demand for tamarind seeds erupted in the market. I used to 

collect the seeds and sell them to a provision shop on Mosque Street. A day's collection would fetch 

me the princely sum of one Anna. My brother-in-law Jallaluddin would tell me stories about the 

War which I would later attempt to trace in the headlines in Dinamani. Our area, being isolated, was 

completely unaffected by the war. But soon India was forced to join the Allied Forces and 

something like a state of emergency was declared. The first casualty came in the form of the 

suspension of the train halt at Rameswaram station. The newspapers now had to be bundled and 

thrown out from the moving train on the Rameswaram Road between Rameswaram and 

Dhanuskodi. That forced my cousin Samsuddin, who distributed newspapers in Rameswaram, to 

look for a helping hand to catch the bundles and, as if naturally, I filled the slot. Samsuddin helped 
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me earn my first wages. Half a century later, I can still feel the surge of pride in earning my own 

money for the first time. 

 (1) How old was the writer when the second world war broke out ? 

 (2) Could Abdul understand the sudden demand of tamarind seeds ? 

 (3) How did little Abdul come to know about the war ?      

 (4) Find out the name of the newspaper. 

 (5) Why was emergency declared in India ? 

 (6) How did little Abdul help his cousin ? 

 (7) Who helped Abdul to earn his first wages ? 

 (8) What was the first casualty of emergency ? 

 (9) Which thing makes the writer feel proud even after half century later ? 

 (10) Find out similar words for :- come out suddenly, accident, fixed regular 

  wages, a powerful rush of emotion, aloof, cancellation. 

 (11) Give the meaning of 'fill a slot' and use in your own sentence. 

 

(3) Every child is born, with some inherited characteristics, into a specific socio-economic and 

emotional environment, and trained in certain ways by figures of authority. I inherited honesty and 

self-discipline from my father; from my mother, I inherited faith in goodness and deep kindness and 

so did my three brothers and sister. I had three close friends in my childhood - Ramanadha Sastry, 

Aravindan and Sivaprakasan. All these boys were from orthodox Hindu Brahmin families, As 

children, none of us ever felt any difference amongst ourselves because of our religious differences 

and upbringing. In fact, Ramanadha Sastry was the son of Pakshi Lakshmana Sastry, the high priest 

of the Rameswaram temple, Aravindan went into the business of arranging transport for visiting 

pilgrims; and Sivaprakasan became a catering contractor for the Southern Railways. 

 (1) How does a child grown up in the society ? 

 (2) What did Abdul inherit from his parents ? 

 (3) Who were Abdul's friends ? 

 (4) How can we say that Rameshwaram was secular ? 

 (5) Which occupation did the three friends take when they grew up ? 
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           (6) Find Similar words for :- to get from father, conventional, providing food for large      

dinners. 

(4) During the annual Shri Sita Rama Kalyanam ceremony, our family used to arrange boats with 

a special platform for carrying idols of the Lord from the temple to the marriage site, situated in the 

middle of the pond called Rama Tirtha which was near our house. Events from the Ramayana and 

from the life of the Prophet were the bedtime stories my mother and grandmother would tell the 

children in our family. 

 One day when I was in the fifth standard at the Rameswaram Elementary School, a new 

teacher came to our class. I used to wear a cap which marked me as a muslim, and I always sat in 

the front row next to Ramanadha Sastry, who wore a sacred thread. The new teacher could not 

stomach a Hindu priest's son sitting with a Muslim boy. In accordance with out social ranking as the 

new teacher saw it, I was asked to go and sit on the back bench. I felt very sad, and so did 

Ramanadha Sastry. He looked utterly downcast as I shifted to my seat in the last row. The image of 

him weeping then I shifted to the last row left a lasting impression on me. 

 (1) What role did Abdul's family play during Sita-Ram Kalyan ceremony ? 

 (2) What stories did Abdul hear at bed time ? 

 (3) What showed that Abdul was a Muslim ? 

 (4) What happened when the new teacher came ? 

 (5) What couldn't the new teacher stomach ? 

 (6) What was Abdul asked to do ? 

 (7) Which impression lasted on Abdul's mind ? 

 (8) Find similar words for :- pious, depressed, completely. 

(5) After school, we went home, told our respective parents about the incident. Lakshmana 

Sastry summoned the teacher, and in our presence, told the teacher that he should not spread the 

poison of social inequality and communal intolerance in the minds of innocent children. He bluntly 

asked the teacher to either apologize  or quit the school and the island. Not only did the teacher 

regret his behaviour, but the strong sense of conviction Lakshmana Sastry conveyed ultimately 

reformed this young teacher. 
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 On the whole, the small society of Ramewswaram was very rigid in terms of the segregation 

of different social groups. However, my science teacher Sivasubramania Iyer, though and orthodox 

Brahmin with a very conservative wife, was something of a rebel. He did his best to break social 

barriers so that people from varying backgrounds could mingle easily. He used to spend hours with 

me and would say, "Kalam, I want you  

to develop so that you are on par with the highly educated people of the big cities." 

 (1) What did Lakshman Sastry do with the new teacher ? 

 (2) Did the new teacher apologize ? 

 (3) In which matter the small village rigid ? 

 (4) What was Sivasubramania Iyer ? 

 (5) How was he and his wife ? 

 (6) What was the teacher's dream with Abdul ? 

 (7) Find out similar words for :- rudely, firm, expressed narrow mindedness, 

  obstacles / hurdles, separation. 

(6) One day, he invited me to his home for a meal. His wife was horrified at the idea of a Muslim 

boy being invited to dine in her ritually pure kitchen. She refused to serve me in her kitchen. 

Sivasubramania Iyer was not perturbed, nor did he get angry with his wife, but instead, served me 

with his own hands and sat down beside me to eat his meal. His wife watched us from behind the 

kitchen door. I wondered whether she had observed any difference in the way I ate rice, drank after 

or cleaned the floor after the meal. When I was leaving his house, Sivasubramania Iyer invited me 

to join him for dinner again the next weekend. Observing my hesitation, he told me not to get upset, 

saying, "Once you decide to change the system, such problems have to be confronted." When I 

visited his house the next week, Sivasubramania Iyer's wife took me inside her kitchen and served 

me food with her own hands. 

 (1) Why was Sivasubramania's wife horrified ? 

 (2) How did Sivasubramania react to her refusal ? 

 (3) What did Sivasubramania's do when the teacher and Abdul were eating ? 

 (4) Why did Abdul hesitate to go for meal for the next time ? 

 (5) Which sentence shows that the teacher was tolerate ? 

 (6) What changes did Abdul find when he went for meal next time ? 

 (7) Find out similar words for :- mix, disturbed, oppose. 
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(7) Then the Second World War was over and India's freedom was imminent. "Indians will build 

their own India," declared Gandhiji. The whole country was filled with an unprecedented optimism. 

I asked my father's permission to leave Rameswaram and study at the district headquarters in 

Ramanathapuram. He told me as if thinking aloud, "Abdul ! I know you have to go away to grow. 

Does the seagull not fly across the sun, alone and without a nest ?" He quoted Khalil Gibran to my 

hesitant mother. "Your children are not your children, They are the sons and daughters of Life's 

longing for itself. They come through you but not from you. You may give them you love but not 

your thoughts. For they have their own thoughts." 

 (1) What did Gandhiji declare ? 

 (2) What advice did Abdul's papa give to Abdul ? 

 (3) What advice does Khalil Gibran give to parents ? 

 (4) Find out similar words for :- desire, never gone before. 

 

Unit-13 : Pity the Nation (Poem) 

                                                                                                                  - Khalil Gibran 

Read the following stanza & answer the questions given below them. 

(1) Then he said, "My friends and my road-fellows, pity the nation that is full of beliefs and 

empty of religion." 

 "Pity the nation that wears a cloth it does not weave, eats a bread it does not harvest, and 

drinks a wine that flows not from its own wine-press." 

 "Pity the nation that acclaims the bully as hero, and that deems the glittering conqueror 

bountiful." 

  

           (1) How is the country according to the poet ? 

 (2) What does the poet say about cloth and food ? 

 (3) People acclaims the bully ............ (complete the sentence.) 

 (4) Find similar words :- fellow travellers, lacking, praises, consider, 
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  power winner, generous. 

 (5) Here the poet is saying about self independence. True / False. 

(2) "Pity the nation that despises a passion in its dream yet submits in its awakening." 

 "Pity the nation that raises not its voice save when it walks in a funeral. boasts not except 

among its ruins, and will rebel not save when its neck is laid between the sword and the block." 

 (1) How do people behave in dream and awakening ? 

 (2) When do people generally rebel ? 

 (3) Here rains means.............. (fill the gap with the proper word) 

 (4) The neck between the sword and neck means........... 

(3) "Pity the nation whose statesman is a fox, whose philosopher is a juggler, and whose art is the 

art of patching and mimicking." 

 "Pity the nation that welcomes its new ruler with trumpetings, and farewells him with 

hootings, only to welcome another with trumpetings again." 

 "Pity the nation whose sages are dumb with years and whose strong men are yet in the 

cradle." 

 "Pity the nation divided into fragments, each fragment deeming itself a nation."   

           (1) With whom does the poet compare statesman and philosopher ? 

 (2) According to the poet the art is ............... (complete it) 

 (3) How do people welcome the new ruler ? 

 (4) What does the poet say about sages and strongmen ? 

 (5) What do you think would happen if each state considers itself a nation ? 

 (6) Find similar words for :- loud cheers, loud noise expressing hatred, 

  pieces, saint. 
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Unit-14 : Dear Mr. Franks 

                                                                                                               - Vandana J. Bist 

IDIOMS & PHRASES 

 

1. a black cloud hovering - (]y$:M_y¬ hp]$m d¬X$fphy¬ L¡$ dp\¡ O|dhy¬) - being under the shadow  of grief. 

2. be in the dark - (_p rhi¡ AÅZ L¡$ A¬^pfpdp¬ lp¡hy¬) - to be ignorant; to be unaware of 

3. day off - (fÅ_p¡ q]$hk) - day without having to work in the office holiday. 

4. do mind - (hp¬^p¡ lp¡hp¡, L$pmÆ fpM L¡$ kpQh [¡hu k|Q_p) - to have objection 

5. from then on - (Ðepf\u dp¬X$u_¡ L¡$ gB_¡) - since then; from that time 

6. look forward to - (_u Ap[yf[p `|h®L$ fpl Å¡hu - to wait eagerly for 

7. no empty boast - (L¬$B Mp¡Vy¬$ _\u, L$p¡B bX$pi _rl - nothing wrong or baseless 

8. on one's own - (`p¡[p_u Å[¡, õh[¬Ó, L$p¡B_u d]$]$ gu^p rkhpe, õhbm¡) - taking nobody's help; 

depending on one's personal strength; without taking anybody's help; independent. 

9. pass away - (d©Ðey `pdhy¬) - to die 

10. take a great liking to - (dp¬ M|b fk lp¡hp¡, _¡ dpV¡$ Mpk ApL$j®Z lp¡hy¬) - to feel greatly interested in. 

 

Read the following extracts & answer the questions given below them. 

(1) I met Mr. Franks at Susie's birthday party. "See that gentleman over there, blowing up 

balloons," Susie had told me, "He's old Frankie, my grandpa's closest friend - lives in the Home for 

the Aged. He must be eighty at least !" 

 I took a great liking to Mr. Franks the moment I started talking to him. He had zest and 

enthusiasm for life, despite his failing health - and the most interesting stories to tell. His anecdotes 

kept us laughing and amused throughout the evening. 

 As I rose to get back to my school hostel he said, "Why don't you come and see me at the 

Home sometime ? Though, of course, you might think it boring to sit and chat with an olf man like 

me !" I assured him that I did not think so, and that I would surely come with Susie to the Home to 

him. 

 (1) Where did the author meet Mr. Franks ? 

 (2) How did Susie introduce Mr. Franks with the writer ? 
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 (3) Which factors of Mr. Franks attracted / impressed Vandana ?     

 (4) Was it boring for the writer to talk with Mr. Franks ? 

 (5) What did Mr. Franks ask Vandana ? 

 (6) Find similar words for :- keen excitement, story about real incident, entertain. 

(2) From then on I met Mr. Franks every Wednesday. Wednesday was my day off from the 

school hostel. I would spend the morning at Susie's and after lunch, I'd walk down to the Home, 

sometimes with Susie and sometimes on my own. He would be relaxing in his tiny doll's home 

garden, his lanky frame curled up in a cane chair and soaking in the warm winter sunshine. Susie 

and I would troop in, chattering shrilly like a couple of magpies. 

 "Ah ! Come in, ladies !" Mr. Franks would straighten up and ask us to sit down. "Do mind 

that flower bed ! I've just planted the sweet peas !" That he had been an expert gardener in his 

younger days was no empty boast. He had a beautifully kept garden and a large number of 

certificates to prove it. Some of the certificates had been framed and they now hung on his veranda 

walls, yellow and dusty with age. 

 (1) Why would the writer go to Mr. Franks on every Wednesday ? 

 (2) With whom were the author and her friend compared ? 

 (3) The writer would go to Mr. Frank alone. True or False. 

 (4) What would Mr. Franks be doing when the writer went to him ? 

 (5) How did Mr. Franks address the writer and her friend ? 

 (6) What proved that Mr. Franks was a good gardener ? 

 (7) Find out similar words for :- tall and thin physique, seated in a curved 

  position, very small, bask, go together, see. 

(3) Mr. Franks has served in the army, and somehow most of his anecdotes were a hilarious 

mixture of botanical and military life. "You know, young ladies," he told us one day, 

"misunderstandings can be quite embarrassing sometimes ! Once when I was away on leave, our 

unit mess got the electricity connection they had been wanting for quite some time. Now I was 

obviously in the dark about the latest development. When I came back, the colonel called me and 

asked me to get new bulbs put in the entire mess. I informed him that I had already put in the bulbs, 

and could not now put in new  
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ones. He was extremely angry at me for disobeying orders and we continued arguing. It was only 

much later that we realized that he was talking of the electric bulbs and I of the lilies !" 

 (1) What were Mr. Franks' anecdotes full of ? 

 (2) Why was Mr. Franks unknown about the electricity connection ? 

 (3) According to Mr. Franks misunderstanding can be........ (Complete it) 

 (4) What was Mr. Franks asked to do by the colonel ? 

 (5) What was the misunderstanding between Mr. Franks and the colonel ? 

 (6) Find out similar words :- very cheerful, eating place, causing to feel  

  uncomfortable, unknown, of trees, whole, came to know, lily. 

(4) Most times that I went to visit Mr. Franks I took something for his garden -a packet of seeds 

or a couple of small terracotta pots. Or it would be a bougainvillea cutting of a colour which he 

didn't already have. 

 "Thank you, my dear," he would say, "It's nice to know that you're interested in the plant 

world as well !" Then together we'd plant the seeds or put saplings in the pots. "You know, child," 

Mr. Franks would tell me as we worked, "Plants too have feelings. And they grow better if you treat 

them like friends !" He would point to a healthy and robust fern growing in one corner - "See that 

young man there ? I talk to him every day and he's always happy to see me !" Then I would dust my 

hands and glance at my watch. "Yes ! Yes ! It's time for you to go ! Shall I see you again next week 

?" I would nod my head and hurry back to school. 

 (1) What did the author take with her for Mr. Franks ? 

 (2) Why was she glad when the author gave her something ? 

 (3) What was Mr. Franks' belief regarding the plants ? 

 (4) Whom did Mr. Franks call 'youngman' ? 

 (5) Did Mr. Franks talk to the young plant ? 

 (6) Find out similar words for :- a creeper, a young plant, healthy and strong, 

           show agreement.           

         (5) Mr. Franks waited for Wednesday as much as I did. One day I fell ill. Viral 

fever had been raging in the school and I was taken to the infirmary with high temperature. Lying in 
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bed, I realized it had been almost two weeks since I had seen Mr. Franks. He must be wondering 

what had happened. Just then the nurse walked in. "Someone to see you, Miss !" Behind her ambled 

in old Mr. Franks. I was delighted to see him. 

 "So the bug got you too ! How do you feel now, lady ?" he said, handing me a bunch of 

dahlias. I said I was feeling much better now. 

 "Thought something must have gone wrong, so I asked Susie and came along to see you. 

These flowers are from my garden." 

 I thanked him for the flowers and for coming to see me. "Oh, not at all ! Now get well soon, 

and then we can prune the roses together." 

 (1) Why was the author taken to the hospital ? 

 (2) How long had been the writer in the hospital ? 

 (3) What do you mean by 'so the bug got you too'. ? 

 (4) What did Mr. Franks being with him ? 

 (5) What did Mr. Franks wish while leaving ? 

 (6) Find out similar words for :- increasing, hospital, walked in slowly, 

  virus, cut out, overgrown. 

 (7) Why did the writer thank Mr. Franks ? 

   (6) Other than gardening, Mr. ranks had a great liking for one more thing. That 

was festivals. "I think this country has lovely festivals !" he would say. He looked forward to Diwali 

and Dussehra as much as he did to Christmas, and would get as much joy and delight from 

lightening candles at Diwali as he would from decorating the small Christmas tree with streamers 

and little stars. 

 Before going home to Gorakhpur in December, I would take for Mr. Franks a small box of 

decorations for his Christmas tree, bought from some pocket money I had saved. "Thank you, my 

dear," he would say. "I'll leave them on the tree till you come back !" I'd wish him a merry 

Christmas and ask him to take care. "I will, my child, and come back soon !"         

 (1) What were Mr. Franks' likings ? 

 (2) Mr. Franks liked all festivals. How ? Explain. 

 (3) What did the writer buy from her saved pocket money ? 
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 (4) What promise did Mr. Franks make to her ? 

 (5) Find out similar words for :- fond of, waited, joy. 

   (7) And so two years passed since I had met Mr. Franks. Then one day, just before 

school was to break up for the winter vacations, I got a letter from Daddy. He had been transferred 

to Delhi, and I was to complete my last two years of school there. He would be coming to Lucknow 

the following week to complete formalities at my school and to take me home. 

 I was very sad when I read Daddy's letter. I thought of my school and my friends and knew I 

would feel terrible leaving them. 

 The following Wednesday, when I went to see Mr. Franks, he was weeding the flower beds. 

He looked at me as I walked on forlornly. "What's the matter, young lady ? Do I see a black cloud 

hovering on your head ?" I nodded and handed him Daddy's letter. He read the letter through and 

then looked at me. My eyes were full of tears. "Now ! Now !" he said, sitting down next to me on 

the stone steps. "You'll meet new people, make new friends ! Is that something to cry about !" I 

shook my head and said that I would miss my friends here and I would miss him too. "I will miss 

you too !" he said, holding my hand in his large wrinkled one. "But we will continue our friendship 

with letters ! You must write to me often !" 

 Of course I would I told him. 

 "That's my friend !" he said, patting my shoulder. "Now come on, let's share a cup of coffee 

before you leave." 

 We sat together in the garden, quietly sipping our coffee. The butterflies flitted and danced 

among the colourful array of flowers. Then one butterfly swooped down and perched itself daintily 

on old Mr. Franks' knee. He watched it quietly as it opened and closed its wings. Then it flew off 

and resumed its dance among the flowers.        

   "You know," said Mr. Franks, "Agatha, my wife, had a very charming belief. She would say 

that if ever a butterfly came and sat on you, a friend far away had remembered you and sent you his 

love !" 

 (1) What did the Daddy's letter contain ? 

 (2) How many years did the writer pass in Lucknow ? 

 (3) Why was the author sad ? 
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 (4) What was Mr. Franks doing when she went to meet him ? 

 (5) How did Mr. Franks encourage the writer ? 

 (6) What did Mr. Franks suggest to keep their friendship ? 

 (7) What did they have before leaving / parting ? 

 (8) What was Agatha's belief ? 

 (9) What happened when they were sipping coffee ? 

 (10) Find out similar words for :- alone, moving steadily, over head, 

  moved lightly, row, swift movement, delicately. 

   (8) The sun was beginning to set. I got up to go for I had to reach school before 

dark. We walked down quietly together to the big iron gate of the Home. 

 "Well, dear," said Mr. Franks, as we reached the end of the path, "do write to me soon and 

tell me all about you new school !" I held Mr. Franks' hands for a moment. My eyes filled with tears 

again. I said goodbye and walked away hurriedly. Then for a moment I stopped and looked back. 

Old Mr. Franks was still waving to me through the gate. 

 I came away to Delhi. Everything seemed strange and new. New friends. New teachers. I 

missed my school back in Lucknow, and everybody there, But most of all, I missed Mr. Franks. 

Both Susie and Mr. Franks wrote to me often. Mr. Franks' letters were amusing and always 

contained some news of his garden and his plants. I would write to him regularly. My school in 

Delhi and beautifully kept gardens and whenever I sat near the flowers. I remembered Mr. Franks. 

 (1) What did the writer see when he looked back ? 

 (2) Who are talking here ? 

 (3) It is a parting scene. True / False.             

 (4) How did the writer feel at Delhi ? 

 (5) What did Mr. Franks contain ? 

 (6) When did the author remember Mr. Franks ? 

 (7) Find out similar words for :- look, farewell, unknown. 

 (8) 'Do write to me' what does this sentence mean. 

 (9) Give opposite to :- noisily, familiar. 

   (9) Then one day Mr. Franks stopped writing. I did not receive any letter from him 

for a long time. Almost two months later. I got a letter from Susie. "My dear Aditi." She had 
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written, "I feel terribly sad telling you that old Frankie passed away last Saturday. He had been quite 

ill for the past three weeks. He was remembering you a lot and he has left you two of his favourite 

ferns. I shall bring them with me when I come to Delhi next." 

 I read the rest of the letter through a blur of tears. 

 For the next few days, I could think only about Mr. Franks and the Wednesday afternoons we 

had spent together. 

 Almost a week had passed since I had got Susie's letter. It was Friday and I had a Geography 

test that afternoon. I sat revising my lesson under the gulmohar tree. The chrysanthemums and 

dahlias were in full blooms. Then suddenly, a little yellow butterfly hovered around me and finally 

perched lightly on my leg stretched out in front of me. I became absolutely still. It moved its wings 

daintily for a moment and then flew off to join its friends once again. My heart was filled with joy. 

As I watched the butterflies dancing among the flowers, I knew that somewhere far, far away, old 

Mr. Franks had remembered me and sent me his love. 

 (1) When did the author come to know about Mr. Franks' death ? 

 (2) What did he leave for the writer ? 

 (3) How did the author feel reading the letter of Susie ? 

 (4) For few days Mr. Franks' meetings hovered the writer. True OR False. 

 (5) What happened when the writer reading in the garden ? 

 (6) Describe the garden.             

 (7) What did the writer know ? 

 (8) Find out similar words for :- alighted, without moving, died, not clear, spread. 

 (9) What is the name of the writer ? 

 

Unit-15 : The Owl Critic (Poem) 

                                                                                                      - James Thomas Fields 

IDIOMS & PHRASES 

 

1. be amazed - (M|b S> ApïQe® `pdhy¬) - to be greatly surprised 

2. be blinded - (d|¬TpB S>hy¬) - be confused 
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3. be the laughing stock - (lp¬ku`pÓ b_hy¬) - to be ridiculous 

4. become a laughing stock - (lp¬ku`pÓ b_hy¬) - to become a butt / victim of ridicule 

5. blurt out - (hNf rhQpey ̄bp¡ghy¬, bL$u _pMhy¬) - to speak thoughtlessly             

6.        get down - (D`f_p õ\p_¡\u _uQ¡_p õ\p_ `f E[fhy¬) - to descend from a higher  position. 

7. go crazed - (Np¬X$p b_u S>hy¬) - to become mad; to become crazy 

8. jam down - (Å¡f\u ]$bphu_¡ b¡kpX$hy¬) - to press tightly; to press tightly into a space 

9. keep on - (L¬$B`Z L$fhp_y¬ Qpgy fpMhy¬) - to continue to do 

10. turn out - (_uhX$hy¬, ]¡$Mphy¬) - to prove to be; to make appearance; to look like. 

Read the following stanza & answer the questions given below them. 

(1) "Who stuffed that white owl ?" No one spoke in the shop,  

 The barber was busy, and he couldn't stop; 

 The customers, waiting their turns, were all reading.  

 The 'Daily', the 'Herald', the 'Post', little heeding 

 The young man who blurted out such a blunt question; 

 Not one raised a head, or even made a suggestion; 

     And the barber kept on shaving. 

 (1) What was the question of the owl critic ? 

 (2) What was the barber doing ? 

 (3) Name the periodicals from the text. 

 (4) What were the reactions to the young man's question ? 

 (5) Find out similar words for :- filled with some material, paying no attention, 

  spoke thoughtlessly, rude, continued. 

(2) "Don't you see, Mr. Brown," 

 Cried the youth, with a frown, 

 "How wrong the whole thing is  

 How preposterous each wing is,  

 How flattened the head is, how jammed down the neck is - 

 In short, the whole owl, what an ignorant wreck 'tis ! 

 I Make no apology; 

 I've learned owl-eology. 
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           (1) What is the name of the barber ? 

 (2) Which faults did the young man find in the owl ?      

 (3) According to the critic the whole owl ......... (complete the sentence) 

 (4) Give two rhyming pairs. 

 (5) Find out similar words for :- ridiculous, squeezed, badly damaged. 

(3) I've passed days and nights in a hundred collections,  

 And cannot be blinded to any deflections 

 Arising from unskilful fingers that fail 

 To stuff a bird right, from his beak to his tail.  

 Mister Brown ! Mister Brown ! 

 Do take that bird down,  

 Or you'll soon be the laughing-stock all over town." 

     And the barber kept on shaving. 

 (1) What challenge did the young man put ? 

 (2) What advice did the poet give to the barber ? 

 (3) How can we say that the young man is learned ? 

 (4) Did the barber answer any question of the writer ? 

 (5) Give a rhyming pair. 

 (6) Find out similar words for :- be confused, fault, be the butt of ridicule. 

(4) "I've studied owls, 

 And other night-fowls,  

 And I tell you 

 What I know to be true; 

 An owl cannot roost 

 With his limbs so unloosed,  

 No owl in this world  

 Ever had his claws curled,  

 Ever had his legs slanted,  

 Ever had his bill canted,  

 Ever had his neck screwed 

 Into that attitude.  
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 He can't do it, because  

 'Tis against all bird-laws.  

 (1) What has the writer studied ? 

 (2) How is the owl sitting ? 

 (3) What according to the young man does an owl not have ? 

 (4) What is against all bird-laws ? 

 (5) Give a rhyming pair. 

 (6) Give similar meaning for :- beak, wrongly positioned, tight, crossed. 

(5) Anatomy teaches, 

 Ornithology preaches, 

 An owl has a toe 

 That can't turn out so ! 

 I've made the white owl my study for years, 

 And to see such a job almost moves me to tears ! 

 Mr. Brown, I'm amazed 

 You should be so gone crazed 

 As to put up a bird 

 In that posture absurd ! 

 To look at that owl really brings on a dizziness 

 The Man who stuffed him don't half know his business !" 

      And the barber kept on shaving. 

 (1) What does ornithology preach ? 

 (2) What has the young man studied for years ? 

 (3) Why did the young man call the barber 'crazy' ? 

 (4) Give a rhyming pair. 

 (5) What did the critic say about the person who had made that owl ? 

 (6) Find similar words for :- confusion, surprised, go mad, science of the 

  structure of animal. 

(6) Just then, with a wink and sly normal lurch, 

 The owl, very gravely, got down from his perch,  

 Walked around, and regarded his fault-finding critic 

 (Who thought he was stuffed) with a glance analytic,  
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 And then fairly hooted, as if he should say; 

 "Your learning's at fault this time, anyway; Don't waste it again on a live bird, I pray.  

 I'm an owl; you're another. Sir Critic, good day !" 

    And the barber kept on shaving. 

 (1) What made the critic speechless ? 

 (2) Why do you think, the barber kept on shaving ? 

 (3) Why was the young man's learning at fault ? 

 (4) What did the owl say in the end ? 

 (5) Give similar words for :- playful, sudden change from side to side, 

  the sound of owl, clearly.  

 

Unit-16 : Interview Techniques 

                            Verbs                                   Nouns                                     Adjectives 

                            frighten                                fright                                  frightened 

                          vitalize                                   vitality                                      vital 

                           assess                                    assessment                        assessed 

                  evaluate                             evaluation                       evaluative 

                                                                                                    

                                                                SIMILAR WORDS 

                           vital -     important                 current                   - recent 

                          boost up     -     raise                         burst into tear        - start crying 

 

                                                     OPPOSITE WORDS 

                   awkward x convenient            confident x doubtful 

                  courteous x rude                      definitely x indefinitely 

                  establish            x demolish               predictable x unpredictable 

                   boost                 x winder                   comfortable x uncomfortable 

                   current             x out of date             employment x unemployment 

                   evitable             x inevitable               expected x unexpected 
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IDIOMS & PHRASES 

 

1. ask for - (dpNZu L$fhu) - to demand 

2. burst into tears - ( °̂ykL¡$ ^°ykL¡$ fX$u `X$hy¬) - to cry out suddenly as a result of 

 strong emotion 

3. deal with - (_¡ `lp¢Qu hmhy¬) - to take action to set right; to copy with 

4. go through - (A¡L$ d|íL¡$g A_ychdp¬\u `kpf \hy¬) - to undergo a difficult experience      

5. have cold feet - (d_ _bmy¬ `X$u S>hy¬) - to feel nervous 

6. in addition to - ([×y`fp¬[) - besides; moreover 

7. lose one's temper - (Nyõk¡ \hy¬) - get angry 

8. make sure - (`pLy¬$ L$fhy¬, Mp[fu L$fu g¡hu) - to confirm 

9. overcome - (A¬Ly$i d¡mhhp¡) - to succeed in dealing with a problem; to get the better of; to 

subdue 

10. presence of mind - (Ðhqf[ r_Z®eis¼[) - ability to take quick decision in critical situation; 

ability to remain calm and take sensible decision 

11. rely on - (_u `f Ap^pf fpMhp¡) - to have trust; to have faith in; to depend on; to put trust on 

12. sooner or later - (âk¬Np¡̀ p[) - eventually; sometime or other 

 

Read the following extracts & answer the questions given below them. 

(1) My young friends, I am very happy to be here today, and I thank the principal and members 

of the debating club for inviting me. I am glad to see that you are already taking an interest in 

interview techniques because in about two years from now, you will be thinking of what you want 

to do after B.Com.. Some of you will want to take up jobs, others may go on to do Management, 

Company Secretary courses, or follow C.A. or ICWA. Wherever you go, there will be the inevitable 

test and interview routine to go through before you get admission or get a job ! 

 An entrance test is something most of us can manage. It may be tough but it is only another 

examination, and you are used to them by now ! But an interview is something else altogether. After 

all, being on 'view', the idea of being closely examined and evaluated by a group of people makes 

most of us feel self conscious and awkward. I know I feel nervous in such situations and so do many 
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of us. In addition to that, there is the worry, isn't there, that if you don't do well, you won't get the 

job or admission you want. 

 (1) What courses can students take up after H.S.C. ? 

 (2) What does one have to pass through for a job or admission ? 

 (3) Why is an entrance test easy ? 

 (4) How is an interview different from a written test ?      

 (5) What fear do we carry while facing an interview ? 

 (6) Find out similar words for :- discussion meeting, not avoidable, hard, aware. 

(2) Frightening though it may sound, it has to be faced ! So, let's think of what we could do to be 

able to give a "good" interview. You must know the answers to all or at least, most of the questions, 

and that means preparation. But simply knowing what to say is not enough ! How you say it is 

equally important. Besides, how you look, behave, react is also very important. Because an 

interview is an assessment of your personality as well as of you knowledge. 

 The most vital piece of advice any practised interviewer will give you is "Be confident." I'm 

sure a lot of you feel that it is natural to have cold feet while facing an interview. Yes, agreed, you 

may feel nervous but the interviewers don't have to know it ! Positive thinking is the attitude that 

will enable you to give a good interview. Tell yourself you can do it. 

 (1) What is necessary to give a good interview ? 

 (2) What factors are important for an interview ? 

 (3) An interview is an assessment ............. (complete it) 

 (4) What will an expert interviewer suggest for good performance at interview? 

 (5) Give the meaning of 'To have cold feet' and use it in your sentence. 

 (6) How can positive thinking help a candidate to appear at interview ? 

 (7) What does the writer want us to ourselves ? 

 (8) Find out similar words for :- minimum, evaluation. 

(3) Also, your self-confidence will be further boosted if you prepare well. But how does one 

know what to prepare for ? Well, talk to people who know what's expected of you. Your teachers, 

relatives, people working in industry. All of them may be able to help. If your interview is for 

admission to a course of study, the College or Institute may give some information about what's 

expected of you. Read carefully any information they send. If you are applying to a company for a 
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job, find out some details about it- its product range, its reputation, names of the top management 

people. Read the advertisement carefully to find out what job you are applying for and what you 

have to do.              

 (1) How can one boost up his/her self confidence ? 

 (2) From whom can we get help for interview ? 

 (3) Which detail should a candidate gather for an interview ? 

 (4) We should know about the work of a post. We apply for. True / False. 

 (5) Find out similar words for :- raise. 

(4) The next step perhaps is to try to imagine what questions you will be asked and try and 

prepare answers for them. For most of you, it will be your first job. You may be asked questions 

about your education, hobbies and interests, you career objectives. You may be asked to explain 

why you applied for that job and what interests you about it. In addition, there may be questions 

about you subjects of specialisation like accountancy or marketing. In some cases there may even be 

general knowledge or current affairs questions, so be ready ! Think of the points you need to include 

in your answers to these questions. It may be a good idea to even write out certain answers. 

 (1) Which subjects are generally covered in an interview ? 

 (2) What is a good idea ? 

 (3) What should we imagine ? 

 (4) Can a candidate be asked about his subject and specialisation ? 

 (5) Find out similar words for :- recent, purpose, besides, event. 

(5) It is useful to think of how you are going to express yourself, too. Some of us have difficulty 

in using English and most of these interviews are conducted in English. So that's something you can 

work on. Ask for help from your teachers. practise using English with your friends or by practising 

in front of mirror ! And remember, your interviewers will probably meet several people in the day. 

They may be tired or just bored. So make sure they hear you clearly. Very often, we come across 

people who mumble their sentences or speak too fast. Take the case of how you tell your name. You 

know it very well, but others don't ! So when you pronounce it, do it slowly and clearly. When you 

talk, take pauses between sentences. 

 (1) What difficulties some candidate find while facing an interview ? 

 (2) How can we practise English ? 
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 (3) Why should we make sure in telling our name ?       

 (4) How should we tell out name to the interviews ? 

 (5) Find out similar words for :- problem, ensure, meet, utter, halt. 

(6) There will be situations when you don't know an answer or need some time to think. If you 

need some time, you can ask for an explanation of the question. "Could you explain your question a 

little, please ?" That'll give you a little time. If you definitely don't know the answer and can't guess, 

be frank and say "I'm afraid I can't say" or "I don't know". It does not mean you've failed in the 

interview. After all, it is only human not to know something. 

 Your appearance and manners are very important in creating a good overall impression. Take 

a good look at your dress, shoes, hair, make up (if any). Try to appear clean, neat and comfortable. 

Don't try anything new or unusual. 

 You should try to maintain a polite but confident manner throughout the interview. Greet the 

interviewers when you go in, say "thanks" when offered a seat, use polite requests for asking 

questions or explanations. Being polite of course does not mean you have to be ingratiating ! 

Remember, if you don't get this job, or this admission, there's always something else you can do ! 

 (1) How can we take time when we don't know the answer ? 

 (2) Find out sentences showing polite request. 

 (3) What should we say if we don't know answer at all ? 

 (4) 'Man is to err' find out the sentence which shows such meaning. 

 (5) How can our appearance and manner help us ? 

 (6) What piece of advice the writer give us for our appearance ? 

 (7) Write three sentences about manner at the interview. 

 (8) Find out similar words for :- condition, making clear, imagine, keep up, 

  bringing deliberately into the favour, mind well. 

(7) Many of us, when nervous, don't know what to do with our hands. We clasp them together, 

play with shirt buttons, collars, the file in our hands or the strap of the purse. Try to avoid such 

gestures, take a few deep breaths to overcome your fear and remain calm. Tell yourself you will do 

well. Train yourself to put your hands by your sides or fold them in front of you. Be comfortable 

and relaxed. And never, under any circumstances, lose your temper or burst into tears ! You will 

feel miserable yourself later on and you certainly won't get the job !      

 An interview involves people and their personalities - so it is always a situation where 
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something unexpected or unpredictable may happen. You will have to rely on your presence of 

mind and common sense to deal with such a situation. 

 Prepare as well as you can, think positive, and feel confident. Success will be yours sooner or 

later. 

 (1) Which gestures are usually exhibited by nervous candidate at an interview ? 

 (2) Which three things does the author suggest to prepare well for an interview? 

 (3) How does 'presence of mind' help at the time of an interview ? 

 (4) What should we not do in any circumstances ? 

 (5) Find out similar words for :- ability to take quick decision, cry, keep off, 

          get angry, sad, undesirable. 

 

Unit-17 : The Trunk of Ganesha 

 

 Verbs                                          Nouns                                        Adjectives 

 betray                                          betrayal                                        betrayed 

 restore                                             restoration                                   restorative 

 conclude                                           conclusion                                   conclusive 

 ridicule                                           ridicule                               ridiculous 

 slacken                                      slack                                              slack 

 accept                                              acceptance                                    acceptable 

 endow                                              endowment                                   endowing 

 exist                                           existence                                         existent 

 restrain                                            restraint                                           restrained  

            intrude                                            intruder                                           intruding 

 

SIMILAR WORDS 

              wrath -      anger            slackened - loosing 

             of late - recently                                trifle            - unimportant 

             surmise - guess                                    restrained - controlled 

             apparel -   dress                                     debris  - wreckage 
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            deliberately  - intentionally                       dozed off - slept 

             lithely -  gracefully                          bothering - annoying 

            meddle with -  interfere with                    betraying - expressing 

             exorbitant -  too high                             ravenous - thickly dark 

              subtle     -   complex                             luminous - bright 

            weariness     -   tiredness                             slumped - fell heavily 

            dominate -  most powerful 

 

                                                      OPPOSITE WORDS 

 

             cease        x begin, start                         deliberately x accidentally 

           dominant   x submissive                         gloomy            x cheerful 

            tense         x relaxed                              visible            x invisible 

         complete      x incomplete                        dense            x light 

         surrender      x resist                                 perturbed x unperturbed 

          vertical        x horizontal                         mistakable x unmistakable 

 

IDIOMS & PHRASES 

 

1. be in succession - (A_y¾$d¡ Aph[y¬ L¡$ \[y¬) - to come or happen one after another in time or order 

2. be in tune with - (_¡ kyk¬N[ L¡$ A_yLy$m \hy¬) - to be in co-ordination with; keeping pace with 

3. child's play - (kl¡gy L$pe®) - easy job; easy task 

4. dozed off - (k|B Nep) - slept 

5. give way to - ([pb¡ \hy¬) - to submit 

6. meddle with - (L$p¡B_p L$pddp¬ Mp¡V$u fu[¡ dp\y¬ dpfhy¬) - to interfere; to come in the way 

7. of late - ([pS>¡[f_y¬) - recently 

8. take up - (A_ykfhy¬) - to undertake; to follow 

9. turn out - (kprb[ L$fhy¬) - to prove to be; to make appearance; to look like. 

Read the following extracts & answer the questions given below them. 

(1) It was just one of those days when nothing seemed to go right for Gobinda Maharana. Once 

again there was this unhappy incident which kept bothering him.  

 At sunrise he finished his bath in the courtyard and took a glass of tea from his wife's hand. 

His fingers suddenly slackened and the glass slipped from his grasp spilling the contents. It was his 
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first conscious knowledge of the fear he carried, this superstition that had become an anxiety which 

he knew could haunt him throughout his life. 

          This day there was a special reason for his gloomy, tense manner, for it was the third day in 

succession that such a thing had happened. 

 (1) What did Gobinda do at the sunrise ? 

 (2) What made Gobinda slip the glass from his hand ? 

 (3) Here the word 'contents' stand for.............. 

 (4) Was there any special reason for his gloomy manner ? 

 (5) Find out similar words for :- worrying, loosen, wrong belief, sad, 

  happening again and again. 

(2) Gobinda had learnt the trade from his father,  as had his father from his father's father, the 

substance of the art of idol making, the Durgas and the Ganesha and the Sivas. 

 "Perhaps I have no right," he told his wife, "to meddle with the private lives of gods. That is 

why they are angry. Perhaps I have been, of late, using my powers too carelessly, and the icons I 

have been, of late, using my powers too carelessly, and the icons I have been making are not exactly 

those my father would have made in his time." 

 Sulochana looked at her husband with frightened eyes. Perhaps he was right, she thought. But 

maybe he was growing older, and his hands and eyesight were not as strong as before. 

 "You must be tired, working without a break," she said, her words betraying her simplicity. 

 "You know what day it is." He studied her for a moment and continued. "And I am already 

late on the large Ganesha." 

 (1) What was Gobinda ? 

 (2) What did he learn from his father ? 

 (3) What guesses did Gobinda have for god's being angry with him ? 

 (4) How did Sulochana consider Gobinda's beliefs ? 

 (5) What did he tell to Gobinda ?  

 (6) Find out similar words for :- to interfere, idols, recently. 

(3) What had gone wrong ? He could not understand. Making an image was child's play for him: 

only in this case the idol was somewhat larger than most, the trunk a little heavier, a trifle longer. 

That was all.             
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  Perhaps the clay he had been using was just that measure short of its adhesive quality which 

makes for a smooth, tight binding. But it was the same clay he had been using for years, for 

innumerable images he had perfected and sold. Then why the sudden tear at the point where the 

elephant trunk took a turn and swung gently downward ? Was the weight too heavy for the clay 

mould of the image's face to support it ? 

            Sulochana didn't want to question him about his work, for she knew that he  was one of the 

best image - makers in the whole valley. "Gobinda Maharana's images; it's hard to find better work 

than his !" She had heard the townsfolk often say. He was one of the few excellent craftsmen left. 

And she nursed her pride in secret. 

 (1) How was the Ganesha's idol different ? 

 (2) Which reasons did Gobinda check one after another for a tear at the trunk ? 

 (3) What was Gobinda's concern ? 

 (4) What did people say about Gobinda's work ? 

 (5) Find out similar words for :- an easy task, unimportant number of, care for. 

(4) And yet some inner voice hammered at her: was it because he had asked for a better price, a 

rather exorbitant one, than what was considered reasonable for an image of that size ? She was 

convinced that her husband was a righteous man, but wasn't it possible that his seeming greed 

(provided her surmise was correct) had angered the Unknown. 

 The sixty-one-year-old Gobinda had a large family to support; this included a son who had a 

wife and two children. He had turned out to be an irresponsible drifter who spent his days away 

from the house fishing idly for shrimp and carp in the Mahanadi. The second son had been taken in 

as an apprentice in a paper mill. There remained only the youngest, a mere thirteen-year-old. Out of 

the three he alone showed promise of taking up the ancestral profession, thus restoring a measure of 

calm to the father's mind. 

 (1) What did Sulochana think for breaking the trunk ? 

 (2) How many members did Gobinda's family have ?      

 (3) Write three sentences about Gobinda's eldest son ? 

 (4) What was Gobinda's second son ? 
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 (5) What was the name of Gobinda's youngest son ? How had he relieved Govinda? 

 (6) Find out similar words for :- too high, guess, a person who leads 

  aimless life, struck repeatedly. 

(5) In all these years this experience of his was a new one, a feeling of being alone in a ravenous 

darkness. All his thinking brought Gobinda to the inescapable conclusion that there was an element 

of the supernatural in the mysterious breaking of the image; but what had he done to deserve this ? 

His life was ordered, restrained; so where could he have gone wrong ? True, that a subtle change 

had come about in the designing of the clay figures, in the eye-catching new apparel, and in the 

shades of luminous paint he was using these days. But he hadn't gone about making the changes on 

his own; they had wanted their gods to be more in tune with the times. (Gradually, therefore, he had 

endowed the goddesses with slim and sinuous bodies.) 

 But there was nothing flashy about this image of Ganesha he was at work on. Then why 

should this happen now. 

 Or was it because the price of two hundred and fifty rupees he had asked for was a large and 

unreasonable sum for a six-foot-high image of Ganesha ? He saw his youngest son, Ranju, come 

into the workroom and stare at the unfinished Ganesha. 

 (1) What was Gobinda's conclusion ? 

 (2) How was Gobinda as a man ? / How was Govinda's character ? 

 (3) What changes had Gobinda made in the idols over years ? 

 (4) Were the changes Gobinda's will ? 

 (5) How much did Gobinda charge for that large Ganesha ? 

 (6) Find out similar words for :- thickly dark, controlled belonging to 

  forefathers, complex, dress, bright. 

(6) "There, it's happened again," the boy mumbled bitterly, and flinched at the pain he saw in the 

old man's eyes.             

  The image stood, incomplete, to one side of the room facing the grilled window set into the 

northern wall. Cracks had started appearing at several places where the clay had dried. The straw 

skeleton of the image showed its forks through the mud where the trunk had torn. 
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 Quickly Ranju cleared the debris surrounding the image. He brought a fresh mass of clay and 

placed it before his father to knead. Gobinda looked closely at his son. No, there was no trace of 

ridicule-evident on the young face, no harshness of youth; merely a mute acceptance of the moment. 

His glance turned to the image again. 

 And before he realised what he was doing, his hands were once again kneading the clay, 

warmly, professionally; making it into the right stickiness as he began carefully filling the tear. 

 (1) What did Ranju see in his father's eye ? 

 (2) Describe the idol in three sentences. 

 (3) How did Ranju help his father ? 

 (4) Ranju could understand his father's pain. True / False. 

 (5) How did Gobinda repair the tear at the trunk ? 

 (6) Find out similar words for :- wreckage, moved back, making fun of. 

(7) Gobinda had nearly finished mending the broken trunk when Ranju interrupted him, "Father, 

the draught from the window. Maybe it should be closed." 

 The image now appeared as clean and smooth as a mannequin. There were no traces of the 

recurring disaster. 

 The possibility of a gust of wind breaking the image was too remote, Gobinda thought. But 

the image had been placed very close to the open window, only a metre away. He had shifted the 

image himself, deliberately, in order that more light would be available for his work. And the wet 

clay would dry up sooner, facing the draught of wind. But that the wind could be a destroyer had 

never entered his mind. He decided, "Not the wind. It seems impossible." 

 "We'll sit up tonight," he told his son with an air of finality. "That is the only way we will 

ever learn what's happening." 

 "Here ? " 

"Yes, here." Which way would the intruder come ? He looked round the room and pointed to a dark 

corner further away, about three metres from the window. "That would be just the right spot for us 

to keep watch, unnoticed. You can observe the door, the window and the image at the same time 

from there." 

 (1) What did Ranju think about the breaking the trunk ? 

 (2) How was the image looking ? 
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 (3) Why did Gobinda shifted image near to the window ? 

 (4) What was the way to find intruder ? 

 (5) Which place did Gobinda decide to sit in the room ? Why ? 

 (6) Give similar words for :- current of air, happening thing repeatedly,  

  intentionally, with a view to, a person who enter a place illegally. 

(8) "Right, father, I suppose it's the only way for us." 

 So the plan was agreed upon for the night. Gobinda, who usually had his evening meal quite 

late, desided to have it early, along with his youngest son. The hours passed. A light drizzle came, 

which lasted only for a couple of minutes. 

 The night appeared darker to both father and son, the darkness denser as they look up their 

prearranged positions in the corner of the workroom. 

 At first they found it difficult to distinguish one object from another, but soon the darkness 

emptied itself. The image of Ganesha stood as they had left it earlier in the afternoon - apparently 

unperturbed and dominant. Somehow the idol appeared to have grown in size in the dark. 

 (1) What was the difficulty in the beginning ? 

 (2) Why did Gobinda have his meal early on that evening ? 

 (3) Which two adjectives are used for the idol of Ganesha ? 

 (4) Why did Gobinda think that the boy should be sent to bed ? 

 (5) Find out similar words for :- curled, close, submit, tiredness. 

(9) The workroom remained still remained still and quiet. The air was heavy, as though bound by 

invisible ropes to Gobinda's guilt. Nothing appeared to disturb the silence; a few mosquitoes buzzed 

about them. Where was the intruder they had imagined ? Wasn't it more likely as act of the 

supernatural ? 

        Soon the boy dozed off and slumped to the floor. Gobinda was awake, keen to the sound 

filtering into the room, his eyes glued to the dark, and to the silence. He put an arm around the boy. 

Time went by. 

 Then there was a sound - a soft, distinct sound. The intruder ! Gobinda's heart thudded. His 

eyes met the unfinished eyes of the idol. His gaze swept across to the open window.  There, between 

two vertical bars, was the unmistakable shape of a cat crouched, ready to jump. Unable to move, he 

watched the animal lithely leap across and land on top of Ganesha's trunk. 
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 A smile beamed across his exhausted face. He gently began shaking the boy awake. 

 (1) How was the atmosphere in the room ? 

 (2) Could Ranju keep awake with his father ?  

 (3) What happened at last ? 

 (4) Who was the intruder ? 

 (5) What do you think about Gobinda ? A man with superstitions, or a man 

  with a scientific outlook. 

 (6) Give similar words for :- slept, fell heavily, gracefully incomplete, 

  eager, tired. 

 (7) Why was there a smile on Gobinda's face ? 

Unit-18 : Noise - The Music of Sound (Poem) 

- J. Pope 

                                                   SIMILAR WORDS 

                      hubbub - noise of vehicles           

                       strident             -           loud and harsh sound 

                        crack             -  gunfire noise 

 

Read the following stanza & answer the questions given below them. 

   (1) I like noise,  

    The whoop of a boy, the thud of a hoof,  

    The rattle of rain on a galvanized roof,  

    The hubbub of traffic, the roar of a train,  

   The throb of machinery numbing the brain,      

 (1) Which noises does the poet like ? 

 (2) Make a list of noises made by machines. 

 (3) Which word rhymes with the word 'train'. 

 (4) Give similar words for :- a loud cry of joy, sound produced by rain 

  drops on roof. 

 (5) What is the effect of throb of machinery ? 

 (6) What is called 'noise of vehicles' ? 
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   (2) The switching of wires in an overhead tram,  

    The Rush of the wind, a door on the slam,  

    The boom of the thunder, the crash of the waves,  

    The din of a river that races and raves,  

 (1) For which sound in nature does the poet have liking ? 

 (2) When does a river make noise ? 

 (3) Give a pair of rhyming words. 

 (4) Find out a name of a 'vehicle' from the stanza. 

 (5) Give similar words for :- a deep hollow sound, noise caused by door 

  when shut forcefully. 

   (3) The crack of a rifle, the clank of a pail,  

    The strident tatoo of a swift slapping sail.  

    From any old sound that the silence destroys 

    Arises a gamut of soul-stirring joys.  

    I like noise. 

 (1) What does the poet say about sound ? 

 (2) Make a list of words that indicate noise. 

 (3) Find out similar words for :- beating of drums, complete range of all noise, 

  loud and harsh sound. 

 (4) What message does this poem give us ? 
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Unit-19 : The World of Newspapers 

Verbs Nouns Adjectives 

exclude exclusion exclusive 

configure configuration configurative 

interact interaction interactive 

pursue pursuing pursuable 

disseminate dissemination disseminated 

innovate innovation innovative 

identify identification identifying 

congratulate congratulation congratulatory 

felicitate felicitation felicitous 

 

SIMILAR WORDS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OPPOSITE WORDS 

 

 

 

 

 

Report - I 

India's first Exclusive EDUSAT 

IDIOMS & PHRASES 

1. be entitled - (_¡ dpV¡$ gpeL$ b_hy¬ L¡$ \hy¬) - be qualified 

2. kick off - (L$p¡B âk¬N/QQp®/L$pe® hN¡f¡ iê$ L$fhy¬) - to commence or begin an event/discussion / job 

etc. 

exclusive  - only, sole 

 herald       - proclaim 

a boost      -  an increase 

innovative -  new 

generated  - produced 

brass       - top officials 

obtain        - procure 

transponder  -  radio device 

configured -  shaped 

disseminate   -  spread 

update   -  bring up to date 

pour in  -  come in a flow 

extract           -   take out 

grit   -    courage 

rural  x     urban 

formal           x     non-formal 

success x      failure 

inclusive x    exclusive 

near  x    remote 

conclude x     start 
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3. pour in - (rh ỳg âdpZdp¬ TX$`\u dmhy¬) - to flow quickly in large amounts. 

 

Read the following extracts & answer the questions given below them. 

(1)      EDUSAT is India's first exclusive satellite for taking  education to rural and remote areas.  

With its array of sophisticated transponders, it is set to herald a revolution in distance education  

in the country. It is configured to have different beams for the various regions of the country. An 

 expert in a subject can simultaneously teach hundreds of students in various schools or colleges 

 across a wide area. The teacher will operate from a television studio and students in schools and 

 colleges with reception facilities can see the teacher and listen to him. 

 (1) What is EDUSAT for ? 

 (2) How can EDUSAT be useful in the distant education ? 

 (3) How can a teacher teach thousands of students at the same time ? 

 (4) Is EDUSAT for education purpose only ? 

 (5) Find out similar words for :- only / sole, rows or columns, 

  radar devices, proclaim, shaped.  

(2) In institutions that have interactive systems, students can put questions to the teacher and 

receive replies. If a candidate pursuing correspondence education has reception and interactive 

systems at home, EDUSAT will convert his / her home into a virtual classroom. 

  Adult literacy programmes will receive a boost through community reception/ interactive 

systems in a village. Besides supporting formal education, EDUSAT will be a boon to the non 

formal education stream. It can disseminate knowledge to the rural population on health, hygiene 

and innovative farm practices, and allow professionals and workers to update their knowledge. 

 (1) How can EDUSAT turn a student's home into a virtual class-room ? 

 (2) Which areas of education will EDUSAT cover ? 

 (3) How can EDUSAT be helpful to professionals ? 

 (4) What do you mean by non-formal education ? 

 (5) Find out similar words for :- two way communication, an increase, 

  to bring up to date. 

(3) Madhavan Nair said : "It is almost like video - conferencing. It is almost as if the professor is 

standing in front of us. "But the challenge lies in identifying good teachers and the lessons to be 
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generated and in using innovative techniques to explain geography, science, mathematics and so on. 

Since EDUSAT has regional beams for the southern, northern, northeastern, and western regions of 

the country, teaching can be done in the languages of various States. 

 (1) What are the challenges ? 

 (2) How does Madhavan Nair explain EDUSAT teaching ? 

 (3) Can teaching be done in various language with the help of EDUSAT ? 

 (4) Find out similar words for :- produced, new, different. 

 

Report - II 

Congratulation, cash prizes pour in by the sackful 

(1) The Army Marksmanship Unit (AMU) of Infantry School, Mhow, celebrated  in grand way 

the first Olympic silver medal won by its officer Major Rajyavardhan Singh Rathore in double trap 

shooting in Athens. 

 "The entire brass of the unit rejoice over the success of one of their own last night and also 

called up Major Rathore posted here as officer-in-charge (OIC) of the shotgun team to congratulate 

him on his historic big bore rifle team," Major G.S. Dhillon said today. 

 The commandant of the infantry school Lt. Gen. D. P. Singh also praised Rathore on his 

remarkable feat. 

 (1) Give the full name of AMU. 

 (2) What achievement did Major Rathore get ? 

 (3) What did Major G.S. Dhillon say about Rathore's achievement ? 

 (4) Name the commandant of the infantry school. 

 (5) Find out the similar words for :- 'top officials', 'admire' and 

  'extraordinary achievement'. 

(2) "A grand party and a lot of fireworks followed the exchange of congratulatory notes with 

sweets distributed and celebration lasting till late in the night," he said.    

 The armymen are now planning a grand heroic welcome for Rathore, who did the entire 

nation proud by becoming the first Indian ever to win an individual silver medal at the Olympic 

games, he added. 
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 Meanwhile Rajsthan government has announced a cash prize of Rs.11 lakh and MIG flat 

worth Rs.8.80 lakh in Jaipur. Rathore is almost entitled a cash reward of Rs.10 lakh to be given by 

Samsing, the offical sponsors of the Indian contingent at Athens. 

 The armymen are now planning a grand heroic welcome for Rathore, who did the entire 

nation proud by becoming the first Indian ever to win an individual silver medal at the Olympic 

games, he added. 

 Meanwhile Rajsthan government has announced a cash prize of Rs.11 lakh and MIG flat 

worth Rs.8.80 lakh in Jaipur. Rathore is almost entitled a cash reward of Rs.10 lakh to be given by 

Samsing, the official sponsors of the Indian contingent at Athens. 

          (1) How did they celebrate Rathore's victory ? 

 (2) Why is Rathore's achievement a historic one ? 

 (3) How is Rathore to be felicitated and honoured. 

 (4) What are the armymen planning for ? Why ? 

 (5) Find out the similar words for 'majestic', 'declare' and 'group'. 

 

 



 Answer the questions based on the text-book in two or 

 three sentences each : 

(1) How did Alan's father react when Alan reached home ? 

(2) What did the doctor say about Pierre's eyesight ? 

(3) Why did Uncle Ken lose his job ? 

(4) How did Granny react when Uncle Ken lost his job ? 

(5) Why does Sudha Murthy have a fascination for rank holders ? 

(6) 'The boy, however, seemed to know his mind' - What does the expression 'seemed to know his 

mind' convey ? 

(7) Why does Nehru say 'I was not alone in my cell ? 

(8) Which unwelcomed guests does Nehru talk about in the lesson ? Why ? 

(9) Why do Jack and Jill call their house 'our little nest' ? 

(10) Why did the sisters decide to hide themselves in a store-room ? Why did they not use any 

other place for safety ? 

(11) Describe Sree's plan to trap the Leopard. Did Mandakini approve of it ? Why ? 

(12) What advice does Khalil Gibran give to parents ? 
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(13) How did Lakshmana Sastri bring about a change in the behaviour of the new teacher ? 

(14) Mr. Franks said "Plants too have feelings." How did he show his attachment with them ? 

(15) Mr. Franks and a great liking for festivals. How can you say so ? 

(16) What is 'Presence of mind' ? How does it help at the time of an interview ? 

(17) What changes did Gobinda bring about in his idol-making over the years ? 

 How did he feel about the changes ? 

(18) What were Gobinda's guesses about the tear on the idol ? 

(19) How will EDUSAT be helpful in the field of education ? 

 

 Write short notes on any two of following using the clues given below them in 

about 7 sentences each : 

(1) Alan's Father - A Model Parent : 

  Clues : great interest in Alan - encouraged and trained for cricket - bicycle if his team 

won - Alan failed to play - yet he greeted him saying 'Bravo' for what he did - felt 

proud of him. 

(2) Alan - An ideal young boy : 

  Clues : Boy scout spirit - fond of cricket - chosen as a bowler - leaves home to play 

school match - cannot take part as he gets late in helping an old man - yet his 

father is pleased - gives him promised bicycle. 

(3) The title, A Secret for the two : 

  Clues : Pierre a milk deliver - a horse - named Joseph - fine combination - Joseph died - 

Pierre met with an accident. 

(4) Intimacy between Pierre and Joseph : 

  Clues : delivery of milk on a fixed route - Joseph stopped - Pierre got down- delivered 

milk - collected old bottles - often they were found talking- Pierre did not want to 

retire till Joseph was with him - Joseph died- Pierre shocked - run over by a truck 

- doctor declared him blind for five years - none but Joseph knew the secret. 

(5) Granny's Concern for Uncle Ken : 

  Clues : Worried about Uncle Ken - guest of his doting sisters - are to leave India - thinks 

about the future of Uncle Ken - interview with Maharaja- loses the job - offers tea. 

(6) Uncle Ken as a Tutor : 

  Clues : good for nothing - job of teaching Maharaja's children - himself knew nothing - 

took Rusty with him - Rusty taught and he went away to tennis court - played 
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naughts and crosses with children - encouraging pat for two different answers - 

later asked Rusty - both were incorrect. 

(7) Hanumanthappa's Honesty : 

  Clues : Poor tribal boy - got 8th rank in S.S.L.C. exam - writer's monetary help - sent 

Rs.1800 twice - returned Rs.300 - had stayed back in village - no expenses during 

those - months - shining example of honesty. 

(8) Sudha Murthy's help to Hanumanthappa : 

  Clues : read news paper and knew about Hanumanthappa - secured 8th rank in the SSLC 

exam - unable to study further - Sudha wrote a letter to him - The boy came 

Bangalore - wanted to join Teacher's Training course - The writer sent him 

Rs.1,800 for the six months, she sent Rs.1800 - One again - Thus, she encouraged 

the boy. 

(9) Nehru's Principle of 'Live and Let Live' in the Prison : 

  Clues : Life in cell - insects, birds, creepers-bats-squirrels-parrots-scorpions- poisonous 

snakes - if they don't disturb, why to disturb them - kindness, understanding, 

tolerance - enjoy pleasant world. 

(10) Nehru's observation of birds, insects and animals : 

  Clues : Firstly found loneliness in the cell - became more observant - war with the bed - 

bugs and mosquitoes - tolerate wasps and hornets - watched ants, white ants, 

lizards, squirrels, pigeons, parrots, mynas, Brain Fever Bird - Unwelcomed guests 

like scorpions and snakes. 

(11) The title 'The Baby is Finally Ours' : 

  Clues : Jack's modern lifestyle - less income - more loan instalments - help from money 

lending agency - last instalment - baby will be theirs. 

(12) Life style of Jack and Jill : 

  Clues : Limited income - luxurious living - loan taken - difficulty in paying instalments - 

Aunt Jane says, 'Absurd'. 

(13) The Brave Sisters : 

  Clues : leopard in the house - sisters on the ledge - leopard below - parents outside - likely  

to return - Sree went out - bolted the storeroom door from outside - ladder - took 

out younger sister. 
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(14) How the Leopard was trapped : 

  Clues : thought of parents - the elder one crawled through the ventilator - jumped down - 

The younger one distracted the Leopard's attention - The elder one went near the 

store room and bolted the door from outside - saved themselves and their parents. 

(15) Lakshmana Sastry and Sivasubramania Iyer  

 Clues : a new teacher - made Abdul sit in the last row - Sastry scolded - the teacher 

apologized - Sivasubramania Iyer invited Abdul for dinner -orthodox wife - Iyer 

himself served - once more invited - changing system - lessons of communal 

harmony. 

(16) Abdul as a young boy : 

  Clues : One of many children - short and not good looking - ancestral house in the 

Mosque street - secured childhood - helped cousin to catch bundles of newspapers 

- friends - no feeling of caste difference. 

(17) Mr. Franks : A Lover of Nature : 

  Clues : loved nature - used to bask - gardening - in youth a gardener - at Home for the 

Aged reared a garden - believed plants have feelings - talked with a fern - gifted 

plants. 

(18) The impression of Mr. Franks on the writer : 

  Clues : First meeting at Susie's home - jolly natured man - met at the Home for the Aged 

every Wednesday - impressed by his knowledge about gardening - treated plants 

in friendly manner - enthusiasm for festivals- Aditi had to leave Mr. Franks - kept 

friendship through the letters- passed away - the writer is deeply impressed by 

him. 

(19) The writer's views on Interview Techniques : 

  Clues : Meaning of interview - confidence - positive attitude - possible questions - how to 

express himself - clarity in speech decency in his appearance - quick sense. 

(20) Gobinda's Sense of Guilt : 

  Clues : idol maker - trunk broken - his guilty feelings - made changed - bright dresses - 

slim body - flashy - meddled in God's lives - using power carelessly. 

(21) EDUSAT - India's First Exclusive Educational Satellite : 

            Clues :    India's first exclusive Satellite - educational purposes - distance education- formal  

     education - virtual classroom - interactive system- knowledge to the rural  

                            population teaching in regional languages.  
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SECTION - B 

Lapwing 

Supplementary Reader 

(1) Read-01 Page No.1 :- There are ................ one day !! 

Q.1 What do we find around us ? 

Q.2 Write the full name of Salim Ali. What is he known as ? 

Q.3 Find out the one word for 'the person who lost the parents.' 

Q.4 Why was Salim Ali given an air gun ? 

Q.5 Write 2-3 sentences about BNHS. 

Q.6 How did Salim Ali get interested in ? 

Q.7 How did Milliard satisfy Salim Ali's curiousity ? 

(2) Read-01 Page No.2 :- After returning .............. Padma Vibhushana. 

Q.1 Why was Salim Ali rejected as an ornithologist ? 

Q.2 Where did Salim Ali go ? Why ? 

Q.3 How did Salim Ali start his career in India ? 

Q.4 Find out the similar words for 'famous', 'a person who studies birds', 'chance' 

 and 'inspiration.' 

Q.5 How was Salim Ali awarded by Indian government ? 

Q.6 What are according to Salim Ali, the best results ? 

(3) Read-02 Page No.5 :- One afternoon .............. the gate. 

Q.1 Where did Mansi tour ? When ? 

Q.2 What made Mansi get disturbed in the museum ? 

Q.3 Give the reason of Mansi for admiring the patience of the husband. 

Q.4 What did Mansi do at the museum ? 

Q.5 Find out the similar words for 'visit', 'keep talking', 'buy' and 'stared.' 

Q.6 Find out the opposite words to 'start', 'criticize', 'slowly', 'pushed', 'enterance' 

 and carelessly.' 

(4) Read-03 Page No.9 :- In an attempt ............. provide answers. 

Q.1 What had happened to the writer ? 

Q.2 How did the writer's teammates react the situation ? 
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Q.3 What did the writer feel after regaining consciousness ?       

Q.4 Find out the similar words for, 'try', 'in place of' 

Q.5 Find out the opposite to 'conscious', 'defeat' 'fortunately.' 

(5) Read-06 Page No.19 :- Early in the morning .............. her book. 

Q.1 What did the writer's mother desire ? 

Q.2 What was the writer's reaction about 'My Book.' 

Q.3 Whom did mother love ? 

Q.4 After reading the words from the book, what did the writer do ? 

Q.5 Could the writer read the book ? Why ? 

Q.6 Find out the similar words for 'started', 'wish' and 'difficult.' 

(6) Read-07 Page No.24 :- There was ............. to the arena. 

Q.1 What was the punishment for the criminal ? 

Q.2 Give the reason why the king became angry. 

Q.3 What was the soldier's fault ? 

Q.4 What happened to the young soldier ? 

Q.5 Find out the similar words for 'give punishment', and 'cruel.' 

(7) Read-08 Page No.27 :- Today I am just .............. thought is reactions. 

Q.1 What age is called adolescence ? 

Q.2 How does Ananya feel as a grown up man ? 

Q.3 Why did Ananya become angry with his parents ? 

Q.4 How did Ananya's parents react for his bad report ? 

Q.5 Find out the opposite words to 'forget', 'criticize', misunderstanding', 

 'slavery' and 'less.' 

(8) Read-09 Page No.31 :- It is almost ............ such course. 

Q.1 What was the problem of Vismay ? 

Q.2 Did the teacher worry about Vismay ? Why ? 

Q.3 What did the teacher advise him ? 

Q.4 Which course would Vismay want to join after 12th ? 

Q.5 Find out the similar words for 'want', 'guess' and 'gaze.' 
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Q.6 Find out the opposite to 'full', 'solution' and 'lazy.' 

(9) Read-11 Page No.38 :- The guru and his disciples ............. he insisted. 

Q.1 Whom did the guru and his disciples find at the gate ? 

Q.2 What were the three persons doing at the gate ? 

Q.3 What was the drunkard's proposal ? 

Q.4 How did the second man want to enter the gate ? 

Q.5 How did the guru behave with these three men ? 

Q.6 What did the third one want ? 

Q.7 Where did the three men live ? 

(10) Read-13, Page No.44 :- Ang Dorjee was going to ......... dangerous stretches. 

Q.1 Why did Dorjee want to avoid long exposure at heights ? 

Q.2 Which options did Dorjee have ? 

Q.3 How was the climbing ? 

Q.4 Narrate the climbing of the writer at 6:20. 

Q.5 Which equipments used by the mountain climbers are mentioned 

 in the paragraph ? 

Q.6 From where did the writer start her climbing ? 

Q.7 Find out the similar words for 'a sharp slope', 'easily breakable' and 

 'boots with spikes.' 

(11) Read-14, Page No.49 :- Derf worked ............ a different way. 

Q.1 By whom were operated the big computers ? 

Q.2 What was Derf doing into his computer ? 

Q.3 Did the computer answer the Derf's question ? Why ? 

Q.4 What was going on in Derf's mind ? 

Q.5 What was the mistake in Derf's computer ? 

(12) Read-14, Page No.52 :- Derf Steed ............ machines must be slaves. 

Q.1 What did Derf see at the Centre ? 

Q.2 What are the real meanings of Tobor and News ? 

Q.3 How did people use robot before war and after war ? 

Q.4 What did Derf and his friends decide finally ? 

Q.5 Find out the opposites to 'masters', 'strong', 'carelessly', 'behind'  and 'misunderstood. 
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(13) Read-16, Page No.56 :- "Now it's time ............ "You are fit and fine." 

Q.1 What was the closing time of the hospital ? 

Q.2 Write 2-3 sentences about the dog. 

Q.3 How did Dr. Shalini treat the dog ? 

Q.4 "You are fit and fine" Here 'you' means.......... 

Q.5 Find out the similar words for 'started', 'fall down', 'soon' and 

 'spread out wide apart.' 

Q.6 Find out the opposites to 'slow', 'close', 'improperly' and 'weak.' 

(14) Read-17, Page No.62 :- There was a farmer .......... kill him. 

Q.1 Describe the farmer's nature. 

Q.2 How did the farmer punish the neighbour's rooster ? 

Q.3 How was the farmer's life ? 

Q.4 What was the reaction of farmer Green about the farmer ? 

Q.5 Find out the similar words for 'unfriendly', 'hurriedly', 'blow with a whip', 

 'moved away' and 'full of tensions'. 

(15) Read-18, Page No.66 :- As per plan ............ in the mountains. 

Q.1 How did the writer reach at Holy ? 

Q.2 From where did the writer start his trekking ? 

Q.3 How much time did they take to reach Talang Pass ? 

Q.4 What was the plan for the next day ? 

Q.5 Why did they try to reach the next destination by afternoon ? 
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-: Precis Writing :- 



 Read the following passage and write its summary and provide 
 suitable title to it. 

(1) Orphaned at a very young age, Salim Ali was brought up by his maternal uncle. As a child Salim 

was given an expensive air gun One day he noticed that one of the sparrow he had shot at had a 

yellow throat. He couldn't hold his curiosity and approached his uncle. His uncle who was equally 

clueless took him to the Bombay Natural History Society in the hope of finding an answer. There, 

the honorary secretary, W.S. Milliard told him that the bird was the yellow Throated Sparrow. 

Milliard also told him about the variety of sparrows. That day Salim decided that he was going to be 

an ornithologist No one would have imagined that the bird shooter would become a bird lover and 

nature conservator one day !! 

(2) Salim Ali was a true nature lover and his love for the wildlife is expressed in his autobiography 

where he calls the wildlife a capital, an asset and says, "The interest on the capital must be used, 

while leaving the capital itself intact. This is how I interpret wildlife conservation and believe that 

future generations should enjoy the same fun with it that I had." 

  The Birdman is survived by his books on birds that a small group of people use to enjoy 

birding and endeavour for the conservation of the wildlife. Dr. Ali is no more but his legacy lives on. 

(3) A young couple viewing the paintings ahead of her chattered nonstop between themselves. She 

observed them a moment and found the lady only talking all the time. Mansi thought of the man and 

admired his patience for putting up with her constant parade of words. 

  Mansi gazed at them several times as she moved through the various rooms of art. Each 

time she heard the lady's constant gush of words she moved away quickly. 

  Mansi was standing at the counter of the museum gift shop making purchase when the 

couple approached the exit. Mansi observed the couple carefully. The man after paying the bill 

pulled out a white stick and tapped his way towards the gate. 

(4) When I regained consciousness, I found myself in a hospital bed, surrounded by family, friends and 

teammates. Also at my side were doctors, the determiners of my future. In a matter of moments, 

they would tell me the severity of my injuries. 

  I was told that I would have to undergo an extremely rarer surgery. This type of surgery had 

only been performed a limited number of times, with a mere 50percent success rate. After some 
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thinking, I decided to undergo the surgery, knowing that either way, many challenges would await 

me. Would I be able to finish my studies ? What effect would it have on my social life, my grades? 

These questions circled my head, and unfortunately, only time would provide answers. 

(5) Looking back on the situation as a whole I am glad that the final game was, in fact, my final game. I 

have no regrets. I said "I would give it best of my abilities and I did that and ultimately, I came out a 

winner." Although my accident robbed me of my physical abilities, it left me with power of mind and 

forced me to discover my inner self. That final game was more rewarding. Not only did we win, but I 

was able to discover a new level within. I guess I gained two victories that day. 

(6) By the time I reached high school, I was so stressed out by the thought of answering questions and 

doing group projects that my self-cofidence problem would get in the way of my ability to study. 

  I was nervous and agitated about being wrong and how people would react to me. My school 

and work started to suffer. Because of my inferiority complex, I couldn't go out. I was afraid of even 

going for shopping. I couldn't speak to people or make decisions. I hid myself away and felt like a 

real loser. 

  That's when my negativity made me upset. There was nothing that I didn't over analyse and 

criticise. The combination of my self-criticism, low self-confidence and bad self-image was starting 

to destroy the life I wanted to build for myself. 

(7) I have loved family, friends, nature, animals, music and many other things. It will be hard to say 

good bye to those I love and to the beauty in the world. 

  I read these words for the first time when I was surrounded by packing boxes in my mother's 

apartment, a month after her death. I tried to picture her face as I read the words but the memories 

of the last two months as she lay dying, were too painful. I closed her book. 

  On a rainy Sunday afternoon, one year from the day my mother was admitted to the hospital. 

I suddenly knew the time had come to remember and honour her life and her death. For a month I 

kept on reading the notebook I had kept during her hospitalization and my mother's book. When I 

finished reading. I realised that my mother was no longer lost to me; in some new and different way 

I had regained her. 

(8) I haven't forgotten what it's like to be young-all the hopes and anxieties and the sensation in 

everything you do is going to advance or wreck your life. No in betweens when you are young. 

  My ambition was to go on a stage. My sister and I took dancing lessons and practised 

difficult steps. In those days I thought I'd be a famous actress ! It was all a dream of course. 
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  Lying in the hospital, my mother had other dreams. One morning she awoke, and told me of 

her dream. She had seen a man fall from a roof. All that day her thoughts were of falling. 

(9) Yesterday I saw a child on a merry go round. He waved at his parents every round. The parents 

waved back too. The incident ran through my mind the whole day and I kept asking a question to 

myself: 'Where do the parents get patience from to express love for their child in trivial activities of 

life?' For searching the answer, I went back to my childhood and realized that on each day of your 

life, you made deposits in the memory banks of your children. In bringing me and Pearl up, you had 

built self-esteem first and our house later. You had finger-paint more and pointed the finger less. 

You had done less correcting but more connecting. You had run through more fields and gazed at 

more stars for us. 

(10) For last several years, I have been talking about my freedom. I remember the day when you 

objected to my dress and hair. That day you appeared to me like an evil dictators who would never 

understand my style, my personality. The next day you did not allow me to go out. I was fiercely 

angry on you. We were on opposite sides and there seemed no meeting grounds. Now, when I 

recall this incident, I also remember how you appreciated my choice when we had to buy a gift for 

Pearl. I also recall how after getting angry on me for the bad report card for a few hours, both of you 

came into my room and explained what I should do to score more marks. I have both the types of 

memory but now I would prefer to remember the best. The little and big mishaps between us were 

just thoughtless reactions. 

(11) The guru observed the three men and listened to their angry exchanges. He soon understood the 

cause of their dispute. The three were the residents of the town, but had been locked out as they 

were late in returning from some pleasure-trip. One of them, who was drunk, proposed that they 

should storm the gate and march into the town over the smashed metal-plated doors. "Heroes that 

we are, this will be the right thing for us to do," he claimed. 

  The second man, who was under the influence of opium said that they should jump over the 

wall. "That is going to be as exciting as flying!" he asserted. 

  The third one who was under the influence of Ganja, insisted on creeping through the key-

hole. "That would be great fun!" he insisted. 

(12) "Most of the arguments are like this-unrelated to reality. None of the three could have done what he 

proposed to do. Yet he was eager to prove the superiority of his method over the other methods. 
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What is more important, there was a method different from theirs-a simple and healthy method. 

That was to give their identity to the sentries and request them to open the gates. They would rather 

cling to their false and unreal methods than thinking of the simple and true method," observed the 

guru. 

(13) Ang Dorjee was going to climb without oxygen. But because of this his feet would get very cold. He 

thus wanted to avoid long exposure at heights and a night at the Summit Camp. He had therefore to 

either get to the peak and back to the South Col the same day or abandon the attempt. 

  He was keen to start immediately and asked if I would like to go with him. Going to the top 

from the South Col and back in a day would be strenuous and tough and there was the risk of Ang 

Dorjee turning back if his feet got too cold. I, however, had full confidence in Ang Dorjee as well as 

in my stamina and climbing capability. Besides no one else was ready to move at that time. 

(14) It was terrifying to stand erect on a knife-edge ridge, with a sheer drop on either side. I had to dig 

my ice-axe deep and secure myself by attaching the waist-strap to the ice-axe head. There was 

some tricky climbing between the South Summit and what is popularly known as Hillary's Step. Ang 

Dorjee and Lhatoo were already over it, but I was still negotiating its vertical face when Ang Dorjee 

gesticulated towards the top. I was thrilled. The goal was near. With renewed vigour I was on top of 

step in seconds. The sun had made the snow soft and climbing was easier here than it had been 

earlier. 

(15) It was a mistake. The computer couldn't answer a question like that. It seemed quite upset. Lights 

went on and off. It was trying hard to find an answer in its memory bank, but it could not. In the end, 

it printed out a new instruction to Derf, I don't understand this question. Please ask it in a different 

way. 

  Derf felt very excited. He had never seen this before. A computer breakdown, yes ! But 

computer ignorance no ! 

  Derf started to feed lots of silly questions into his computer. It couldn't answer them. He fed 

the questions faster and faster, why ? What ? Where ? How ? When ? Which ? 

(16) That night, Derf told his friends. Kram and Nor were really excited. They could hardly believe the 

news. They worked on computers, too, and now they could break them. At last, they had a way to 

fight back. 
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  "Tomorrow is the day," Derf said, "My computer will be mended. But, I'll break it again. You 

both do the same. Other Nems will see what's happening. May be they will join in. We can bring the 

whole workshop to a standstill !" 

  Kram was still afraid. 

  "What about the Tobors ? They always know everything. They'll know about this too." 

(17) On the way, Derf and his friends got a shock. They passed a room that was full of unhappy sounds. 

The sounds were like Nems crying. 

  They went to look. The door had iron bars on it. Like a prison door. It was true. There were 

Nems inside. Both male and female. And they were crying. 

             Derf gasped. He knew what this was. It was the Memory unit. All the Nems had cages over their 

heads. The cages were lit up. Their job was to take away the memory of the Nem prisoners. 

  Derf had seen Nems from the Memory unit before. They were poor things. Completely lost. 

And, they didn't live very long. 

(18) "There was a farmer, once, who was cross and surly and a very disagreeable man. Everyone who 

knew him disliked him. He was sure to make the most of whatever went wrong about him; and the 

poor offender always met with severe punishment. There was not a boy in all the neighbourhood 

who did not feel uncomfortable as he passed his gate; and the poor dog that barked at his geese, or 

the neighbour's rooster that crowed on his wall, was speedily visited either with the lash of his whip, 

or the shot from his gun. The very cat knew his footsteps, and slunk away from him in terror. He 

was a complete pest, so much so to himself as to those about him. Every day brought him some 

fresh trouble, and found him in continual 'hot water'; Indeed, his very life was made up of broils. 

(19) One day, Mr. Green sent to the wife of our surly friend a basket of nice plums; but her husband 

wouldn't let her have them. He told the person who brought them, very gruffly, that it was only done 

to get some of his pears in return, and he was not going to give any of them away. 

  At another time, Mr. Green's team of oxen stuck fast in a bog, and when he asked his 

neighbour for a little help, he told him, in a very rough way, that he had enough to do to mind his 

own business, and refused to help him. 

(20) There is the greatest difference in the world between conquering by power, and conquering by 

kindness. The former is like building a dam across a stream of water. It may stop its flow for a little 

while, but presently the dam will give way, and then the stream will rush on with more force and fury 
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than ever. Conquering by power is like changing a lion; conquering by kindness keeps the lion from 

doing harm, by changing his nature, and turning him into a lamb. 

(21) As per plan, we started our trek from Tyori. We arrived at Holy by jeep and trekked up to Tyori. We 

reached there in the evening and took shelter in the primary school with the help of the local 

teachers. Every place in the Himalaya offers a view. The view of snow covered Talang Pass from 

the school was soothing after 8 hrs journey by vehicle and two hours walk. It was a mixed group 

with Shri Manmohansingh Bawa, running 76, the eldest and the most experienced trekker and Gulal 

being the youngest at the age of 12. 

(22) A jacket was lowered first. The boy was asked to stay still so that he does not lose his footing and 

fall further down. When the ropes were being joined together our team leader kept on talking to the 

boy and made him respond. He wanted him to keep awake because he knew that the lower oxygen 

levels would make him sleepy. And if he succumbed to sleep, it would be a sleep forever. 

(23) Body language is an integral part of the selection criteria at a job interview. A candidate may not be 

aware that there is someone among the interview panel who is studying his/her body language. 

Body language is read by observing the body posture, the eye movements and the rhythm of 

breathing. One of the skills a human resource manager should possess is the ability to read the 

body  language. This would help him while conducting interviews or imparting training to 

employees. Reading body language is a skill that could be acquired through training and practice. 

(24) Arms give away the clues as to how open and receptive we are to everyone we meet and interact 

with, so keep your arms out to the side of your body or behind your back. The more outgoing you 

are a a person, the more you tend to use your arms with big movements. The quieter you are the 

less you move your arms away from your body. So, try to strike a natural balance and keep your 

arm movements midway. When you want to come across in the best possible light, crossing the 

arms is a 'NO', Crossed arms suggest you are not receptive, really don't agree with, then by all 

means show your disapproval by crossing them ! 

(25) Hand gestures are so numerous. But here are some basic ones. Palms slightly up and outward is 

seen as open friendly. Palm down gestures are generally seen as dominant, emphasizing and 

possibly aggressive, especially when there is no movement or bending between the wrist and the 

forearm. This palm up palm down is very important when it comes to handshaking and share 

appropriate.   
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 Write a letter :- 

(1) Jarjis A. Kazi, Khojani wadi, Botad, write a letter of complaint to the police inspector of his area about 

the worsening condition of law and order in his area. 

(2) Mehul K. Bhal, Songadh High way, Sihor, writes a letter of complaint to the commissioner to draw his 

attention to the traffic problems caused by stray cattles on the road. 

(3) Pankaj Pathak, Shashtrinagar, Bhavnagar, writes a letter to the Health officer, Bhavnagar 

Municipality complaining about the unhygenic conditions in her locality. Also request him to take 

necessary steps. 

(4) Mehul Bhojak, Songadh Highway, Sihor writes a letter to the Station Director, the Doordarshan, Delhi 

telling him what he likes about the various T.V. programmes and why he requests him to start a 

special programme of lessons for the Higher Secondary Sections. 

(5) Natiq J. Kazi, Kaziwad, Bhavnagar writes a letter to the Inspector of Police of his locality complaining 

against the loud speakers nuisance which is affecting the studies of students. 

(6) Rushil M. Bhal, Songadh Highway, Sihor. Writes a letter to the Chairman, Gujarat State Board of 

School Textbooks, 'Vidyayan' sector, 10-A, Gandhinagar-382010. informing how, every year students 

suffer due to non-availability of textbook in time. 

(7) Harshad Pathak, Kalvibid, Bhavnagar. Writes a letter of complaint to the Assistant executive 

Engineer, PGVCL, Rajkot about the constant electricity failure especially on Sundays. 

(8) Nisarg Pathak, Shashtrinagar, writes a letter to the Chief officer of the municipality requesting about 

starting a good library in the area. 

(9) Murtuza J. Kazi, 14/A, Kareli Baug, Baroda writes a letter of complaint to the commissioner, office 

no.102/A, Nr.Alkapuri, Baroda about the chaotic sutiation of traffic in his area. 
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 Write a report :- 

(1) Write a report on 'Nine killed in the bus accident.' 

(2) Prepare a report on 'How a child was kidnapped.' 

(3) Prepare a report about the sports festival celebrated in your school. 

(4) Write a brief report about the wall magazine you have started in your school. 

(5) Prepare a report about Swine Flu spread in Gujarat State. 

(6) You have attended the prize distribution function held in your school. Write a brief report about it. 

(7) Write a brief report how the Independence Day was celebrated in your school. Also give a suitable 

title to the report. 

(8) Prepare a report on the celebration of Khel Maha Kumbh in your city. 

(9) An inter class cricket match was arranged in your school last week. Write a brief report on the event. 





 Write an essay :- 

(1) Each one - Tree one : 

  Points :    man and trees - relationship - usefulness - duty towards trees - duty for future 

generation. 

(2) Superstitions - Even today : 

  Points :     where do they come from ? - why do they continue to exist ? - victims of superstitions 

- reasons - kinds of superstitions - conclusion. 

(3) My Favourite Cricketer : 

  Points :    name - qualities - style - achievements - what make him / her your favourite player. 

(4) How should animals be treated : 

  Points :     usefulness of animals to mankind - how they are usually treated - suffering of the 

animals - change in our attitude. 

(5) The most Memorable Experiences of My Life : 

  Points : meaning of life - full of experiences - my memorable experience- description of the    

event-special feature - why memorable ?  
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(6) Newspapers in the Modern World : 

  Points :    Why are newspaper needed ? - Which is a good newspaper and a bad newspaper ? - 

What do they provide us ? What is their role in society ? - How do they satisfy the 

want of people in this modern age ? 

 (7) Life of a teacher : 

  Points :     Introduction - his work - comparison with other professionals - other activities - a true 

servant of mankind - middle class person- conclusion. 

(8) A visit to a Bird Sanctuary : 

  Points :    The Sanctuary - different types of Birds - the guides in the sanctuary- birds' life in 

nature - your feelings. 

(9) Advantages and Disadvantages of a Loan System : 

  Points :     Advantages : can buy a house, vehicle or a gadget even without funds on hand - 

easy to pay back by instalments - can fulfill your dream or desire. 

    Disadvantages : a trapping temptation - taking loan without planning- causes anxiety 

- some - times leads to misery. 

(10) My Idea of Happiness : 

  Points :     Happiness - everybody's pursuit - sources of getting happiness - earthly pleasures, 

spiritual pleasures or following one's liking - mental peace or riches - my idea - its 

justification - conclusion. 

(11) Yoga - A golden key to good health : 

  Points :    Importance of the breathing exercises - various 'aasans' - effect - how they help - keep 

fit - increase flexibility, concentration - mental peace - vitality and energy - better than 

other physical - exercises. 

(12) The Problem of Noise Pollution : 

     Points : Definition of pollution - kinds of pollution - noises of different kinds - harm done - no       

immediate effect so general ignorance towards it - a serious issue. 

13) 'United we stand, divided we fall' : 

  Points :     importance of unity - history had many instances - a few words but like precious 

pearls - current examples - advantages - conclusion. 
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(14) The T.V. Serial I like most : 

  Points :     Name of the serial - time - theme characters - the reason of your liking - general view 

- the most appealing character. 

(15) The Election Day : 

  Points :     before the election day - political parties - propaganda - door to door canvassing - 

preparations - voting - importance of elections. 

(16) A modern Library : 

  Points :     a multi - faceted place of learning - a centre for knowledge, learning and exchange of 

ideas book, magazines, films, CDS, DVDS, TV and computers - Seminars, films, 

exhibitions, talks by scholars - a real place of learning. 

 

 

(17) Satellite at our service : 

  Points :     age of mass communication - nations of world coming closer - use of satellites for 

worldwide interaction - net services - satellites for research in space, specific purpose 

like education, medicine, etc. - widening horizons of knowledge in all spheres. 

(18) Pleasures of Reading : 

  Points :    Usefulness of reading - reading material - a good hobby - benefits you get - 

knowledge you seek - intelligence - pleasure sought round the clock - comments. 

(19) Discipline Makes Man : 

  Points :    Children learn the lesson from it - family, school, society - inculcates virtues - no 

imposition on personality - self discipline- helps in many ways - things run smoothly. 

(20) Natural calamities : 

       Points : kinds of calamities - how caused - suffering of people - relief work done by people        

and government.  
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 Write an application for the post of.... 

(1) an English teacher.    (8) a biology teacher. 

(2) a sales manager    (9) a charted accountant 

(3) a journalist      (10) a librarian. 

(4) an accountant     (11) a physician 

(5) a computer programmer   (12) an M.R. 

(6) a chemist      (13) a P.R.O. 

(7) a tourist guide     (14) an assistant manager. 

 



 Rewrite the following text by filling the gaps using the most appropriate alternative given in 

the brackets. 

(1) At sunrise he............. (finish, finished, finishes) his bath in the courtyard........... (but, and, yet) took 

the glass of tea from his wife's hand. His fingers ........... (slack, slacken, slackened) and the glass 

slipped from his grasp.......... (spill, spilling) the contents. It was his first conscious.............. (knowing, 

known, knowledge) of the fear he carried, his superstition............. (if, that, which) had become an 

anxiety.......... (who, which, whom) he knew could haunt him........... (without, through, throughout) his 

life. 

(2) Instead of my teacher, "Hard work is the only key for success." Their is not substitute for hard work. 

He whose works hard should remember that slow but steady wins the race. He should mind it well 

that hard work always turn fruitless. The achivement gained with hard work brings really pleasure. 

(3) Salim Ali was ............ (a, an, the) true lover................ (of, for, off) nature and...... (him, his, her) love 

for the wildlife is expressed in his autobiography............... (when, where, that) he calls the wildlife a 

capital,............. (a, an, the) asset and says, "The interest............. (over, on, in) the capital must 

be............. (useful, use, used), ...........(when, while, then) leaving the capital itself in intact. This 

is........ (why, how, which) I interpret wildlife conservation and believe that future generations should 

enjoy the same fun...................(as, with, that) it that I had. 

(4) The word selection are very carefully done in the poem. Read the first lion of the poem. "I don't 

remember my mother". 'r' and 'm' sounds repeated in this line and a line is repeated in the second 
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and the third stanza as well. Repitition of sound and a line creates an impact on ours mind as we 

read. The poet didn't use the word like 'recall' because these word means deliberately trying too 

remember something. 

(5) During the past 15 years .............. (a, an, the) horse............ (who, which, whom) drew the milk-

wagon ............... (use, used, using) by Pierre was a large, white horse named Joseph. They told 

Pierre..............(if, weather, that) he could use....... (a, an, the) white horse. Pierre stroked the horse's 

neck...........(but, and, that) looked...............(in, into, through) his ............ (eye, eyes) "This..........(is, 

was, are) a nice horse", said Pierre, "I'll name............. (her, him, his) after Saint Joseph. 

(6) Hanumanthappa's postal address provided in the interview. Without westing much time, I take a post 

card and wrote a later to him. I wrote only two lines telling that I was interesting in meeting him, and 

asking that he could come to Bangalore. Just than my father, ever a practise man, returned of his 

morning walk. 

(7) Pigeons abounded in all............. (a, an, the) gaols I.............(go, went, gone) to,........ (accept, except, 

expect) in the mountain prison of Almora. There are thousands .............. (for, off, of) them sometimes 

the gaol officials would............. (shot, shoot, shooted) them down and feed..........(over, for, on) them. 

There were mainas, of course; they are to be found.............(anywhere, everywhere, somewhere). A 

pair of them...............(nested, nests, nest) over my..........(sell, cell, sale) door in Dehra Dun and I 

used..........(to feed, feeding, feed) them. 

(8) I leaved with a men once which used to make me mad that way. He would loll on an sofa and see me 

doing things by the our together, following me round the room with his eyes whenever I gone. He 

said it did him really good to look on to me, messing about. 

(9) The next step perhaps is ............ (try, trying, to try) to imagine ............. (that, what, when) questions 

you will be asked ............ (and, but, if) try and prepare answers ............ (of, for, to) them. For most of 

.......... (your, yours, you), it will be your first job. You .......... (can, may, should) be asked to explain 

............ (what, why, how) you applied for that job and what .......... (interest, interesting, interests) you 

about it. In.............. (addition, edition, add) there may be questions about your subjects of ............. 

(specially, specialization, specialisation) like accountancy.  

(10) The second world war broke out in 1939, when I was 8 years young. For reasons I have never been 

able to understood , a sudden demand of tamaring seeds erupted in a market. I am used to collect 
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the seeds and sale them to a provision soap on mosque Street. My brother-in-low Jallaluddin would 

say me storeys about the war. 

(11) Kishor is a son of a business man ............. (who, whose, whom) people call 'sheth' Kishor spends 

............. (much, a lot of, lots of) money on clothes and on parties. ............. (While, When, How) he 

runs ......... (of, out of, from) money, he........... (secretly, secrets, secretfully) opens his........... 

(fathers', father's, father) steel safe............. (but, thus, and) takes out 500 rupees notes .......... many 

......... (so, as, as...... as, such..... as) he ............ (Want, Wants, Wanted.) 

(12) Pankaj had learnt a great law ........... (in, of, for) human action .......... (In, To, For) make a man 

............. (want, wanted, wanting) a thing, it is necessary ......... (to get, to make, making) the thing 

........... (harder, hard, hardest) to get. He had also learnt.......... (that, if, then) work consists of ........... 

(whateven, whoever, whenever) a person ........... (like, likes, liking) to do. There were ......... (much, 

many, any) rich men in England which drove four-hours passenger coaches 20 or 30 miles every day 

in the summer .......... (so, because, but) it gave them pleasure. 

(13) Irfan is very dissatisfied with his friends misbehaviour. Due in their indifference, he becomes 

nervously. Each of his friend are jealous of his progress moreover, they are to selfish to take care of 

his. But now Irfan had decided to split with their. He is sure to be happily then. 

(14) Purvi and Rupal are friends but ............ (both, none, neither) of them helps....... (one another, each 

other, every other) in the exam hall. Purvi is an average student ........... (and, but, though) she 

behaves .......... (as, like, as if) a brilliant student ........... (do, does, did). Rupal often ......... (got, get, 

gets) Purvi .......... (improving, to improve, improve) her nature. She is not good .......... (in, at, to) 

English. Rupal advises her. "........... (a little, little) care will ........ (help, able) you to improve your 

English." 

(15) One day, Sivasubramaniya Iyer gave invite to Kalam to his home from a meal. His wife was 

horrifying. at the idea of a Muslim boy was being invited dinner in her ritually pure kitchen. She 

refused to serve him in her kitchen. Sivasubramania Iyer was not perturbed, or did he got angry with 

his wife, but instead, serve him for his own hand and sat down besides him. 

(16) There is the greater difference in the world between conquering by power and conquering buy 

kindness. The farmer is like building a dam over a stream for water. It may stop it's flow for little 

while, but present the dam will give way and than the stream will rush to with more force and fury 

than ever. 
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(17) Since last several years, I have been talking about my free. I remember the day where you objected 

to my dress and hare. That day you appeared to me like an evil dictators, whom would never 

understood. my style. The next day you did not allow me going out. Now when I recall this incident, I 

also remember how you appriciately my choise when we had to buy a gift of Pearl. 

(18) A young couples viewing the paints ahead of her chattered nonstop among themselves. She 

observing them a movement and found the ladies only talking all the time. Mansi thinks for the man 

and admired his patient for putting up with her constantly parade of words. 

(19) Radhika looks at the cheque but exclaims "Ten pounds !" Then she hurried to the table, addresses 

an envelop, endorses the check and sleeps it inside from a bill which she takes in her bag and seals 

the envelope. Than she rings the bell. In a movement the nurse coming in with the baby in his arms. 

(20) Dehra Dun had a vareity of birds, but there was a regular jumble of sing. and lively chattering and 

twittering and high over it all came the koel's plaintive call. During a monsoon and just before it the 

Brain-Fever bird visit us and I realized soon how it was so named. It was amazing the persistance 

with whom it went on repeating the shame notes. 

(21) Many of us, when ............ (nerve, nervously, nervous), don't know .......... (how, what, which) to do 

with our hands. We clasp them ......... (together, togather, to gather), play with shirt buttons, collars, 

the file in our hands or ........ (a, an, the) strap of the purse. Try .......... (to avoid, avoid, avoiding) such 

gestures, take ........ (few, a few, fewer) deep breaths to overcome your fear and remain.......... 

(calmly, calm, quietly).  ........... (Say, Tell, Telling) yourself you will do ........ (well, good, better). Train 

yourself to put your hands ........... (by, with, for) your sides or fold them. 

(22) Diwali is a festival for a Hindus. He celebrate it on the memory with Lord Ram's Victory on Ravan. 

Peoples decorate their houses. They also prepare sweets. They make an rangoli in their compound 

Nobody is in a hilarious mood because these are the days of happiness. 

(23) Have you.............. (any, many) information of Janmashtami ? ............. (Let, Let's) know about it. It is 

.......... (a, the) happy birthday .......... (of, for) Lord Krishna. As he was supposed the killer of Kansa. 

Kansa was eager to kill him............... (because, as soon as) he ............. (gets, got) birth. He was 

born at night and Vasudev ............ (takes, took) him to Gokul, where he .......... (bought, brought) up. 

Because of day ........... (is, are) auspicious, people .............. (decorated, decorate) the temples. 

(24) Uttarayan is called the festival for kites. The young boys and girls are fond in kites. The amazing 

matter in Uttarayan is so. it falls on 14th January each year. you can see some colourful kites on the 

sky. The sun moves its direction at the North. They and give alms to a needy. 
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(25) Holi, the ........... (nice, very) name fills one ........... (with, in) colours. ........... (And, so) it is called the 

festival ........... (of, for) colours. It is popular in ........... (every, both) Gujarat and Rajasthan. The 

people throw colours on ........... (each other, one another). They spoil faces of ........... (other, others) 

........... (by, with) Kumkum and Gulal. ........... (a, the) funny faces are enjoyable ........... (to, on) see. 

(26) Sheela lives at Baroda. She comes at Surat tied an Rakhi above the wrist for his brother. Rakhi is the 

symbol for love and protection of miseries Brothers offer presents with his sisters.  

(27) ........... (A, The) Ramayana is an epic. It is ........... (wrote, written) ........... (by, with) Valmiki ........... 

(It, It's) tells the story ........... (for, of) Lord Rama. It is an ideal ........... (in, for) a joint family. People 

read it in the month ........... (of, for) Shravana. It also depicts the wickedness of the society. The 

foreign ........... (countries, countries) like ........... (with, to) know ........... (for, about) the Ramayana. 

(28) Do you know what has sung the famous 'Sanedo song' ? Unless not, I'll tell you so it was sung on 

Maniraj Barot which unfortunately died on Navratris. It happened such this. Where he was reciting 

the aarti for goddess Durga, he had the heart attack. 

(29) A young man having........... (complete, completed) ........... (his, her) degrees, is in the search ........... 

(of, for) a job. ........... (As, Though) he deserves ........... (any, many) jobs, he is denied only ........... 

(and, because) he has no money or influence. ........... (Whole, All) the year ........... (on, round), he 

looks. ........... (of, for) appointments in the newspapers. ........... (How, What) a tragedy it is ! 

(30) Trees are our always failing friends. We have been with them of centuries. They provide us of none 

of our basic needs, e.g., woods, medicines fruits etc. They do not ask something in reward. But what 

we treat their ! We cut them up thoughtlessly. So a result we suffer of lots of environmental problems. 
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 Turn the following dialogues into indirect form of narration. 

(1) Santa : I can't understand one thing. 

 Banta : What's that ? 

 Santa : My sister has three brothers where as I have two ! 

 Banta : Oye ! you don't consider yourself. Bale, Bale. 

(2) "How should we react against criminal ?" said the Home minister. 

 "They must be hanged." said one policeman. 

 "It is not human." 

 "Do they live a humane life, sir ?" 

(3) "Please, break your fast, Guruji" said the P.M. 

 "No, you have to promise" said Baba Ramdev. 

 "I am ready for it." 

 "Will you keep your promise ?"   

(4)  "Mummy, I have stomachache." said Lalu. 

 "What did you eat last night ?" 

 "Panipuris and dabelis." 

 "Let's go to doctor." 

(5) "I have seen a ghost" said Jethalal. 

 "Where ?" said Daya. 

 "On that Pipal tree." 

 "He.. Ma... Mataji... We have to go to a witch charmer." 

(6) "Sir, How can I improve my English ?" said Rashmi. 

 "Just read news papers in English" said Mr. Bhatt. 

 "Will it serve the purpose ?" 

 "Yes, of course." 

(7) "We will take revenge" said a terrorist. 

 "We are going to erase the terrorist from the world." 

 "It's not possible." 

 "Let's wait and see" said Obama. 

(8) "What can one do when he is not in a mood ?" said Shreya. 

 "Do the activity of his/her choice." said Namrata. 
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 "can reading help it ?" 

 "Yes, why not." 

(9) "Stop, show me your licence." said the policeman." 

 "Here it is, sir" said Mr.Wagle. 

 "Do you call it licence ? It's a credit card, sir." 

 "Sorry." 

(10) "When will you return my book, Lobita". 

 "Tomorrow." 

 "Your tomorrow never dies" 

 "But this time it is final" said Benten. 

(11) "What are you doing, Sajid ? said Zubina 

 "I am reading an anecdote" 

 "What's it about ?" 

 "It's about Gandhiji's nose bleeding cure." 

(12) "Listen to me officer. You cannot catch me" said Don. 

 "We will, rascal." 

 "Leave day dreaming." 

 "The time will show." 

(13) "Let me think about Kncle Ken" said Rusty. 

 "It is not with your reach, Baachu." 

 "Don't say me 'Baachu', Granny." 

 "How old are you ? 

(14) "How much are lady's finger, Bhaiya ?" Said Mrs. Shah. 

 "Rs.20/- kg. madam" said Ramu. 

 "It is costly." 

 "No, madam, it's market price." 

(15) "Have you bought 'Lapwing', boys ?" said Mr.Trivedi. 

 "What's it, sir ?" 

 "It's a Supplementary Reader for Std.XII." 

 "Oh, I see" said Mrunal. 
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(16) "What a fantastic atmosphere it is !" said Lata. 

 "I don't like such a cloudy atmosphere" said Aman. 

 "Do you like winter ? 

 "Yes, that's my favourite season." 

(17) "Hey Mumma, give the chit of the essay" said Spandan. 

 "Not now, I have to write it." 

 "You are not a good friend." 

 "Not sharing a chit doesn't mean a good or bad friend." 

(18) "Who has painted this beautiful picture ?" 

 "My younger brother" said Nupur. 

 "Will he draw me such a painting ?" said Raj. 

           "I don't know. But I will ask him." 

 (19)  "What a shameless person you are !'' said the teacher. 

 "Why, sir?" 

 "You never bring home-work. I've asked you several times." 

 "I forget it, sir. It's my weakness." 

(20) "Within two years the students of Std.XII will have OMR Paper Style" 

 Said Mr.Gandhi. 

 "How unlucky we are, sir !" said Montu. 

 "Why so ?" 

 "We don't have such a style." 

(21) "When did you buy this scooter" said Suhana. 

 "When I was in college" Ishan. 

 "How many years have you been using it ?" 

 "Ten years." 

 "Don't you think of buying a new one in place of this 'Khatara." 

(22) "Your result depends on your perseverance" said the principal. 

 "sir, I and Kaumudi work together still. I have less marks" said Jaimin. 

 "You should concentrate well." 

 "Oh ! I see." 
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(23) "Switch off T.V. now" said Mummy. 

 "Mummy, I have just switched it on." said Krunal. 

 "I know your 'just', switch off T.V." 

 "How rude you are !" 

(24) "Which is the coolest letter in English alphabet ?" 

 "It's 'B', Sir." 

 "How can you say so ?" 

 "It lives between 'A' and 'C', sir" 

(25) Sudha Murthy             : We are glad with your academic performance. 

 Hanumanthapa  : Thank you, madam. 

 Sudha Murthy              : We want to sponser you for your further style. What course  

                  do you want to take up ? 

 Hanumanthapa              : I wish to study P.T.C., madam. 

(26) "Please, help me, boy" said an oldman. 

 "O.K., sir I will you cross the road." said Alan. 

 "I am very weak and the wind is too much for me." 

 "I know, sir." 

(27) "Hurreh ! we have won the match" said Dhoni. 

 "Let's celebrate, yaar" said Gambhir. 

 "O.K. Where shall we go ?" 

 "Tajmahal Hotel, boss." 

(28) "Where have you been for a fortnight ?" 

 "I had been to my uncle's place, sir." 

 "Don't you know that the school has reopened ? 

 "Yes. My grandapa was sick. So I had to stay" said Amit. 

(29) "Did you win any price in 'Khel Mahakumbh' ?" said Amthalal to Natavarlal. 

 "Yes." 

 "In which event ?" 

 "In the hundred mt. race." 
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(30) "Come out of my class-room, rascal" said Mr. Patel. 

 "Don't say me 'rascal'." 

 "What shall I address you  ?" 

 "I am insulted by such words, sir" said Natik. 

(31) "How many persons were there, Kaliya ?" said Gabbar. 

 "Two, boss." 

 "They were two and you were three. You returned with empty hands." 

 "Boss, they were powerful." 

(32) "What have you made of yourself ? Why don't you take medicine ?" said a man to the conductor. 

 "I have taken many medicines." 

 "Have you taken Saridon ?" 

 "No." 

(33) "Do you know about body language, boys ? said. Mr. Das. 

          "No. sir. What is it ?" said the boys. 

 "It plays a key role while you facing an interview." 

 "Explain it, sir" said a boy. 

(34) Don't eat this much sweet, Motu" said Sanat. 

 "So what ?" 

 "You will suffer from diabetes." 

 "It's your disbelief, yaar. Let me enjoy sweets." 

(35) "May you live long !" said the Saint. 

 "Please, bless me that I may win." said Duryodhana. 

 "Blesses are not demanded; vatsa." 

          "You have to give me such bless or I don't want any."  
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SECTION - E 

Q.47 to Q.61 

 Fill in the blanks with the following sentences with appropriate  

 forms of the verbs given in the brackets against each : 

(1) In the world cup final match, the Indian team ............... (perform) praisingly. The Shrilankan team 

............... (score) 270 which India had ............... (chase). It ............... (be) really challenging our two 

good batsmen ............... (be) out before Dhoni ............... (come). 

(2) ............... (decide) not to play mischief, Sinchan ............... (behave) nicely in the home. Suddenly he 

............... (poke) by someone and he started ............... (play) mischief. Had nobody poked him, 

Sinchan ............... (will + mend) his ways. 

(3) Let's start ............... (eat) as the food ............... already ............... (serve). Look at that table, fingers 

............... (suck) by that aged man. I think the cook ............... (must+ make) a nice dish. Why 

............... (do + not) we try ? 

(4) The Assembly elections ............... (to be +hold) in 2012 in Gujarat At present the Modi government 

............... (try) its level best ............... (keep) voters in its favour 

by ............... (declare) different benefits, / tempting schemes, Let's ............... (watch) and wait.  

(5) ............... I ............... (have + succeed) in std.XII Science stream, a different career............... (will+ 

build). But at present I am ............... (work) as an English teacher in the high school. I ............... 

(serve) in the Palitana High school since-1998. Really man supposes, God ............... (dispose). 

(6) Before we could understand, the magician ............... already ............... (come) behind the audience 

............... (say) and ............... (wave) his hands to everybody. My younger son ............... (ask) me, 

"papa, how ............... (be) this possible ?" I ............... (can+ clear) his confusion. 

(7) Grammar ............... (play) a vital role in any language ............... (understand) this, our teacher 

............... (focus) on the language in use. In 1992, our sir ............... (be) in H.S.C. He said, "Boys, I 

............... (get) only 42 marks in English. 

(8) Do you know how long Manmohansing ............... (rule) over India ? If not, 

you ...............  (must + come) to know that many scandles ............... (occur) during his tennure for 

example. A Raja, Kalmadi, Radia, you ............... (get) tired ............... (count) all these traitors. 

(9) ............... you ever ............... (play) a mouth-organ ? It is not a child's play ...............  (play) it. It 

............... (require) 'Riyaz' (practice) My elder brother ............... (teach) me how to play now. After a 

month I ............... (learn) it very well. 
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(10) Last year examinations ............... (take) for S.S.C. students in a different format. 

They ...............  (have) two parts-A and B. The part A ............... (be) an O.M.R. section and part B 

............... (consist) of descriptive questions. The government ............... (plan) to set such papers for 

Std.XII also. 

(11) The English paper of XII 2011 ............... (be) somewhat difficult The poetry comprehension............... 

(puzzle) students. The composition section ............... many of the students ............... (make + copy) 

Teachers said, "It is a hard paper which ............... (bring) the overall result down." 

(12) The 'Vanche Gujarat' drive ............... (go) in Gujarat ............... (know) the value of reading, our Chief 

Minister, Narendra Modi ............... (introduce) this programme in 2010 Gujarat. He ............... (get) all 

the people of Gujarat ............... (read) something He believes that if you read, you will think and if 

you think you ............... (progress) 

(13) Mp3 Hungama.com ............... (help) you ............... (find) any song of your choice. It............... (cost) 

nothing but the GPRS plan charges ............... (activate) on your cell phones. I ............... (download) 

many songs from this site. 

(14) For ............... (learn) English on internet, you have hundreds of choices. I ............... (find) one. 

English Banana.com whenever I find time, I am ............... (used + search) on this site. My friends 

............... (use) this site since I told them about it. you should also ............... (visit) it once. 

(15) Abraham Lincon ............... (fail) manyatimes before he became the president of America. He never 

............... (care) for failure ............... (fail) again and again, he ............... (learn) a lot name of any 

failure ............... him ............... (leave) his efforts. 

(16) Anna Hajare ............... (declare) that he............ not .............. (break) his hunger strike. Still his 

demands ............... (accept) for Lokpal committee'. His will power ............... countryman ............... 

(make + stand) by him. The country ............... (experience) the atmosphere as it was in 1930. 

(17) Some students of Std.X and XII think that ............... (copy) in the examination ...............  (be) their 

birth right. However great efforts ............... (make) from the G.S.E.B., it has remained so, such an 

attitute ............... (make) youngsters ............... (shirt) from their duties and remain idle. 

(18) ............... (have + hear) 'My name is Sheela', Sheela aunty ............... (begin) to dance. Her husband 

Saumaya ............... (see) her and started ............... (clap) Had Saumaya uncle ............... (knock) at 

the door, Sheela aunty ............... (stop) dancing. 
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(19) Our English teacher ............... (used + speak) English in the classroom. His habit ............... us 

............... (make + speak) English. He ............... (honour) by us even today. I ............... (teach) 

English since 1992. As his student I also ............... (practise) same thing in my class-room. 

(20) The procession of the marriage of my friend was in jolly mood, suddenly I ...............  (pull) into the 

circle and my friend ............... (make + dance) me ............... As I ............... (be) ill a week ago, I 

............... (feel) very weak. 

(21) With a view to ............... (earn) money, people perform many ideas. There are certain cheats in the 

society who ............... (make) people ............... (believe) their story. Manyatimes such cases site in 

the news papers still people ............... (become) fool for centuries. 

(22) Sometimes I think whether mobile is a nuisance or useful. On the one hand 

it ............... (provide) us many facilities on the other hand it ............... (prove) nuisance too. What 

............... (do) I ............... (can't understand) ? Please ............... (help) me. 

(23) When the principal entered the class-room, a grammar point ............... (teach) He was interested in 

English grammar so he ............... one student ............... (make + stand) up and asked one or two 

sentences. The student who was made to stand up ...............  (fail) three times in the same standard. 

He ............... (can + make) even a single sentence. 

(24) Hardly ............... Nimita ............... (enter) the house when she ............... (ask) to wash her hands and 

Legs. His papa ............... (read) an article from the news paper who lifted his head and ............... 

(remind) her for ............... (revise) his lesson. Her brother also ............... not ............... (leave) a 

chance to say something to her. 

(25) Animals ............... (be) man's friends for centuries. But how ............... we ...............  (treat) them ? 

............... (flog) ............... (beat) or ............... (leave) them ............... (die). We even ............... (make) 

them ............... (carry) heavy loads. 

(26) Sometimes Ronak behaves as if he ............... mad. He ............... (advise) often not to do so, But 

There is not change. His friends ............... (make) fan of him Last Sunday Ronak ............... 

(persuade) to steal some lemons from a farm. He ............... (catch) before he succeeded. 

(27) As soon as I ............... (log) in the face book, 'What's in your mind ? appeared. Generally I am used 

to ............... (share) Gujarati poems, photographs etc. But that day 'what's in your mind ............... 

(puzzle) me. I ............... (surf) many sites related to English language before I ............... (log) into 

face book. 

(28) Panmasala (Mava) ................ (chew) a lot in Saurashtra. They.............. (be) harmful for our body.    

Our body ..............not............. (be + habituate) with such poisons. ................ (chew) them................ 

(mean) to invite Cancers. 
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(29) How can terrorism ............ (stop) ? We must ............ (unite) to fight against it. India is a country of    

all castes, creeds and religions. Sometimes they........(quarrel) with one another in the name of 

religion.                                                                                                                 

 (30) What is S.M.S. ? Well it............. (be) a Short Message Service. We ........... (share) so many things  

with the help of SMS.   SMS............... (send) and forwarded from  person to person.You can even   

........... (send) pictures too.MMS is the big brother of   SMS. Video....................(can + send) through 

this Service. 

 

 Complete the following sentences using the words given in the 

 brackets :- 

(1) Very few actors ........................... (hard working, Amitabh) 

(2) Very few .............................. (Language, easy, English) 

(3) Very few movies ............................... (good, Sangam, Rajkapoor) 

(4) Very few dishes ................................. (tasty, Benganka Bhurta) 

(5) Very few cricketers ................................ (powerful, Sachin, world) 

(6) Very few girls .................................... (active, Manali, std.XII) 

(7) .......................................... as greedy as Laxmichand. (Very few, merchant) 

(8) .......................................... crazy as Montu. (Very few, child) 

(9) .......................................... as crowded as Bombay. (Very few, city) 

(10) Very ................................... (lady, proud, Mrs. Shah) 

(11) Black berry cell phones are costlier ........................ (most other) 

(12) The peacock is more ................................... (beautiful, bird) 

(13) Mr. Pathak is ................................... (healthy, most other, teacher) 

(14) 'Sorry' is ................................... (useful, word) 

(15) 'Gyan Manjari' ................................... (good, science school, Bhavnagar) 

(16) ................................... than most other members in the society. (Tarak Mehta, wise) 

(17) Google is more popular ................................... (search engine, internet) 

(18) C.N. is more interesting ................................... (channels, children) 

(19) ................................... most other doctors in the city. (Dr. Anand, good) 

(20) ................................... most other animals on the earth. (Giraffe, tall) 

(21) Shakespeare is one of .......................... (great, dramatist) 
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(22) Dr.Hathy is one of .......................... (fat, person, Bombay) 

(23) Gandhiji was one of .......................... (great, leader, Freedom movement) 

(24) Ramanlal is one of ............................... (happy, colony) 

(25) Karuna is one of the laziest .............................. (student, Std.X)                                        

(26) ..................................... in Bhavnagar district. (Mahuva, cool, place, one of) 

(27) ..................................... subjects in study. (Grammar, interesting, one of) 

(28) Aishwarya is ..................................... (one of, beautiful, actress, one of) 

(29) ................................................. matches in the world cup. (Final match, 

 World cup-2011, exciting, one of) 

(30) ..................................... in the Bajpayee family. (Suhana, carefree, character.) 

(31) The elephant ................................. (one of, big, animal) 

(32) Very few books ..................................... (interesting, the Secret) 

(33) Preity Zinta is ..................................... (Pretty, most other, actress) 

(34) Very few countries ..................................... (rich, America) 

(35) ..................................... most other bowlers in Indian team. (Harbhajan, economic) 

(36) Anna Hajare was too..................................... (honest, take, bribe) 

(37) The boys are too ..................................... (tired, do, any work) 

(38) This paper is .................................... (hard, Minty, pass) 

(39) ..................................... to remember, isn't it. (Your name, awkward) 

(40) Japan is too ..................................... (break, calamity, strong) 

(41) This Dalfry is ..................................... (salty, me, drink) 

(42) The tiger, in the circus, was ........................... (too, old, jump) 

(43) The mountain was .................................. (too, high, we, climb) 

(44) He is too ................................ (obstinate, understand, situation) 

(45) Gandhiji was too ............................... (good, tell, lie) 

(46) The road was ..................................... (too, rough, drive, fast) 

(47) He speaks .....................................  (too, well, defeat) 

(48) The Indian team played ................................ (too, well, defeat) 

(49) Mr. Khan remains .......................... (too, busy, take out, family) 

(50) The old man walked .......................... (too, slowly, reach, time) 

(51) ........................................ Simaran went out to play. (Have, complete work) 

(52) ........................................ Mumma began to dance. (Have hear; song, Sheila ki Javani) 
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(53) Having seen a lion among towards him, .......................... (Lobita, run, fear) 

(54) Having signed the cheque, Amir .............................. (hand over, trustee, orphanage) 

(55) .................................. I decided not to visit that shop. (have + cheat + twice) 

(56) .................................. Abhisek said 'what an idea sirji !' (Have, find, idea)                      

(57) Having offered a prayer .............................. (Nayan, go, school, daily) 

(58) Having passed my H.S.C., .............................. (Join, B.C.A. next year). 

(59) .............................. Ya-toe rubbed and made it shining. (Have, find, silver, coin) 

(60) Having slapped the door behind her .............................. (Ranjan, murmur) 

(61) Having consulted the Oxford dictionary, Chintu.......................... (know,meaning, spelling) 

(62) .............................. the magician produced many coins before the audience. 

 (Have, show, empty hands) 

(63) Having entered the classroom, the teacher ........................ (start, teach, 'Having') 

(64) After having killed hundred rats, Billibai ...................... (go, pilgrimage) 

(65) Having .............................. I phoned him to congratulate. (see, friend,photo, news paper) 

(66) Very few merchants .............................. (honest, Bhagvandas) 

(67) Mr.Sharma is .............................. (good, teacher, city, most) 

(68) .............................. most other players. (Rahul, play, good) 

(69) ............................... to buy for Humadri. (necklace, too, costly) 

(70) Having ............................ the police officer arrested Dharmatama. (collect, clues) 

(71) The smaller a family is .............................. (happy, it) 

(72) The deeper a well is, .............................. (cool, water) 

(73) .............................. the dearer it is to everyone. (Smart, a child) 

(74) .............................. the wiser he is. (learned, man) 

(75) The more beautiful a lady is, ........................... (proud, she) 

(76) The better a person is, .............................. (respect, he, get) 

(77) The earlier you start, .............................. (you, finish, early) 

(78) .............................. the more problems he has to face. (fat, person) 

(79) The bigger a flat is .............................. (costly, it) 

(80) The weaker a person is, .............................. (people, trouble) 

(81) The richer a man is, .............................. (greedy, he) 

(82) The faster you run, .............................. (early, reach) 

(83) The more you read, .............................. (knowledge, gather) 
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(84) .............................. the lighter you will feel. (high, go, air) 

(85) The bigger a hall is, .............................. (many, person, accommodate) 

(86) As soon as I open the face book, .................... ('what's in your mind', appear) 

(87) As soon as Nilesh opened the box, .............................. (a punch, hit, face) 

(88) As soon as she reaches the station, .............................. (make, miscall, me) 

(89) .............................. Nikita will get a good job. (As soon as, complete, degree) 

(90) .............................. he rushed to him in anger. (As soon as, hero, villain, see) 

(91) No sooner did the teacher enter the classroom. .............................. (student, sit, silently) 

(92) No sooner did India win the match ................. (player, start, hug, one another) 

(93) No sooner does the summer set in .............................. (I, prefer, remain, house, noon) 

(94) No sooner did the lion see a dear .............................. (spring, it) 

(95) .............................. we said 'Hurreh' (No sooner, teacher, declare, holiday) 

(96) ............................ than mummy asks it to wash hands. (No sooner, child, enter, house) 

(97) No sooner do we reach school than we .............................. (play, cricket, lobby) 

(98) No sooner did Naimish take out a paper bomb than ...................... (supervisor, catch hold.) 

(99) No sooner did Sachin complete his century .............................. (lift, bat, audience) 

(100) .............................. than the child soothes and smiles. (mummy, take, arms) 

(101) Hardly had Pakistani lost the match when a Pakistani ..............................(dash, T.V., set) 

(102) Hardly had I reached the house when ..............................(mummy, send, buy, tea) 

(103) Hardly had Munna got a chocolate when .............................. (shout, out of, joy) 

(104) Hardly had Anna Hajare broken off his fast when ........................ (Indian government, believe) 

(105) Hardly had the batsman stepped ahead when .............................. (Dhoni, strike off, bails) 

(106) If you had been careful, ...................... accident, avoid) 

(107) If Sachin had played well, ........................ (Indian team, win) 

(108) If I had secured a first class, ........................ (would, take, admission, college) 

(109) ............................., we could have seen him at close quarters. (If, we, reach, early) 

(110) ............................., you would have stood first. (If, score, one mark, more) 

(111) ............................., she could have met him. (If, make hurry) 

(112) Had you seen me ............................. (could, help, me) 

(113) ............................., he could have won the first prize. (If, Shrey, run, fast) 

(114) If we had been united, ................................ (Britishers, could, rule, us) 

(115) ............................., the students would have passed easily. (If, paper, easy) 
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(116) You didn't offer science ............................... (should, keep, science) 

(117) My cupboard is open ............................. (must, open) 

(118) My friend is repenting a lot ............................... (he, my advice, follow) 

(119) ............................., he is suffering from diabetes. (Rameshbhai, eat, sweet) 

(120) We should learn English properly ............................. (so that, make, career) 

(121) Tiniya keeps a guide with him in the examination hall ............................. (so that,  

 copy, answers) 

(122) The fat man ran fast sothat ............................ (catch, bus) 

(123) Nirali joined the science stream ......................... (so that, become, doctor) 

(124) Gandhiji launched non-violence movement ............................... (drive away,  

 Britishers, India) 

(125) ............................. so that I can maintain my body. (take, exercise, regularly) 

(126) ............................. so that they can make us good. (parents, sometimes, scold) 

(127) ............................. so that he could buy a house. (Mr. Sathiya, borrow, loan) 

(128) The G.S.E.B. has made the paper styles easy so that ......... (more students, pass) 

(129) We must use English communication in our class-room sothat........................(student, listen, speak) 

(130) Everybody wishes to earn more money so that ............................ (live, happily, luxuriously) 

(131) We should read English news-papers daily so that ................(enrich, vocabulary) 

(132) Had you been absent on that day,.........................(will, miss, good chance) 

(133) Having heard 'Sheela ki Javani', ......................... (Munny, start, dance, everytime) 

(134) Having finished homework,............................(Lalu, go, play, cricket) 

(135) Having seen a lion, the rabbit........................... (begin, tremble) 

(136) ............................., the teacher gave some exercises. (have, teach, topic) 

(137) ............................., we immediately entered the Top1. (have, buy, ticket) 

(138) ............................., I will join C.A. foundation. (have, pass, H.S.C.) 

(139) ............................., my grandma goes to temple daily, (have, take, bath) 

(140) Having consulted a cardiologist, Mr.Patel..........................(decide, operate upon) 

(141) Having seen a ghost, Janifer...........................(dare, go out, dark) 

(142) You always behave as if........................... (my boss) 

(143) My sister tries to sing as if ................................. (Lata Mangeshkar) 

(144) Munna plays as if ......................... (Dhoni) 

(145) Our teacher teaches English ............................. (professor) 
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(146) Niharika behaves with everyone as if .......................... (millionair) 

(147) I never try to deal as if ....................................... (learned teacher) 

(148) You never behave with us as if ............................... (head master) 

(149) Rushil fights with his brother as if ............................ (power ranger) 

(150) Rahi talks in his house as if ....................................... (a little child) 

(151) Our government keeps police with a view to .......... (protect, people, property) 

(152) I always read spelling thrice ........................ (with a view to, remember, ever) 

(153) Everyone in the family donated one or another thing.................. (with a view to,  

 make, god, statue) 

(154) We ran fast after the bus with a view to ...................... (catch) 

(155) Salman goes to gym daily with a view to ................ (maintain, body) 

(156) During the earthquake, many people jumped from their houses with a view  

 to.......................... (save, lives) 

(157) Makodimal takes hard exercises daily with a view to ..................... (build, body) 

(158) Modi launched 'Vanche Gujarat' drive in Gujarat with a view to .....................  

 (enrich, people, knowledge) 

(159) Astha kept science with a view to .......................... (become, surgeon) 

(160) I used ............................. (play, volleyball, high school) 

(161) Rajavi used to ...................... (cry, in the school) 

(162) My friend, Falgun used to ...................... (bunk, classed, Std. X) 

(163) Sachin used to ....................... (play, cricket, street, young) 

(164) Mona used to .................... (bite, nails, young) 

(165) She is used to ........................... (wear, hat) 

(166) We are used to ........................ (bear, such, heat) 

(167) I am not used to ........................ (tolerate, injustice) 

(168) Our teacher was used to .......................... (speak, understood) 

(169) Gandhiji was used to ......................... (clean, toilet, himself) 

(170) Mrs.Naynani was used to ....................... (visit, beauty parlour now and then) 

(171) Jenil is used to .......................... (have, fast food) 

(172) You are not used to ....................... (make, mistake, write) 

(173) He got used to ........................ (speak, a lie) 

(174) Ramu gets used to ........................ (spoon, steal, knife etc.) 
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(175) The villagers are used to ...................... (live, big houses, village) 

(176) Little Pintu gets used to ........................ (eat, chocolate) 

(177) I make Rupal ........................ (sing, the bhajan, morning) 

(178) Some students made ........................ (teacher, say, answer, exam) 

(179) We made Sonu Nigam ........................ (sing, same song, thrice) 

(180) You can make anyone ........................ (speak, lie, against, will) 

(181) Some people make their bullocks ........................ (carry, heavy load) 

(182) We should not make ........................ (children, compete others) 

(183) The mobile operators must not make .................... (us, attend, unnecessary calls) 

(184) The jokers' gestures will make ........................ (laugh) 

(185) ........................ write each answer ten times every time. (teacher, make, Rinkal) 

(186) ........................ tell the truth at the meeting. (I, make) 

(187) Everybody got Suhana ........................ (copy, papa, style) 

(188) I never get my companions ........................ (pay, bill) 

(189) Rahul will get his papa ........................ (buy, cell phone) 

(190) The audience got Salman ........................ (dance, dhink-chika song) 

(191) Sometimes I get my son ........................ (watch, geography channel) 

(192) ........................ to recite the poem, yesterday. (My student, make, I) 

(193) ........................ observe a fast from 4th June. (Baba Ramdev, get, followers) 

(194) Whenever Daya goes, everyone gets ........................ (play, garba) 

(195) I have a peon ........................ (manage, office, work) 

(196) Why don't you have ........................ ? (maid, kitchen, help) 

(197) Saloni had a coolie ........................ (carry, heavy, luggage) 

(198) In foreign countries you cannot have ........................ (labourer, do, any work) 

(199) He has a boy ........................ (do, odd job)                                    

(200) ........................ do his house hold works. (Manasi, have, maid) 

(201) ........................ assist in his tricks. (magician, assistant) 

(202) You can't have me ........................ (dance, my will) 

(203) Mr. Kapoor will have ........................ next year. (mason, build, house) 

(204) You can have everything ........................ (do, money) 

(205) I made a gazal ........................ at the party. (sing) 

(206) Vaibhavi got a bicycle ........................ (repair) 
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(207) I know ........................ (where, samosa, sell) 

(208) Do you say to her .................... (he, succeed, one day) 

(209) Everybody wishes ........................ (he, earn, money) 

(210) Dhruti can't explain ........................ (she, solve, puzzle) 

(211) You must know ........................ (how, cross, road) 

(212) The principal declared ........................ (the next day, holiday) 

(213) The primitives didn't know ........................ (they, cook, food) 

(214) The princess forgot ........................ (should, go) 

(215) It is clear ........................ (we, need, English, badly) 

(216) It was uncertain ........................ (the actor, come) 

(217) It is obvious ........................ (he, kill, manager) 

(218) It is strange ........................ (policeman, afraid, thief) 

(219) It is ridiculous ........................ (H.S.C. student, depend, copy) 

(220) It is not right ........................ (criminals, elect, M.P.) 

(221) We know the reason ........................ (Rangila, leave, study) 

(222) I can explain the reason ........................ (learn, computer) 

(223) How can he give the reason ........................ ? (he, leave, bad companies) 

(224) Do you have any ........................ ? (reason, you, oppose, the C.M.) 

(225) The teacher gave us the reasons ........................ (programme, cancel) 

(226) she cleared the reason ........................ (support, Mr. Shah) 

(227) you must have reason ........................ (reject, applications) 

(228) I don't find any reason ........................ (hate, certain castes) 

(229) We went to the place ........................ (accident, take place) 

(230) It is the Raj Ghat ........................ (Gandhiji, cremate) 

(231) Is this the place ........................ ? (you, meet, Simran) 

(232) It is the red fort where ........................ (Tricolour, unfurled 20th Jan, 15th Aug.) 

(233) The P.M. visited the City Hospital ........................ (victims, admit) 

(234) This is the right place ........................ (establish, school) 

(235) Where is the place ........................ ? (you, find, dead body) 

(236) I will show you the spot ........................ (people, go, vacation) 

(237) Can you tell me the time ........................ ? (manager, come) 

(238) It is 12.30 ........................ (our school, start) 
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(239) The teacher reached at 2-30 ........................ (programme, end) 

(240) It was Diwali ........................ (Lord Rama, enter, Avadh) 

(241) I reached there on Dashehara ........................ (effigy, Ravan, burn) 

(242) We eagerly wait for Uttarayan ........................ (enjoy, fly kites) 

(243) I want such a pen ........................ (five rifills) 

(244) There are such persons ........................ (good friends, be) 

(245) Do you want such ........................ ? (calculator, ten digits) 

(246) Ramlal is such a faithful ........................ (servant, steal, Thakur's house) 

(247) Gabbarsing is such a wicked ........................ (person, cut, Thakur's hand) 

(248) Narendra Modi is such ........................ (powerful, politician, face, situation) 

(249) Please, show me the man ........................ (who, face, sorrow, life) 

(250) Mr.Patel is our principal ........................ (whom, everybody, respect) 

(251) Is this the same chapples ........................ (Gandhi, used, wear) 

(252) How can I forget my friends ........................ ? (who help, difficulties) 

(253) Murali is my friend ........................ (whose, hairstyle, extra ordinary) 

(254) The Tajmahal is the historical monument ........................ (which, build, Shahjahan) 

(255) ........................, doesn't he ? (Amir, dace) 

(256) ........................, don't you ? (work, sincerely) 

(257) ........................, do they ? (act, foolishly) 

(258) ........................, didn't he ? (Gambhir, seriously) 

(259) ........................, haven't I ? (complete, course) 

(260) ........................, has she ? (Ashiya, watch, T.V.) 

(261) ........................, haven't we ? (do, injustice, her) 

(262) ........................, won't you ? (make, cold coffee) 

(263) ........................, shan't we ? (avoid, bad habits) 

(264) ........................, should I ? (work hard) 

(265) ........................, can't she ? (defeat, anyone) 

(266) ........................, will you ? (make, mistake) 

(267) You can sign here ........................ (on behalf, father) 

(268) I went to attend the seminar ........................ (on behalf, my friend) 

(269) How can you go to this meeting ........................ ? (on behalf, boss) 

(270) On behalf of my school, ........................ (I, thank, institute) 
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(271) Though you are clever, ........................ (cheat, me) 

(272) ........................ you got less marks. (Though, work, hard) 

(273) Though Pritesh copied a lot, ........................ (fail, all the subjects) 

(274) ........................, you are lazy. (Though, clever) 

(275) Though Ranchi spoke fluently,........................ (win, first, prize) 

(276) As intelligent she is,........................ (regular, work) 

(277) As hard working you are, ........................ (you, clear, IAS exam) 

(278) However fast you ran,........................ (win, race) 

(279) However great he is,........................ (proud) 

(280) However hot the days are,........................ (workers, continuously, work) 

(281) However dull Ruchita is,........................ (score, well) 

(282) ........................, he eats sweet dishes. (Though, Nayan, hyper diabetes) 

(283) ........................, I managed my career. (Though, fail, H.S.C. five times) 

(284) Though Nathulal suffered from fever .................. (office, attend) 

(285) I wish ........................ ! (have, car) 

(286) I wish ........................ ! (a bird) 

(287) A teacher and ........................ ! (afraid, students) 

(288) What a ........................ ! (leader, great, Gandhiji) 

(289) How fast ........................ ! (the train, run, track) 

(290) I wish ........................ ! (finish, work) 

(291) What a powerful ........................ ! (Sachin) 

(292) How carelessly ........................ ! (money, she, spend) 

(293) What ........................ ! (unlucky, fellow, you) 

(294) ........................ Sita gave ! (What, great, sacrifice) 

(295) What ........................ ! (mindblowing performance) 
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 Combine the following sentences and make one meaningful sentences. 

(1) There was a fire. It was big. It was last night. The fire was in the market. 

(2) Salman plays a role in that movie. Shahrukh also is in that movie. They are brothers. 

(3) The train runs late. People say so. It will be on time. The computer board 

says so. 

(4) The earth was not round. It was flat. People believed so. It was in the ancient time. 

(5) You have to work hard. You have to stick to your goal. You want to succeed in your goal. 

(6) A black cat crosses your way. It is illomen. People believe in such illomens. 

(7) I wanted to buy vegatables. I went to market. I bought vegetables. It would run 

for one week. 

(8) The Mahabharat is an epic. It tells the story of cousins. The Pandvas and the Kauvravas were 

cousins. 

(9) Rahul is a sincere boy. He believes in honesty. He believes in discpline. 

(10) It was 2011. A great earth quake occured in Gujarat which ruined a lot. 

(11) There was a fatal accident on Dholka road. It was yesterday. Many people lost their lives in it. 

(12) The government keeps police. It can prevent crimes. It want to keep people safe. 

(13) Don't tease me again. I will complain to the principal. He is very strict. 

(14) He is expert in this work. I know me plumber. He can solves any type of problem. 

(15) You read more. You would have knowledge much. My papa often says so. 

(16) The mountain was very high. I could not climb it. I tried. 

(17) You are regular. You can be assigned this job. It is very urgent. 

(18) Rakesh can do this sum. Rahul can do this sum. Rahul and Rakesh don't do it. 

(19) I can't find the reason. People are afraid of English. It is very easy to learn. 

(20) There is a will. There is a way. It is a proverb. 

(21) It was in interesting match. Rubia didn't watch it. Sabira didn't watch it. 

(22) Sholay is a movie. Amitabh dies in that movie. Dharmendra finds the secret of the coin. 

(23) Alan's papa promised him to buy a cycle. His side won. Alan might practice much. 

(24) You are selfish very much. Nobody would like to talk with you. Mend your ways, please. 

(25) The police said so. The case was of suicide. The case was of murder. The C.I.D. said so. 

(26) Gandhiji believed in cleanliness. He used to keep his surrounding clean. He also advised 

people to do so. 

(27) He made faces before me. I boiled up. I didn't do anything. 
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(28) Anyone asks you to understand. You should ponder over that suggestion. You should react 

afterwards. 

(29) Why don't you understand the simple truth. Money can't long last. They are earned wrong 

ways. 

(30) Nehru used to say that. This day shall pass. It is my favourite line. 

(31) Pakistan sent an armed force into Kargil a few years ago. Our brave soldiers fought with them 

with great courage and dedication. They pushed back all enemy soldiers. They wanted to 

bring back all the important points. 

(32) We were studying at Sahajanand college. At that time Mr. Jayrambhai Patel was our principal. 

He was a scholar of English literature. He lectured to us on poets, authors and critics. 

(33) I had always been fond of dogs. I had kept some. I could never look after them properly. 

Other matters claimed my attention. 

(34) His mother wished him to leave the school. She also wished him to manage the farm. There 

was nobody else in the family to look after the farm. His father was dead. 

(35) Martin Luther King was called the Gandhiji of the black people. He fought for the rights of 

the black people. He fought in the U.S.A. People of the world know this. 

(36) Pearl looked at the letter. It was written in halting English. It was signed by an unknown 

Indian. She felt terribly upset. 

(37) Tehmina gave birth to a boy. She sent a false message to Rustom. She informed him that she 

had given birth to a girl. She did so because she feared that Rustom would take Sohrab away 

from her. 

(38) Honest persons don't tell lies. They don't cheat others. The people honour them. They love 

them too. 

(39) He has brought a message. It is from the collector. The Chief Minister is to visit the town. He 

will visit it next Sunday. 

(40) The sun rose. The travellers began their journey. They were to go to Ajmer. It was about fifty 

kilometers away from there. 

(41) Let us all be true Indians. Let us all work for her unity. In that way we can make  her great. 

We can make her prosperous too. 

(42) Jarjis stood first in the board. We came to know that. We went to his house. We wanted to 

congratulate him. 
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(43) I know the German shoemaker from the days of my youth. He made my father's shoes. He 

was living with his elder brother. He was living in a small by-street. 

(44) Kadish was in despair. He went to consult the great specialist. His name was Dr.Yoetz. He 

was famous for his knowledge and wisdom. 

(45) It was a stormy Christmas Eve. Delia and Harry were busy talking about the weather and 

many other things. A stranger came to seek shelter. They treated him very warmly. 

(46) All progress towards great goals requires us to overcome the obstacles. They are inevitable. 

They stand in the way. We must realize this. 

(47) He sat there a long time. He was unafraid of the darkness. He was guarding the body from 

jackals and hyenas. He sat there still until the first faint light of dawn. 

(48) Shah Jahan was the emperor of India. He built the Tajmahal. The Tajmahal is a world famous 

monument. It is on the bank of the Jamuna in Agra. 

(49) It was a holiday. I wanted to go to see a movie. My friend wanted to go for shopping. He has 

come from Mumbai. 

(50) The art of living consists in having a faith in life. The man is unhappy. He believes in nothing. 

He trusts nobody. 

 

 Replace the underlined parts with the most appropriate group of words given in 

the brackets. 

(1) "Where do you live, sir ?" called Alan at last in the old man's ear. "Up the road and some way round 

the corner." he answered in his thin and weak voice. "I should be so much obliged if you could see 

me home." 

  (grateful, finally, near) 

(2) The people of Gujarat are fond of festivals. Navratri is a popular festival. It is round the corner. The 

young men and women do their best in the Garba during this festival. 

  (to perform to one's highest ability, near, having liking for) 

(3) Instead of going to school, he went to the garden. So his mother scolded him. He bit his lip in anger 

and went out the room soft footed. 

                (express annoyance, very slowly, in place of) 

(4) At last he made his way to the pilgrimage so his friends saw him off. 

                (to say goodbye to someone, to go in the direction of finally) 

(5) He is not proud of himself. He wants to search of a person who shapes him well. 
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  (look for, build career with progress, taking pride in something) 

(6) Once the lion boasted of his strength. There was a thorn in his paw so he limped down. Though he 

had severe pain, he went on walking. 

  (continue, walk with difficulty, to brag) 

(7) Though Kazi is suffering from stress, he gets down his work without wearing out. 

  (be tired, be in pain, attend seriously) 

(8) Harshad has limp and bashful spirit. He wants to set up a goal so he must to reassure himself. 

  (establish, resore confidence in oneself, weak and shy spirit.) 

(9) Sachin Tendulkar took part in the final match. He did his best in the match. So we gave three loud 

cheers to him. 

  (participate, express admiration, perform to one's highest ability) 

(10) In any case Bhal gets through his work. Every now and then he has not finished his work. 

  (occasionally, complete, under any circumstances) 

(11) In lieu of Anna, Baba Ramdev started a movement against corruption. The government warned him 

but he went on his movement. At last the police arrested Baba Ramdev. 

  (finally, instead of, continue) 

(12) Though the ox is suffering from weakness, the farmer hitches to it. So it limps down. 

  (fasten with a rope be in pain, walk with difficulty) 

(13) Chandu is well off. He never minds about his future but he ponders on his son's career. 

  (not to be concerned, think deeply on, wealthy) 

(14) At large most of the people clean their houses during Diwali holidays. The preparation for Diwali lasts 

long. The people look forward to Diwali. 

  (wait eagerly for, continue for a long time, in general.) 

(15) Irfan kept looking at the girl and his friend Chandu looked quickly at the girl but Sunil turned away 

her. 

  (glance, stare, take eyes off) 

(16) Pankaj makes a living He never minds about his future. He is very busy but he squeezes in. 

  (spare time, earn a living, not to be upset) 

(17) Bhojak is well off. Though he minds with his friend, he puts up with him. 

  (have objection, wealthy, tolerate) 
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(18) As usual Babita was denied of adding Jethalal in his group. But Jethalal got back to Babita. 

  (prevent from having, contact again, as per routine) 

(19) When Suresh Raina was selected as the caption of Indian cricket team, he was taken aback. But he 

knows his mind. He decided that he would do his best. 

  (perform to one's highest ability, understand oneself, be astonished.) 

(20) My friend Raj broke through his wife. After 3 years his wife came across but he turned away her. 

  (meet accidently, get rid of, take eyes of) 

(21) Raj will hunt for a partner who will grant his favours and know his mind. 

  (give things which are liked, search for, understand oneself.) 

(22) Vinaychand looks quickly at Kokila and speaks very softly in Jethalal's ear. So Jethalal is taken 

aback.              

                 (be greatly surprised, glance, whisper)                     

(23)  As a matter of fact he gets on well because he is well off. 

  (prosperous, live in a comfortable way, actually) 

(24) On behalf of Baba Ramdev, his assistant will nod in agreement because Baba Ramdev has a great 

deal of works. 

  (a lot of, give permission, for the sake of somebody) 

(25) Last year in Bihar communal riot broke out so people left Bihar in fright and entered Maharastra but 

the government of Maharastra turned them away. 

  (refuse admittance to, begin suddenly, in fear) 

(26) There will be a black cloud hovering in Helen's life but she is in the dark. She gets on in her 

education. 

  (make progress, be ignorant, being under the shadow of grief) 

(27) Anna insisted on Lokpal Bill so the government accepted requirements to some extent. But Anna 

denied to accept So the government took actions quick as a flash. 

  (fast as a lightening, firm for making something done, some degree up to a limit.) 

(28) He asked for her hand because he was in tune with her. But her father lost his temper with him. 

  (get angry, be in co-ordination with, demand) 

(29) Ratan relied on his father since he went crazed. So his father burst into tears. 

  (cry out suddenly as a result of strong emotion, become mad, depend on) 
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(30) Negligence to study is an obstacle to acquire deep knowledge of the subject. They can pass the 

exams, but they are not full of knowledge they need. And so, when they are interviewed anywhere 

they develop nervousness. 

  (cold feet, teeming with, a bar and barrier) 

(31) Radhika did not want to interfere with her affairs, but as she was not able to solve the problems 

independently , I had to think deeply over it. 

  (ponder on, to meddle with, on one's own) 

(32) Indian team believes that it is not an easy task to win a match against West-Indies in India. Our 

captain Suresh Raina was born in a well known family. Take care that you are playing on an Indian 

pitch. 

  (a child's play, do mind, distinguished) 

(33) To get along with a short-tempered man is very difficult. Because they are in the habit of storming the 

place off without paying attention to matter properly and so the problem cannot be solved. 

  (listen, leave in anger, adjust) 

(34) Pearl had worked continuously and she was tired. So she took a leave and went home. But when her 

senior officer called her back, she got angry. 

  (take off, wear out, loose one's temper) 

(35) When any employee starts talking proudly , the manager does not tolerate him and forcefully send 

him out. 

  (put up with, boast, turn out.) 

(36) Even if she is my wife, I cannot tolerate her ill-nature and am not ready for a single second to 

accommodate her with me under any circumstances. 

  (in any case, put up with, put one up) 

(37) I was greatly surprised to see a prosperous old man walking with difficulty in the garden. 

  (limp down, well off, take aback.) 

(38) Continue to hard work. It is not good to change your decision now and then. Please first decide for 

the success. 

  (change one's mind, make up one's mind, keep up) 
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(39) It is true that laziness proves to be an obstacle to our success. These days, students of higher 

secondary schools and colleges become mad for motor. bikes The father stares into the distance to 

see his prodigal son returning. 

  (gaze, go crazy, get in the way of) 

(40) I live in Bhavnagar. One day when I was passing by a market place, I met suddenly a friend of my 

school day. I became very happy. I postponed all my programmes and we enjoyed the entire day 

together. 

  (jump with joy, put off, come across) 

 

 

 

| Rewrite the following paragraph filling in the gaps using proper form of 
words given in the brackets : 

(1) Once a pandit lived in a village. He was very much ............. (pride) of his ............. (learn). One day 

he was invited by a ............. (enrich) man. He took with him a bundle of books. It was a ............. 

(rain) day. 

(2) What a ............. (terror) experience it is when one gets a ............. (cool) ! The nose is running 

............. (continue), eyes are red, the headaches ............. (severe) 

(3) All the children like the Pogo channel because of its ............. (funny) and ........... (interest) games. 

One gets lots of ............. (challenge) in playing games. It is harmful for our children to let them watch 

the games because they may ........... (practice) some of them at home. 

(4) Do you know who has sung the ............. (fame) 'Sanedo Song' ? It was sung by Maniraj Barot. 

............. (Unfortunate) he died on Navratris. His ............. (die) was due to a severe heart attack. He 

raised from a very ............. (poverty) family to such a fame. 

(5) Have you any ............. (inform) about Janmashtami ? Let's know about it. It is the happy ............. 

(birth) of Lord Krishna. The day is believed ............. (auspicion). The Krishna temples have special 

............. (decorate) on that day. 

(6) The members of ETC club ............. (inform) to attend the ............. (meet) at 6:00 p.m. But because it 

rained ............. (heavy) that day, very few of them turned up. They were greatly ............. (please) as 

some important decisions were to be taken that day. 

(7) Mr.Franks liked the ............. (festive) of Indian people. He said, "Indian people are very fond of 

............. (festive). He also got ............. (enjoy) by celebrating all the festivals ............. (enthusiastic). 
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(8) Experience has taught me that ............. (honest) is not the mark of any particular class not is it 

related to ............. (educate) or wealth. It cannot be ............. (teach) at any ............. (universe). 

(9) Some students were ............. (comfort) with the new teacher so they came along with a number of 

............. (complain) against him. But the Principal did not........... (attention) to them............ (serious).

  

(10) Last night there was a ........... (terrify) accident. 20 persons were killed and some persons were 

injured ............. (serious). They were ............. (admission) to the hospital. They needed ............. 

(bleed). 

(11) When Alan reached home, his father welcomed him ........... (enthusiasm) patting his shoulder. He 

........... (congratulation) him and informed that he knew everything about his kind ........... (do). And he 

said that their mom and dad were ........... (pride) of him. 

(12) ........... (improvement) English, one should read a lot. your ........... (believable) that one can learn 

English well by learning only grammar is quite ........... (right). One can learn English ........... (easy) by 

reading a lot. 

(13) My friend has a ........... (collect) of ........... (variety) stamps. They are described very ........... (beauty). 

But some stamps are more ........... (interest) than others. 

(14) Let me first ........... (congratulation) you on your ........... (excel) ........... (perform). You presented your 

idea ........... (effect) in this question bank. 

(15) The most ........... (fame) wild life photographer Suleman Patel was very poor. But his own efforts and 

great ........... (determine) made him so. He had seen poverty, so he ........... (sympathy) with the poor. 

He ........... (will) help the poor. 

(16) For Alan was playing in the school cricket match and was ........... (might) proud of being ........... 

(choose) to play. He had ........... (practice) bowling with his father for weeks, now and Daddy said he 

was ........... (shape) well. 

(17) An ........... (enter) test is something most of us can ........... (management). It may be ........... (easy) 

but it is only another ........... (examine). 

(18) It is a wrong ........... (believe) that ghosts ........... (existence) in this world. Only some ........... 

(superstition) people believe it but they should be ........... (courage) by all means. 

(19) An interview involves people and their ........... (person) so it is always a ...........  (situate) where 

something ........... (expected) may happen. You will have to rely on your ........... (present) of mind. 
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(20) Dipawali is the ........... (festive) of the Hindus. They celebrate it in the ........... (memorable) of Lord 

Ram's ........... (victorious) over Ravan. People have ...........  (decorate) on their houses. (21)

 ......... (prevent) from .......... (indulge) in normal activities we became more .......... (observe) of 

nature's ways. We watched also the ........... (varied) animals and insects that came our way. 

(22) Of all the photographs in that morning's newspaper, one boy's photo caught my.......... (attentive). I 

could not take my eyes off him. He was frail and pail, but there was an ........... (endear) ........... 

(spark) in his eyes. 

(23) Even if his pupils had ........... (differ) answers to the same sum, he would give both of them an 

........... (encourage) pat, saying, "........... (Excel). I'm glad to see both of you trying so ........... (easy)." 

(24) Don't afraid of cancer so much because it is not a ........... (curable) disease now. If it is ........... 

(diagnosis) in an earlier stage, its ........... (curable) is ........... (possibility). 

(25) The word ........... (select) is very ........... (careful) put in the poem. Read the first line of the poem. "I 

don't ........... (remembrance) my mother." 'r' and 'm' sounds ........... (repetition) in this line. 

(26) There is the ........... (great) ........... (differ) in the world between ........... (conquer) by power and 

conquering by ........... (kind). 

(27) EDUSAT is India's first ........... (exclude) satellite for taking education to rural and remote areas. With 

its array of ........... (sophisticate) transponders, it is set to herald a revolution in ........... (distant) 

........... (educate) in the country. 

(28) Mansi learned something about ........... (patient), ........... (encourage) and love that day. She saw the 

patience of young wife ........... (describe) paintings to a person........... (with) sight. 

(29) Payal had severe cold. He coughed ........... (terrible). Soon his friend Krupa took her to the doctor. 

He ........... (advice) her ........... (admit) Payal as soon as possible to the City Hospital. She was a 

........... (suspect) case of Swine Flu. 

(30) Your ........... (appear) and manners are very important in ........... (create) a good overall ........... 

(impress). Take a good look at your dress, shoes, hair, make up. Try to appear clean, neat and 

........... (comfort). 

 

       ... BEST OF LUCK ... 
 

 

   ACHIEVERS NEVER EXPOSE THEMSELVES BUT THEIR ACHIEVEMENTS EXPOSE THEM 


